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The new ADM'' 1600 series

broadcast production console

New! Audio for the '80's in a versatile package
Years-ahead design doesn't have to mean big in size.
Audio Designs has created an entirely new generation of
broadcast production consoles engineered to anticipate the medium -market audio needs of the '80's.
The new ADM 1600 incorporates a wide range of
features most requested by chief engineers around the

-

country for medium -market broadcast and production
facilities. It provides the same ease of operation and
quality components found in our 3200 series and custom
consoles. The ADM 1600 offers an array of capabilities
for now and well into the next decade.

Our complete in -house design and manufacturing put
so much quality into our audio consoles that we can
the
confidently offer an exclusive 5 -year warranty
most comprehensive in the industry.
To learn more about how ADM can increase your
audio capabilities, please contact Audio Designs and
Manufacturing, Inc., 16005 Sturgeon, Roseville,
Michigan 48066. Phone (313) 778 -8400. TLX -23 -1114.
Southeastern Office: Phone (904) 694 -4032.
Distributed outside the U.S.A. by Ampex
International Operations, Inc.

-

The Audio Company

Central Dynamics
Creator of
"the Smart Switcher"
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Video Switcher
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Revolutionary modular switchers with unprecedented production power. They outperform the largest conventional switchers,
yet are extremely simple to operate. Their
power and ease of operation are due to
CDL's new Sequential Effects (SFX) Amplifier, which can cut, mix or wipe between
background sources and two separate key

sources either individually or in any combination. Models with one or two SF)(
Amplifiers provide all the standard and
optional features you need. A variety of
modular accessories will continue to keep
your switchers smarter than the rest as new
technology develops.

The sophisticated VS -14

The inexpensive
VS -10
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Sophisticated enough for large studio production, yet compact and inexpensive enough
for small mobiles. Soft wipes and keys -even
a Downstreamer keyer are standard. Self contained and remote versions available.
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inexpensive broadcast quality 8 -inpuswitcher that features flexibility and ease ooperation. Self-contained electronics for
rapid installation in ENG and other smal
An

mobiles.

Request our Short Form Catalog for a description of a complete line of video products.
Master Control Switchers Video Tape Editors System 100 Automation SMPTE Time
Code Generators and Readers Video and Pulse Distribution Amplifiers Chroma Keyers:
RGB and Encoded Processing Amplifiers Audio/Video Routing Switchers Pulse Assigi`ment Systems Machine Control Systems

CENTRAL DYNAMICS LTD
U.S.A.

Chicago
West Northwest Highway
Palatine, IL 60067
331

(312) 991 -4720

TWX -910 693 4: 15

New York

Los Angeles

Atlanta

(914) 592-5440

(213) 789-0574

(404) 491 -9037

Dallas

Denver

CANADA -Montreal

(214) 741 -3332

(303) 623-7603

(514) 697-0810
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ENG, in all its many forms, is
changing the way local news is

defined. Many stations are
finding that microwave gear is
enabling them to extend
coverage to all parts of their
ADI on a regular basis.

39 TV Stations With More To Cover Turn To Microwave -Linked News Bureaus
Microwave- linked news bureaus are providing TV news departments with flexible,

responsive, and reliable coverage
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ways
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NEW 3240
VIDEO PROCESSING SYSTEM

GRASS VALLEY GROUP

Entirely new, entirely modular.
A system of remarkable flexibility designed for
requirements of network, remote, studio, transmitter or other broadcast applications.
The new complete video processing system from the ccmaany
proven by performance

...

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
A

TEKTRONIX C[ >:1PANY'

Killer Group Field Offices: WEST: 4419 Van Nuys Blvd Ste 307, Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 (213) 990 -6172 `OL 1H'.IST: 1644 Tu,/lie Cir PIE, Atlanta, GA 33029 (404)
321 -4318 NOR TII CENTRAL; 810 W Bristol St, Elkhart, IN 46514 (219) 264 -0931 NEW ENGLAND L MID A TL -1 VTl_'; Station Plaza East, Great Neck, NY 11021 (516)
487 -1311 - SOUTHWEST; 2639 Walnut Hill Ln Ste 143, Dallas, TX 75229 (214) 358 -4229 MIDWEST; 3585 N Lexington Ave Ste 374, Arden Hi/I;, MN 55112 (612)483-2.594
Grass
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1%'"EIVITS
UHF Channels For STL

to convey the left and right audio channels for stereo FM broadcasting. The

And Intercity Relay?
Moseley Associates, Inc., has filed a
Petition for Rule Making with the FCC
for the amendment of its rules to permit
aural broadcast STLs and intercity relay
stations to operate in unassigned UHF
TV channels on a secondary , non interfering basis when frequencies in
the 947 to 952 MHz spectrum are unavailable.
The Commission's rules presently
authorize ten 500 kHz channels for STL
and intercity links for broadcast service. Each of these channels may be
occupied by two separate links in order

Commission allocates the entire 500
kHz spectrum to any licensee regardless of his specific requirements. The
result is that an FM stereo licensee
using a single STL to convey a composite stereo signal, remote control, and
SCA subcarrier receives the same
bandwidth as an AM licensee requiring
only a single monaural program circuit.
While this may seem wasteful of spectrum, there has been no compelling reason to revise the rules until now, when
spectrum space is at a premium. The
growth of FM service and the need for
higher quality program circuits with

A Faster Process For Video News Film

Penelope Hamblin, at WTEV, New Bedford /Providence, checks the mix of new
Kodak chemicals entering their new Allen RVNP -82 processor
A rapid new process tested by four

televison stations since last spring has
nearly halved the dry-to -dry time for
film while leading to some cost savings
in chemicals. The process, RVNP
(Rapid Video New Process) has been
used with a variety of processing machines at stations WGR -TV, Buffalo;
WIXT -TV, Syracuse; WTAR -TV, Norfolk; and WTEV -TV, New Bedford/
Providence.
RVNP is a modification of the VNF -1
process used with Eastman Ektachrome video news film. In the new
process, a faster acting formulation of
persulfate bleach and bleach accelerator replaces ferricyanide bleach
and a second -stop bath. According to
Chip Wilkinson, project coordinator,
Eastman Kodak, The new packaged
chemicals require very simple processor modifications which can be
quickly made with the assistance of

technical

representatives

from

Eastman Kodak Co."
WTEV manager of operations and
engineering Lee Tanner was negotiating for a new Allen processor when
Kodak proposed the test. Collaboration between Tanner and Allen's engineers resulted in a new processor.
the RVNP -82. The new Allen processor is handling about 3000 feet of
film per day and is running at 82 feet
per minute. According to Tanner, the
machine has been run at 121 feet per
minute with acceptable news output.
Tanner reports that now when a photographer walks in the door it is a matter of only 10 minutes before the film is
ready to be shown. Comparing that to
the previous half-hour processing
time, Tanner says that they now have
more time for better editing.
All four stations agreed that the
process should pay the biggest dividends to smaller television stations
with lower operating budgets.

greater reliability have resulted in a
shift from land wire circuits to the use
of STL equipment. As a result, all 10
channels have been assigned and are in
use in major metropolitan areas, making the assignment of new links difficult or impossible.
The Moseley petition suggests that if
Docket 21313, the current Notice of
Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) for a
standard of stereo AM broadcasting, is
approved, the additional need for STL
spectrum space will be immediate and
great. Thus, the current 947 MHz to
952 MHz band will be totally inadequate for the larger metropolitan
areas already suffering from congestion.
Engineering tests and studies made
by Moseley have shown that a single 15
kHz audio program channel suitable for
AM broadcast standards can be conveyed along with appropriate remote
control information in a 62.5 kHz assignment. For AM stereo, a total of 125
kHz spectrum would be required.
These channels need not be adjacent,
but it may be desirable to consider 125
kHz blocks for AM STL service to
allow for expansion to stereo service in
the case of initial monaural operation. It
is not practical to fragment one 500 kHz
channel into four 125 kHz channels for
AM stereo operation as those channels
nearest the adjacent 500 kHz channels
may cause interference to its operation.
Such operation would be possible but
certain assignment problems would
prove to be an administrative burden on
the Commission, according to
Moseley's petition.
While re- allocation of the 942 MHz
to 947 MHz spectrum, formerly assigned to broadcast STL service, on an
interference free basis would help relieve the present congestion, it would
not adequately meet the needs if AM

stereo broadcasting is authorized.
Moseley therefore recommends that the
Commission assign unallocated or unused UHF TV channels for broadcast
STL service.

CBN To Divest Itself Of
O &Os
Dr. M.G. "Pat" Robertson, president
of the Christian Broadcasting Network
(CBN), has announced that the network's board of directors has voted to
divest itself of all its owned and operated television and radio stations and
continued on page 8
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The Thomson -CSF Laboratories M_crocam" is the
lightest broadcast -quality porta3le color television
camera in the business. And if I ur business is covering news, sports or special events, you want to
make sure it all gets covered. While other cameramen
are pausing for a breather, you're still going strong.
Total systemweight is:
Camera head (with 6:1 lens) arid viewfinder 31/2 lbs.
Shoulder pad 6.3 oz.
Electronics pack 3 lb. 8 oz.
Interconnect cable 1 lb. 2 oie.
Microcam will go anywthene Capture anything.
Live or on tape. And Microcam's ability to operate at
extreme low-light levels makes It especially valuable
for ENG.
Microcam's low power consmnotion of 24 watts
provides a full hour of cperation from a 21/2 lb.

built -in battery pack. And for extended operation,
a 4 lb. silver -cell battery belt 3perates Microcam 5
hours on a single charge.
With a two line vertical image enhancer and orrb
filter as stancard equipment, Microcam will effectively upgrade ycur present system. And Microcam
is priced lower than most portable cameras.
The Thomson -CSF Laboratories Microcam. Less
weight. Less :ow+er consumption. And less on yiotr
budget.

l1

THOMSON -CSF LABORATORIES, INC.
37 Brownhouse Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06
(203) 327 -7700 / TWX (7710) 474 -3346

Lighten Up.
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News
the new fourth commercial network.
These activities are to be placed in a
newly formed stock corporation, Continental Broadcasting Network, Inc.
Robertson said that the aims and
goals of Continental will be identical to
those held by CBN, and that the only
change is the corporate vehicle to be
employed. He also commented that recent confusion regarding CBN's nonprofit status had arisen in Boston and
Virginia Beach. He said that he did not

believe that non -profit entities should
use any 'special advantage that might
accrue to them in competing against

tax -paying businesses. Robertson
claimed, "The Christian Broadcasting
Network has never done this, but our
board of directors wants to make it
clear, by this move, that our commercial operation will be competing in the
marketplace under the identical terms
and conditions as those which face any
other business enterprise. It has been
obvious for a year now that the fourth
network would, of necessity, have to be
placed in a commercial vehicle. The

o

recent events have merely accelerated
our decision to establish this new cor-

poration."
Robertson explained that CBN "sort
of backed into commercial operations." In October, 1978, monthly
sales at all its O &O TV stations exceeded $1 million. Estimates reveal
that sales will reach nearly $8 million in
1978, and twice that amount in 1979.
With these developments, Robertson
said that it was obviously time for their
stations to stand on their own.
In addition to news and sports, the
fourth network is developing a daily
soap opera, a weekly children's program, an animated motion picture, and
several situation comedies.
Although the network's final corporate financial structure is yet to be determined, it will have access to equity
financing that was not available to
CBN. A distinct possibility exists that
financing of the new network's operations could be obtained through a public
stock offering. In the interim start-up
period, gifts from individuals, corporations, and foundations will be solicited
through the Christian Broadcasting
Network.
The television stations involved in
the new corporation are: WYAH -TV,

channel 25, Norfolk- Portsmouth;
WXNE -TV, channel 25, Boston;

KXTX -TV, channel 39, Dallas; and
WANX -TV, channel 46, Atlanta.
The radio stations involved are
WXRI -FM, Norfolk, and a five -station
FM network in upstate New York that

includes WEIV, WOIV, WJIV,

WMIV, and WBIV, serving the Albany, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse,
and Ithaca markets.
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Western Union Submits
Plan For Shared Use Of PB
Earth Stations
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Western Union submitted a plan on
November 2 to the Federal Communications Commission to share public
television earth stations for commercial
communications. Initially, the plan
would allow Western Union to use public TV earth stations in Washington,
D.C., New Orleans, and Houston for
video broadcasting.
Currently, the Public Broadcasting
Service (PBS) broadcasts programs to
210 public TV stations via Western
Union's Westar satellite system. It was
expected that by the end of 1978, 277
public TV stations in the U.S., Puerto
Rico, and the Virgin Islands would be
linked via 149 earth stations.
The June, 1976 contract between
Western Union and the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting provides general
terms and conditions for shared use,
with rates to be paid by Western Union
for transmit and receive channels.
continued on page 10
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FRAME SYNCHRONIZER
Locks all remote signals to
house sync. Network, ENG,
Remote pick -ups, and satellite
signals will mix with local
signals with no disturbance.

Sampling video at 4 times sub carrier for superior technical
standard and picture quality.
TIME BASE CORRECTOR
Will "NTSC" COLOR and sync
of low cost VTR's.
FRAME FREEZER
Will act like having another

ELECTRONIC ZOOM
See or read information not
possible without zoom.
In sports, determine if ball is

One Channel
or up to
4 Channels in One

good, simply freeze and enlarge. Call foul plays more accurately. Zoom capability on a
remote or recorded scene.
Zoom while chroma key
tracking.
VERY SPECIAL EFFECTS
With 2 channels or more, open
new unlimited vistas of movie type effects.

Avoid FCC violations. TV blanking standards automatically
restored with squeezoom.
Record 4 pictures on one recorder and play back any one
full screen with no perceptible

camera in the studio for still
shots. Will freeze any full frame
picture. Will retain last frame of
interrupted incoming signal
automatically until picture is
restored.

degradation.
Display two or more ENG feeds
simultaneously. Decided advantage in news, special events,
sports.
Conceived, designed, and
manufactured in Florida by
Vital Industries, Inc.- makers of
the VIX -114 Series Switching

VIDEO COMPRESSOR
No matter how a slide or scene
comes in, you can compress
and /or change its aspect ratio
as you wish, down to one picture element, and position it
anywhere on the screen.

Systems.
Pat. pending

Simultaneous Live Telecast
You will not be locked out with one

video channel "Squeezoom." Add
other channels as you wish. Too
many exciting features and applications to describe. Call us toll free
1- 800 -874 -4608. Continental U.S.

HI TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT INNOVATORS

VITAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

MAIN OFFICE: 3700 N.E. 53rd Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601 U.S.A.
MORRELL BEAVERS Midwest
2644 North Seventh St.
Terre Haute, Indiana 47804
Phone 812/466 -3212

ROBERT McALL Northeast
34 Autumn Lane
Hicksville, N. Y. 11801
Phone 516/735 -0055

GORDON PETERS Southwest
P. O. Box 912
Arlington, Texas 76010
Phone 817/467 -0051

Circle 103 on Reader Service Card

Tel.: Area 904

- 378 -1581

ERIC KING Southeast
Fox Hill Road
Lynchburg, Va. 24503
Phone 804/384 -7001

TWX 810 -825 -2370

BARRY HOLLAND West Coast
7960 West Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90048
Phone 714/497 -4516

News
If the plan is approved, Western
Union will have to negotiate separate
agreements with licensees covering the
use of their earth stations. All electronic
equipment needed at the public television location would be installed by
Western Union.

S-A Confab Covers
Satellites In Broadcasting
Scientific- Atlanta held its fourth earth
station symposium last November in

Atlanta. The three -day session attracted
about 230 attendees, including cable
operators, leasing company representatives, broadcasters, lawyers, and
equipment manufacturers.
Scientific- Atlanta's president, Sidney Topol, sees a time not too far off
when virtually every broadcast station,
hotel, and hospital will have a satellite
antenna on its roof. He indicated that
his company intends to manufacture 60
percent of those antennas. Of those in
attendance, Topol pointed out that most
of the broadcasters represented independent stations and programming

ATTENTION ALL
TV ENGINEERS

firms interested in satellites because of
alternative programming now offered
by such firms as Robert Wold Co. and
Hughes Television. Right now there is
little incentive for major network affiliates to acquire satellite earth stations, but Topol believes the time will

come when more diversified programming becomes available.
One of the most recent offerings to
broadcasters via satellite was extensive
election coverage. Hughes Television
buys 5000 hours per year on the Western Union Westar satellite and distributes tennis, football, and hockey events
as well as the Jerry Lewis Muscular
Dystrophy Telethon. Robert Wold Co.
is also committed to about 5000 hours
of yearly programming. Wold, who
handles sporting events for PBS, surprised some with the announcement that
ABC -TV, his largest customer, has
dramatically increased its use of satellites. ABC feeds its World News Tonight via satellite, and even the station's promos, produced in Hollywood,
are transmitted by satellite to New
York.
Other than PBS, major networks
have not attempted to link their stations
via satellite because they already have
an adequate, effective system provided
by Ma Bell. The major webs are committed to satellites for their N.Y. /West
Coast feeds, news, and sports programming, but they are not looking to
satellites for networking.
The Spanish International Network
is heavily committed to satellites to receive network programming for its 11
stations via Westar. The firm also uses
satellites to relay Spanish -language

programming from Mexico, South

You've got a problem -commercial loudness. Commercials are
highly processed with a high loudness energy content. This
creates a TV sound consistency problem.
We've got the solution -Multilimiter and Multimax. They will solve
the problem by controlling loudness energy separately from the
peaks, while lending consistency to the spectral balance of
the sound.

Multilimiter -Multimax

You will hear a difference

"PACIFIC RECORDERS AND ENGINEERING CORPORATION
11100 ROSELLE ST., SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92121
TELEPHONE (714) 453 -3255 TELEX 695008

America, and Europe.
The cost of delivering programming
via satellite versus the AT &T system
can result in savings of up to 27 percent
if the station uses a common carrier
downlink, and up to 53 percent if the
station has its own receive terminal.
Robert Wold said that satellites could
be an important factor for independents
that want to be competitive with network affiliates.
Some figures reveal that out of 785
authorized TV stations only about 6.3
percent will have satellite earth stations
in use in 1979. Out of 4000 cable systems, about 20 percent will have terminals in 1979, and projections indicate
that the figure will jump to 67.5 percent
by 1981. Topol is confident that broadcasters will have to follow.

TV Studios And Offices For
New Jersey
The Federal Communications Commission recently reversed a two -yearold decision when it resolved to require
New York City and Philadelphia VHF
television stations to maintain studios
continued on page 12
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The Lowest Priced/High
Performance System Anywhere
The 1500 CCD Video Picture Corrector is
one of two MICROTIME time base correctors
utilizing an advanced charge coupled device design to provide an outstanding low
cost /high performance package for video

signal processing.

The 1500 provides simplicity, reliability, and
economy for CATV, Pay TV, and Industrial
app ications. The 1500 corrects skew errors,
tearing, and horizontal jitter in unprocessed
video from any non -segmented source ..
all at the lowest price available.
.

1
The 1600 CCD Time Base Corrector is primarily designed to provide broadcast quality

electronic field production where lightweight
and durability, along with high performance
specifications are essential. The 1600 provides features that optimize the playback of

34"

either the standalone heterodyne or VTR 3.58 MHz subcarrier feedback modes of operation. The 1600 features
also provide outstanding performance in
studio applications for post production or
broadcast purposes.
V -Lock VTRs in

MICROTIME's CCD Video Signal Processing equipment offer the lowest priced /high
performance signal correction system available today. Both units provide optional Image -Ex TM
Image Processing for chroma /luminance de ay correction, 3 dB signal -to -noise improvement..
and picture detail crispening.

Microtime, Inc.
1280 Blue Hills Avenue
Bloomfield, Conn. 06002
(203) 242 -0761 TWX 710-425-1165

MICROTIME
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ANTENNA IMPEDANCE
MEASUREMENTS WITH
INTERFERENCE IMMUNITY
The Model SD -31 Synthesizer/Detector
Is.. .

Off

... designed for antenna

impedance
measurements in presence of strong
interference
High -level oscillator compatible with General Radio
916 Series, 1606 Series, and Delta
OIB -1 Impedance Bridges
Special coherent detector circuit rejects

interfering signals during measurements
Crystal controlled frequertcy, variable in 500 Hz steps
from 100.0 kHz to 1999.5 kHz
Receiver for detector can be ex
ternal or optional built -in R X-31
Powered by rechargeable batteries
Self- contained portable package

Field proven
Versatile can use as an RF signal generator for troubleshooting antenna systems;
as a variable frequency oscillator for antenna site survey; or other applications requiring a precise frequency source
Price: $1250 complete with R X-31 Receiver
$995 without Receiver.
CONTACT US FOR DETAILS.

-

-

POTOMAC INSTRUMENTS

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.
SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910
(301) 589-2662
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News
and offices in the state of New Jersey.
Chairman Ferris and Commissioner
Brown were the dissenters in the four to -two decision. Their disagreement
was based on their opinions that the
action was inadequate.
Chairman Ferris went so far as to
argue that N.Y.C. and Philadelphia stations should be required to "directionalize" to keep their signals out of
New Jersey so that VHF stations could
be dropped in and /or to make UHF
more viable. FCC staff argued that the
idea would not work because TV cannot be directionalized like AM radio.
The proposal will, however, be part
of an inquiry to provide New Jersey
with more adequate TV service. Due
early this year, the inquiry will include
the possible attenurtion of signals and
the economic feasibility of VHF drop ins and co- assignments.
The Commission's action in this case
was prompted by petitions from New
Jersey's legislature, the New Jersey
Coalition for Fair Broadcasting, and
others to deny New York and Philadelphia renewals for alleged failure to
serve the needs of New Jersey.
In 1976, the Commission did not require stations to maintain offices in
New Jersey, but it did tell them that
they had special service obligations and
therefore must maintain a physical
presence in the state. Commissioner
Washburn commented on the FCC action, saying that he was more interested
in service than bricks and mortar, and
that he would urge that stations be permitted to share physical facilities in
New Jersey.

Wasilewski Faults Rewrite
And Looks At Future

exclusively from

National Association of Broadcasters

president Vincent Wasilewski ad-

Cartridge tape quality equal to that of the finest professional reel -to -reel mastering
HOT TAPE -High Output Transfer Tape -delivers up to 6dB greater
types
output over types used in most broadcast cartridges to date. That means:
dramatically reduced tape hiss ... greater headroom for less audibility of audio
system white noise components . . increased signal saturation for decreased
IM and other distortions. But, MOST IMPORTANT, you get studio perfect
reproduction of music and commercial spots.
Hot Tape is available to special order in all factory loaded Fidelipac Cartridges
or in bulk for reloading. For details, contact your Fidelipac distributor today or

...

FIDELIPAC®
109 Gaither Drive

Mt. Laurel, NI 08057

(609) 235 -3511

Trademark

dressed the Hollywood Radio and Television Society in November and reiterated his association's stand to deny
support of the Communications Act
rewrite until certain clarifications are
made.
Although Wasilewski commended
the rewrite's authors for their willingness to learn about the industry and
their tendency toward deregulation, he
underlined those ambiguities that the
association found most objectionable.
He argued that the proposed license
fees should be precisely laid out in the
bill and that the monies from the fees
should not go beyond paying the bills of
the regulatory commission. Wasilewski
criticized the absence of federal regulation of cable TV in the bill, saying that
it sets the stage for unfair competition
between. broadcasters, who pay full
copyright royalties for the programs
they run, and cablecasters, who do not.

Circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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Wasilewski expressed hope that
when the rewrite is refined and introduced again next year, it will correct
these faults. He said that, in the NAB's
view, the only reasonable approach is
to wait until the new draft is introduced
in order to see if these changes are
made.
In a speech at the November 15 inaugural symposium of the University of
Houston's School of Communications.
Wasilewski suggested that it may be
time for broadcasters to consider entering other areas of communications. Referring to computer hookups delivering
video data and transmitting mail and
newspapers, Wasilewski suggested that
such services, planned or in use, could
change the way in which viewers use
their TV sets.
A network of 56 FM stations currently rent their subcarriers to Digital
Broadcasting Systems, McLean, Va.,
to transmit information at high speed to
anyone equipped to receive it. Such an
information system is perfectly com-

patible with broadcasting,

said

Wasilewski. He suggested that broadcasters might consider themselves in
the information business, that is, the
business of manufacturing, packaging,
distributing, and marketing information as well as entertainment.
Wasilewski expressed the opinion
that a mass audience, advertiser -supported business of providing entertainment, news, and information would
always exist, but he hesitated to predict
if it would be run by companies other
than broadcasters.
Speaking to an audience comprised
largely of students, the NAB president
also addressed the issue of First
Amendment rights. He warned that if
broadcasters do not continuously fight
for these rights, they run the risk of
government interference. He also noted
that "as broadcasting more and more
ascends to the position of prominence
in the transmission of news and ideas to
the American public, it is necessary that
the public be assured of broadcasting's
protection against abridgement under
the First Amendment." Wasilewski
stated that if the courts and Congress do
not fully recognize the public's right to
broadcasting freedom, then "all First
Amendment rights are going down the

drain."

ABC Study Challenges

Independent Stations
ABC has released a study, conducted in
1977 and 1978, which purports to show
that viewers clearly perceive a favorable distinction between network affiliated stations and independents.
ABC sees the study as proof that affiliated stations provide a "better" environment for commercial messages
than do independent television stations.

THINKING VIDEO?
THINK
CAMERA MART.
Because at Camera
Mart, we feature an entire
line of video equipment
including Ikegami, Hitachi,
Panasonic, Sony, Micro time and many others.The
Ikegami ENG package
shown here is just one of
many we offer. Its got everything you need to cover the
story, indoors or out.
The camera: Ikegami's
HL-77, the completely self contained, high sensitivity
Plumbicon®* color shoulder
camera that's light weight
and easy to handle. Its low profile, with eye -level CRT
monitor (on both take and
playback, by the way), gives
it the convenience and
maneuverability you'll appreciate during those hectic,
on- the -spot coverage
sessions.
The recorder: Sony's
easy -to- operate VO -3800

gives you up to 20 minutes
of NTSC color on a single
U-Matic® cassette which can
be edited on the 2860.
This custom package and
whatever you need in video,
are all available for sale, rent
or through convenient lease purchase options which can be
arranged to suit nearly any
budget. And we're flexible,
too. If there's a special package or custom purchase
option you'd like to work out,
let us know.
So when your thoughts
turn to video, turn your
attention to Camera Mart.
Whether you're equipping a
studio for the future, or producing a program for tomorrow, we've got what you
need. The way you need it.

Plumbicon is a registered
trademark of N.V. Phillips.
*

Camera Mart
40

sATÛ

years of excellence.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
456 West 55th Street, New York 10019
(212) 757 -6977 /Telex 1-2078
Rental
Service
Sales

continued on page 16
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NomSandard
for Portabks...

In the great tradition of

2.

Evolving from this long history
of portable equipment leadership,
Philips' engineers have created a
new concept in portable and field
equipment. The LDK-14 broadcast

systems camera.

Optional remote control facilities.
Easy access for set -up and maintenance. Rear casing flips up for
access to five main plug -in circuit
boards.
The rugged magnesium housing
and titanium quick- release lens
mounting holds all optical and electrical components in absolute reg-

with remote control; timing and
phase adjustable gen lock; instant
convertibility to studio camera use
bÿsimple change of viewfinders.

Philips portables:
1968... PCP-70 The industry's first
portable. The one that started it all.
1969... PCP -90 Step two. World
famous Minicam.
1975... LDK-15 First generation of
triax field production cameras.
1976... LDK -11 A smaller, lighter,
lower cost field and studio camera.
1977...Video 80 An innovation in
lightweight camera and production
system...LDK -15L Latest version of
the LDK-15.

EFP- studio quality portable,

2.

Studio- compact,
maneuverable;
full broadcast
quality; 5"
viewfinder.

istration. (Lens mount is strong
enough for the heaviest extended

The LDK-14 combines innovative
resign and unique capabilities in a
gate-of-the-art 2/3 inch camera that
is much lighter and uses significantly
l .sspowerthan the competitive ENGonly camera. Plus the LDK -14 gives
you additional advantages in size,
picture quality, stability, maintainability and cost.
Among its many other unique featires for portable and studio use are:
Only 27 watts power consumption
(almost 1/3 less than the ENGonly competitive portable) gives
longer continuous operation with
choice of battery belt or small bat-

range zoom lenses.)
Rain, splash and RFI proofed.
Other features include electronic
raster rotation for better registration; linear matrix for optimal and
Philips compatible colorimetry; and
360 - degree hue -selectable chroma
key.

Other competitive cameras may
have some of these LDK -14 features- no one has them all.

Camera -Recorder Systems
With this unmatched combination
of performance and portability, the
LDK-14 is also the ideal camera for
field recording of ENG and EFP.

0.91211

tery pack affixed to camera. A
standby switch further conserves
battery power between takes.

4.

Viewfinder displays include: contour enhanced camera picture or
external video signal; status monitors for video level, color balance,
bars on, battery discharge, VTR
functioning, intercom call and cam-

A futurized camera offering three
advanced configurations for field and
studio use...all achieved without
equipment repackaging:
1.

ENG- studio quality portable;
self-contained, one piece; film camera handling; weighing less than
15.5 lbs. (7 Kg) lens included; less
than 12 lbs. (5.5 Kg) without lens.

PHILIPS

era tally.
Automatics include: color balance;
white and black level; centering;
noise reduction when operating
with extra gain; auto iris with set
and hold facility.
Externally switchable black stretch
and contrast expansion.
Dynamic Beam Control (DBC),
regulates beam current to suppress
comet tailing and blooming.
Circuitry designed to maximize advanced capabilities of the latest
rear -loading Plumbicons.

And just as Philips has always offered the widest selection of portable
and studio cameras to meet your
specific needs, the same policy now
applies to your choice of 1" VTR's
and TBC's. Offering `C' format and `B'
format VTR's in both portable and
studio configuration, Philips can provide the greatest objectivity and cost effectiveness in packaging systems to
match your requirements.

Philips, the company that started
it all, now introduces the latest
portable breakthrough, the LDK14 broadcast systems camera. It
will be the industry standard for

years to come. And for a camera recorder package to match your
requirements, your choice of 1"
VTR formats. Only from Philips.
For all the facts on this innovative
new camera or camera -recorder system (please specify) write: Philips
Broadcast Equipment Corp., 91
McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.J. 07430
(Canada: Philips Broadcast Equipment, 601
Milner Ave., Scarborough, Ontario M1B 1M8)

Innovative Leader in World Television
PHILIPS
Circle 109 on Reader Service Curd
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Transmitters

b

Our
A'lodulimiter.
The Competition

Hate Your
New Sound.
Will

The BL -40 Modulimiter is a unique automatic AM broadcast
limiter, which will maximize modern transmitter performance.
Whatever your format -hard rock to classical, Modulimiter will
increase transmitter efficiency and extend coverage.
The BL -40's patented electro- optical attenuator provides smooth,
unobtrusive, true RMS limiting. An ultra fast F.E.T. peak limiting
section assures absolute protection from unwanted over modulation without peak clipping. Attack time is essentially instantaneous.
Three separate meters indicate RMS LIMITING, PEAK LIMITING
AND OUTPUT LEVEL, simultaneously. All critical adjustments
are behind a front security panel. A "phase optimizer" maintains
most favorable signal polarity permitting up to 125% positive
modulation without negative undershoot. " Its the limit " in
todays broadcast limiters. UREI quality of course

Available from your UREI dealer.

The study was conducted among
1000 female heads of households randomly selected from markets in which
ABC O &O stations operate. Among its

findings were that 90 percent of viewers
were able to distinguish network affiliated stations from independents; affiliates were thought of as more widely
viewed; audiences for affiliates were
perceived as more "elite "; and commercials on affiliated stations were
more highly regarded.
The study was conducted by in -depth
interviews from a random cluster sample selected by Survey Sampling, Inc.
of Westport, Conn. The questions regarding various stations in a market
were asked using station channel numbers rather than call letters.
According to ABC Market Research
personnel, Dave Johnson and Roy
Paleuvoy, the study was not conducted
as a response to the INTV study that
showed independents and affiliates
having audiences with similar demographics but rather to prove to advertisers and agencies that demographics
notwithstanding, commercial messages
were perceived in the context of a station's image. According to the study,
viewers expected to react positively
towards commercials on network affiliates by a margin of 78 percent to 24
percent for positive reactions to commercials on independents. Expectations of negative reaction to commercials was 34 percent for network affiliates and 57 percent for independents.

House Installing TV
Cameras
The U.S. House of Representatives is
installing six studio color TV cameras

8460 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley, California 91352 (213) 767 -1000
Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation, New York

in the galleries inside the House
Chamber. A complete television system controlled by the House itself is
scheduled to be fully operational sometime in February.
Six RCA TK -46 color cameras will
be mounted on pan/tilt mechanisms remotely controlled from a newly constructed control room in the Capitol
basement. Once the system has been
installed and tested, complete daily
coverage of House proceedings will be
available to all broadcasters. Intended
for news purposes, the coverage will be
available for the broadcaster to edit as
he chooses. It is expected that live feeds
will also be available when the news
value of the proceedings dictates. Joan
Teague of Congressman Rose's office
pointed out that the coverage is being
offered to broadcasters and that its use
for political or commercial ends will
not be permitted.
It is expected that maximum use of
continued on page 18
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IF YOU

THINK

OURJ13X9B IS VERSATILE,
WAIT 'TILYOU SEE
THE SYSTEM.
lightweight 13x
lens that's ideal for ENG and other field production use,
yet versatile enough for the studio. Featuring a more
sensitive f/1.6 aperture. Broad zoom range from 9mm to
118mm. And enough ruggedness for any application.
But that's just the beginning. By adding our accessory system, your ENG or small studio camera takes
on new dimensions in versatility: Extend the focal length
up to 1.5x with no light loss, using our teleside converter.
Add a 2x rear extender, or combine with the converter for
3x extension.
For wider shots, snap on our 0.75x wide -angle
attachment, which gives you a 6.75mm focal length with
no light loss. Providing a wide -angle, wide- aperture lens
with full auto -iris capabilities.
More? More. Remote focusing and zoom, manual or
motorized. With easy -to -use rocker -switch controls. Or
twist -handle grips via flexible cable couplings. For greater handling ease, either way you want it.
All in all, there's a lot more to our J13X9B zoom than
meets the eye. In versatility, as well as performance. For
more information, contact us directly, or specify the
Canon J13X9B when ordering your new ENG camera.
It starts, of course, with our remarkable,

Teleside converter 1.5X
(or Wide -Angle Adapter 0.75X)

LensJ13X9B

Servo Drive Unit
(Standard Component)

Extender

Outlet for Flexible
Focus Control

To Camera

Connecting Cable

Control Grip

NILFlexible

Cable
Control Grip
Adaptor

(

Clamp
\.

Flexible Focus
Control Unit
Clamp

Canon

Canon U.S.A. Inc. Head Office: 10 Nevada Drive, Lake Success,

N. Y 11040 (516) 488 -6700
140 Industrial Drive, Elmhurst, Ill 601 26 (312) 833 -3070
123 Paularino Avenue East, Costa Mesa, Ca 92626 (714) 979 -6000
Canon Optics& Business Machines, Canada, Ltd., 3245 American Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L4V 188, Canada
Canon Amsterdam N.V., Industrial Products Division De Boelelaan 8, Amsterdam, Netherlands
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News

Nobody can match the ..

the House proceedings will be made by
the nation's cable TV systems. A new
organization called the Cable Satellite
Public Affairs Network (C -SPAN) will
provide subscribing systems with daily
access to a continuing feed from Washington. C-SPAN will have its own earth
station in the Washington suburbs,
which it will use to transmit the House
proceedings nationwide. Anticipating
the future availability of Senate coverage, C -SPAN will add that service to its
feeds as well.

.

Spotmaster?

Errata On VITS
In our article " Vertical

SERIES

Tape Cartridge Machines
The cart machines with features competitors can't match ..
SPOTMASTER

FEATURES

3000 SERIES

Nortronics° Duracore'° Heads
Auto /Manual Fast Forward Option

1033

Low -Voltage Current Regulated Solenoid

CM

Models for 1/3 and 1/2 Rack Widths
Independent Azimuth Adjustment

Cartridge Brand Interchangeability
Headphone Jack for Maintenance
Wider Record Input Range

.

ITC
RP SERIES

HARRIS
CRIT. 90

No

Gil

No

No

No

No

No

IMO

No

No

ED

No

No

News Briefs

No

The first sound -only stereo relay
transmitted by domestic satellite was
broadcast exclusively for WFMTAM/FM, Chicago, in November. The
live program, celebrating Kurt Herbert
Adler's twenty -fifth season with the
San Francisco Opera, was beamed directly from the stage of the War Memorial Opera House, San Francisco, to

No

-24 to +20 -20 to
I

Solid State Switching Logic

*

0

No

No

CM

Microphone Input Option

No

No
Not specified

-

Model 3100 Slim Line
the space saver for A size
cartridges. Available in
mono and stereo playback.

Western Union's (WU) Westar I. A

-

-

Model 3200 Compact
for A and B cartridges.
Available in mono and
stereo, record/playback
and playback only.

-foot diameter antenna at the WU
earth station at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, received the program, and Midwestern Relay Co. microwaved it to
WFMT's studios. Western Union also
demonstrated a new single channel per
carrier (SCPC) mode of satellite relay
to the WFMT staff. As the Lake
Geneva station received the program,
so did another WU station in Glenwood, N.J., where it was converted to
the SCPC mode and sent back to Westar
I, picked up by another transponder,
and rebroadcast to a 10 -foot antenna in
Chicago. An infrared light beam carried the program, in stereo, from the
antenna to a receiver in the studios.
The NRBA is looking for an executive director to direct the association's
development and to accelerate NRBA's
rapid growth. NRBA board chairman
Robert Herpe stated, "We are interviewing candidates for the executive
director's position and accepting applications." Applications should be
51

Model 3300 Standard
for A, B and C cartridges.
Available in mono and
stereo, record /playback
and playback only.

Professional in every way, Series 3000 are premium quality
products with Spotmaster exclusives such as: Phase Lok III head
bracket, premium Nortronic heads, advanced IC circuit /solid
state design with exceptionally wide dynamic operating ranges.
For complete information call or write your
local Spotmaster distributor or contact:

I

Interval Test
Signal Measurement and Analysis"
(BMIE, November, 1978) we erroneously reported that the FCC -mandated
VIT signal is transmitted over lines 18
and 19 of the vertical interval. This is
no longer the case. The most recent
FCC Rules and Regulations (paragraph
73.699) state that the Multiburst Test
Signal should be inserted on Line 17,
Field 1; the Color Bar Test Signal on
Line 17, Field 2; and the Composite
Signal on Line 18, Field 1. Line 19 is
reserved solely for the VIR Signal.

-E

iIImWRY/çompany

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS INC.
4100 NORTH 24th STREET, QUINCY, ILLINOIS 62301
TELEPHONE: (217) 224 -9600 TELEX: 25-0142

continued on page 21
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A

SYSTEM DIAGRAMS
VTR
1 CAMERA

-1

O0
piece type

Multi -core
cable

VTR

VTR

cable

Ir
c

11/;;f

piece type

Camera
cable

You'll like these features: New modular configuration -use as -piece or 2piece. Head pack and process pack can be separated with the units linked by a
cable.
bayonet and Arriflex (replaceable adaptor) lens mounts -permit use of
variety of lenses. Adapts to battery -30W with ± 7.2V Ni -Cd battery-more than 2
hours service at a stretch. Automatic white control, iris control and lare compensation. Built -in gen -lock permits operation of multiple cameras in sync with
black burst signals from external source. Remote control -compensate for cable
length with runs up to 1,000 ft. Iris, gen -lock, and master pedestal at the base station.
Three 2/3 -inch Plumbicon® tubes. Optional 5 -inch viewfinder adapts for studio
use. Write for a free demonstration.
1

unit

2

Perfectly balanced, lightweight and modular. Use as 1 -piece or 2- piece. At home in
studio or out on remote.
The Asaca ACC -2000 portable color TV camera was designed with its center -ofgravity conforming to human head, shoulder, arm and hand, enabling the camera to
be positioned the right distance from shoulder to grip. The weight is ideally
distributed. As a result, the cameraman experiences less fatigue and can still do his
best after hours of work.

Power

control

Multi -core
cable

.

The Fatigue Fighter!

Power control
unit
(for AC 8 DC)

1

new concept in portable color TV cameras ..

VTR

. :(
VTR

cable

SYSTEM DIAGRAM
STUDIO OPERATION
USING 5" VIEWFINDER
Remote
control

C,

unit

(.:

ASACA CORPORATION OF AMERICA
1289 Rand Road
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016
(312) 298 -4380

1

Camera with
5" viewfinder

Remote

VTR

control
cable

cable

VTR

ASACA equipment is in use throughout North America. with sales and service offices nation -wide ... in the Los Angeles area at 1571 Parkway Rd..
Tustin, California. 92680; (714) 731 -3011 and in the San Francisco area at 155 -B San Lazarow Ave., Sunnyvale, California, 94086:1408) 736 -3600.
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Joystick 5 compressed asynchronous images
with NEC's Dynamic Quad Split®

DQS" permits you to actually use five
asynchronous sources with dynamic
manipulation of the fifth source from
an existing signal in the quad split, or
as a discrete fifth signal. This
configuration permits a far more
dynamic visual presentation than four
sources, while costing less and
permitting duality of use. NEC's market
research showed that the majority of
stations and production houses
considering the use of a compressed
quad split function desired the
expansion or manipulation of only one
frame of the four, one at a time, not
four frames simultaneously.
DOS is comprised of two separate
NEC FS -15 Frame Synchronizers, a
DVP -15 Digital Video Processor, and a
DVS -154 Digital Video Compressor.
The use of two Frame Synchronizers
allows for either combined or separate
operation of the system, permitting
full -time facility utilization of the
equipment, rather than only specialized

DQS Extras:

*
*
*
*

*
*

production use.

The Grass Valley Group, Inc.
Grass Valley, California

Combines the unique asynchronous quartering
features of the DVC -154 Digital Video Compressor
with the NEC DVE System.
The two systems combined in switcher mix /effect
amplifiers permit dynamic manipulation (zoom
in /out, separate H and V aspect control, etc.) to
completely animate a quad split compression.
Allows for dynamic zooming and positioning of a
complete compressed quad -split image with virtually
no loss in picture detail due to NEC's unique
Spatial Filtering.
Maximum cost efficiency in that DQS System will
operate as two discrete systems when not occupied
with complex five input tasks. One system permits
four asynchronous quad -splits in fixed quadrants or
stand -alone Frame Synchronizer functions. The
second system offers the full range of DVE functions,
or stand -alone Frame Synchronizer operation.
All five possible inputs may be equipped with TBC
capability and a single Freeze Frame Option will
allow the "Freeze" of the entire compressed quad -split.
Allows for a maximum of smooth, predictable and
preset image movements via interface to
programmable switchers such as the GVG -1600
Series with E -MEM Options.

800- 824 -0216
27815BED

NEC
Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.
NEC America, Inc.

Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane
Elk Grove Village. Illinois 60007
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News Briefs

A case for the

mailed to NRBA, P.O. Box 25250, Ft.
A tentaLauderdale, Fla. 33320
tive order recently adopted in principle
by the FCC will require broadcasters
to file annual employment reports ranking employees by salary. In response,
the NAB has urged stations to send
telegrams to FCC Chairman Ferris telling him of the impact such a requirement would have on their operations.
NAB considers the requirement an invasion of privacy and beyond the scope
of the FCC's jurisdiction.
The FCC has granted final approval
for United Video, Inc., Tulsa, to provide Chicago's WGN, channel 9, to
cable systems nationwide via RCA's
WXNE-TV,
Satcom I satellite
channel 25, became Boston's first station to have a fully operational earth
station. WXNE, a Christian Broadcasting Network O &O, will carry that network's programming, as well as live
sports events from across the U.S...
Reuters, international news organization, announced the signing of a long
term lease for full transponder service
on RCA's Fl domestic satellite.
NAB vice president and general
manager of the Code Authority, Jerome
Lansner, spent two weeks in Australia
advising broadcasters there on an indus-

....

....

MNC-71OCP
5" Viewfinder gives you
a clear picture of what

you're shooting
Heavy applica-ion
of LSI microcircuits in pre -amp,
processing amp,
and encoding
reduces we ght
and lowers
power consump =ion

Fujinon 9 -108 mm
Macro Zoom Lens
f/1.7 with automatic
servo iris and zoom
offers versatile
performance (other
lenses available)

Remote Production
Control with gentock
AC operation,
master pedestal,
servo iris control,
R. B. pedestal,
R. B çain,
intercom ampliier,
plus cible
compensator
circuitry

.

try program of voluntary self regulation. Lansner met with James
Malone, director of the Federation of
Australian Commercial Television
Stations (FACTS), addressed FACTS
members at their annual convention,
visited member network stations, and
discussed codes with the Australian
Broadcasting Tribunal (similar to the

Paint Box
features master
pedestal, servo
iris control,
R. B. pedestal,
R. B. gain, and

built -in
intercom

U.S.'s FCC).
NAB has asked the Federal Trade
Commission's permission to participate in hearings on advertising for
over -the -counter antacids. The FTC
has proposed that product label information be included in such advertising.
In a notification filed with the FTC, the
NAB pointed out that the industry's

self-regulatory codes mandate that
commercials include, "read the label,"
"take as directed," or similar messages. NAB contends, "The inclusion
of detailed warnings would necessarily
reduce the time afforded to communicating other aspects of the product
and would impact on consumer ability
to digest the product message in its entirety."
In response to the FCC ruling requiring 10 -watt FM operations to increase
power to 100 watts, Allied Broadcast
Equipment, Richmond, Ind., has pre-

pared a primer outlining the different
methods of increasing power. For information, contact Jack Philips, 635
South E St., Richmond, Ind. 47374.

DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY

Nippon Electric Ca, Ltd.
NEC America, Inc.

Call (800) 421 -7486
24 HOURS -7 DAYS

Broadcast Equip-nert Divison
130 Martin Lane
Elk Grove Village, Ill nois 60007
273143ED
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QUAD -HORN
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DISC -ROD portable transmitting
antennas in single, dual or quad design
with variable polarization, interchangeable elements and up to 24 dBi gain.

DISC-ARRAY receiving antennas
with continuously adjustable polarizer,
up to 24 dBi gain and only 30" in
diameter by 35" high.

, 0

-

a

,.

t...
.rt..

Microwave ... first name
...with new ENGENGWe're
and now the first name high
antennas by performance antennas t 'iat extend
range
your
multi
and mini
Microwave Associates path interference.

in

in

-

QUAD -HORN central receiving
antennas designed for sector type
coverage. Achieve superior out -of -band
signal rejection, minimal wind loading.

Give your ENG operation more clout, more reaching power
with the new Microwave Disc- RodTM, Disc-ArrayTM and Quad -Horn
antenna systems ... the perfect performance match for
Microwave ENG radios.
Antennas by Microwave Associates are designed to give you
the edge in the real world of ENG with exclusive engineering
features lie these: Continuously adjustable polarizer lets you
match the polarization of the received signal to minimize
interference. With up to 24 dBi gain on transmitter and receiver,
you can achieve unprecedented range fully equal to the
performance of 4 -foot parabolas. With less than -.f3 the surface
area, there is that much less wind load.
For full details on the complete line of antennas by the ENG
pioneer, write or call Microwave Associates, Communications
Equipment Group, 63 Third Ave., Burlington, MA 01803 (617)
272 -3000.
Field Sales Offices: Atlanta. GA (404) 455 -3815.
Dallas. TX (214) 234-3522, KansasCity, MO (816) 891 -8538,
Sunnyvale, CA (408= 734 -8777, Seattle, WA (206) 232-3550,
Honolulu, HI (808) 537 -3991, Edina. MN (612) 831 -3920,
Columbus. OH (61e) 451 -9844
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THE FIRST 3-TUBE PORTABLE
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
;7

,Ii

;

AS ANETWORKTOOYVN.

Sharp's XC-320U is the first professional three -tube
portable color camera for under $5,000 A price you'd expect to
pay for a good one -tube vidicon camera. But price alone isn't
all you'll want the XC -320U for.
Sharp gives you the quality of three -tube performance
in a completely self -contained lightweight portable. With our
exclusive three vidicon tube bonded block design that eliminates
mechanical registration adjustments. Making the XC-320U
ideal for any ENG or field production.
The XC -320U delivers a reliable picture of
broadcast caliber. With greater color fidelity, S/N ratio
and sensitivity (down to 15 ft- candles with + 6dB gain).
Horizontal resolution is 400 lines minimum.
Add any one of our optional "C" mount lenses, t
viewfinders and a VTR of your choice and you're ready
for action. No matter where the action takes you.
For added mobility the XC-320U operates on three
power sources: AC with a standard power adaptor, battery
pack or car cigarette lighter.
The XC -320U is easy to operate yet provides professional
results. The electronic viewfinder has a built-in meter that helps
you adjust the iris setting for optimum results.
Sharp's XC-320U. When you want three-tube professional
quality like the networks: But don't want to pay for it.
For the Sharp dealer nearest you, call our Professional
Products Department at (201) 265-5548 or write Sharp Electronics
Corporation, 10 Keystone Place, Paramus, N.J. 07652
Manufacturers suggested list price for camera shown (without lens).

SHARP
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TO BETTER AUDIO
DISTRIBUTION
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PROGRAMMING & PRODUCTION FOR PROFIT

Arbitron's Rivals
Look Serious and Competent,
But Can They Keep Going?

NO TWO INSTALLATIONS ARE
ALIKE. THAT'S WHY WE
MANUFACTURE THE LARGEST
SELECTION OF AUDIO
DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS
ANYWHERE. NO NEED TO
PURCHASE MORE OR SETTLE
FOR LESS THAN YOU NEED.
More importantly, the exceptional
versatility and performance of
these units make installation and
maintenance easier and you sound
better than ever before. For example: All inputs and outputs
may be used balanced or unbalanced and in any combination
on the same amplifier. All outputs
are individually amplifier isolated
and will work into any load over
125 ohms without change in distortion or response. Response 10Hz to 20kHz, -10.5db. Distortion - 0.1 % or less. Output level 4-20dBm max. Hum & Noise 98db down referenced to +20dBm
out. Channel separation - 75db.

RAMKO DA's start as low as $145
and are available in 12 rack and
table top versions.

From our 1x6
line and mic level units, thru the
1x30 mass feed model, to our modular 20x80 rack mount design.

All amplifiers are warrantied for
full years and are sent on a 2
week free trial basis. Unlock all
of your stations performance. Contact your RAMKO Rep. or call us
collect for more information.
2

RAMKO RESEARCH

-

One of
the keys to your stations success.

RAMKO RESEARCH
11355 "A' Folsom Blvd.

Rancho Cordova, Calif. 95670
(916) 635 -3600

LAST MONTH this column told how stations in non -rated markets convince advertisers of the worth of their audiences. BM/E's conclusion was that the
non -rated station frequently has a more
solid set of selling arguments than one
dependent on the "book."
But ratings are the facts of selling life
for all the medium to large markets.
Radio managements have long had to
acknowledge the monopoly held by
Arbitron, aptly named since it is the
arbiter of success for so many broadcasters.
However, as reported in earlier columns, some half -dozen other organizations have recently launched serious attempts to become valid choices for the
job of audience measurement on a national scale. A couple of them gave up
during the last year, but there are four
that, at the moment at least, seem to be
set for a real try. It will be a long, hard,
and expensive pull, because any contestant must reach something like national
scale and chalk up a considerable success record before having any hope of
passing the most important hurdle
acceptance by the large ad agencies that
now pay attention only to Arbitron. The
chicken -egg impasse facing these firms
is obvious: they can't sell their services
widely until the ad agancies accept
them, but the ad agencies won't accept
them until they have fully going operations.
The four most prominent in the running when this was written were Burke,
RAM Research, Mediastat, and Trac 7.
All have had long experience in audience research of one kind or another
and have developed comprehensive,
sophisticated plans for carrying out
radio broadcast audience measurement.
All have started operations and each has
an initial group of clients, based on
regular surveys of some fraction of the
radio markets. And all say they will
progressively expand the number of
markets covered until they can serve
enough stations to make a go of it and
convince the ad agencies.

-

At the NAB Programming Conference in Chicago last August (see BM/E,
October, 1978) representatives of the
four "contestants" and of Arbitron de-

scribed their firms' services and
sketched their plans for the future.
These sketches could not, of course,
indicate which of the new firms will
become important or even survive.
But the descriptions of services were
valuable for radio managements. Radio
audience measurement is far from
being a fully mature technology. There
are controversies among experts about
every part of the technique, directed to
how the inevitable sampling error can
be kept to a manageable level. Each of
the five firms at the NAB meeting had
its own solutions.
Radio managements need to be
aware of the main trend of the arguments and to know that there are alternatives for each part of the process.
That we haven't reached the millenium
yet is clear from the recurrent "wobbles" that turn up in today's ratings and
the "bad books" that sometimes
downgrade a station sharply without
apparent reason.
It is plain, first, that the sample of
people to be interviewed must be sufficiently large and chosen with the utmost sophistication if the results are to
he valid. Avery Gibson of Trac 7
claimed that their sample is larger than
that of most others, and includes one
person per household for wider coverage.
Trac 7's interview method turns attention to one of the main controversies: should the telephone or a diary
method be used? Trac 7 uses the telephone along with a computer system
aimed at keeping the questions uniform
and at speeding compilation of the results.
The interviewer has a computer
readout and entry board next to the
phone. The computer tells what questions to ask; the interviewer enters the
answers into the computer memory in a
continued on page 26
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We're still at it. We started in 1935 as
the Audio Development Company
producing jacks and jack panels for the
broadcast and telephone industries.
Since then, ADC has produced such
innovations as Bantam Jacks, printed
circuit board jacks and Wrapid
terminal blocks. What are we
doing for you today?

A

We are introducing our new
line of low impedance audio
connectors. We have six
models now in production.

They're reliable, compatible
and competitively priced. Most
important, they're available sooner. Ask about making a sound connection with ADC. Call or write today.

ADC
oFOIUCISCONTROLS

DIVISION

ADC Products, 4900 W 78th St Minneapolis, MN 55435 / Telephone: (612) 835 -6800 TWX 910 -576 -2832 Telex 29 -0321
.

Sales offices in Atlanta. GA (404) 766 -9595 Dallas. TX (214) 241 -6783 Denver. CO (303) 761 -4061
Fairfield. CT (203) 255 -0644
Lafayette. IN (317) 474 -0814 Melbourne. FL (305) 724 -8874 Menlo Park. CA (415) 323 -1386 Minneapolis. MN (612) 835 -6800
Washington, DC (202) 452 -1043 Montreal. Quebec (514) 677 -2869
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Lowel Omni -

Radio Programming

light is the prod-

uct of

a

five -

year development program
to create the ideal focussing
light. An instrument engineered for compatibility with

other Lowel equipment.

A

system to meet the most exacting requirements of pro-

fessional video, still and
motion picture photographers. Some of the small sen-

sation's big features: uses
650W (and smaller wattage)
lamps remarkably small and
lightweight operates on 30,
120 and 240 Volts produces
super- smooth beam patterns
delivers up to an 11:1 focus
range
provides hard and
soft illumination changes in
seconds to a high- intensity
light
mounts almost anywhere offers the most advanced accessories comes
in the greatest kits. The small
sensation is performing now
at authorized Lowel Dealers.
Or ask us for a brochure.
Lowel -Light Manufacturing
Inc. 421 West 54th Street
New York, NY 10019.212245 -6744 West Coast: 3407
West Olive Avenue. Burbank,
91505
11 IowoINTMCalifornia
213- 846 -7740.

standard notation. The computer also
has information on the stations in the
market, their call letters, formats, main
personalities, etc. This aids in correcting answers, when the interviewee gets
the wrong call letters or confuses one
station with another.
Compilation of statistics from the answers is carried out by the computer as
the answers come in. Results of a survey are thus available in a very short
time. Ms. Gibson said that Trac 7
would be surveying about 20 large
markets early in 1979, and would go up
from there to the top 50 markets. Trac 7
plans to get a variety of information in
addition to the standard demographics
and quarter-hour and cume figures, including such items as shopping habits
and product preferences.
W. Bolger of Burke also endorsed
the telephone interview, claiming several advantages. It is better, he said, for
giving the interviewee clear instructions; information can be corrected as it
comes in (in a diary it may be incomplete or illegible), with the interviewee
asking for clarification if he doesn't
understand; interviewee fatigue is not a
factor, as it may be at the end of a week
of diary entries; the telephone contact
allows gathering of additional information (product preferences, etc.); and the
answers are in hand immediately, and
don't depend on mail delivery.
Bolger emphasized Burke's long experience in surveys for advertisers of
many products, based on about 17 million telephone calls a year. He paid
tribute to the crucial importance of
sample size and selection. With a sample too small or poorly chosen, "we get
accurate measurement of an inaccurate
representation of the population." Also
crucial, as in any survey, is careful
phrasing of questions to get unbiased
information.
Burke is getting about 60 percent
cooperation from persons in the pre designated sample (a high figure), said
Bolger. The interviews will develop
marketing information as well as the
usual demographics. Included in the
sample will be unlisted phones (chosen
by different methods from those used
by other telephone surveys). Burke intends that its information will be more

extensive than that available previously, and will help the broadcaster
sell against alternative media, expecially the newspapers.
Jim Seiler of Mediastat said his firm
is now surveying 17 markets regularly
and about 225 at irregular intervals. He
said he hopes to last until he has national acceptance at broadcast stations
and ad agencies by taking one step at a
time and doing mainly things for which
the firm can get paid now.

He also uses telephone interviews to
get 24 -hour recall (all listening during
the day up to the call). His regular surveys are made every two weeks and
results are available one week after
each survey. He claims this has high
value for the ad agencies, giving them a
line on trends that develop between Arbitron's half- yearly sweeps.
He too pointed out the resourcefulness of the telephone interview in developing a wide range of information,
such ás life styles, economics, newspaper reading, shopping habits, or any
other data that an ad agency may want.
He urged radio managements to consider their strength against that of television. The latter usually has a much
lower number of ad impressions per
person, and has horrendously high
costs for reaching any particular segment of the audience; this can be done
easily and cheaply via radio. In direct

comparison with television, radio
comes out very strong, and should get a
higher proportion of the money in national spots, now overwhelmingly in
television.
He said that once a year Mediastat
would do a seven -day measurement in
all rated markets which would include a
comparison of radio listening and TV
viewing. He acknowledged the potential for error in all the ratings methods,
and advised broadcasters not to depend
on a single survey, but to get a series.
"Ratings are good servants but poor
masters," was his epigrammatic summation.
Jack McCoy of RAM said his company has started operations in 67 markets using a diary method, and has 90
stations as subscribers. RAM uses a
one -day diary because of their conviction that people tend to forget their actual listening over a seven -day period.
He said that RAM tried half a million
telephone calls and came to the conclusion that the diary is more accurate.
RAM intends to continue along this line
and promises to actively expand its services for the several years ahead.
Arbitron's story, told by William
Engel, indicated steady expansion in
the information to be supplied to subscribers. He professed total commitment to the seven -day diary method,
which he said came out best in tests by
Arbitron. The Arbitron story is complex and BM/E wants to return to it in a
later issue.
An interesting topic surfaced during
the question and answer period: what
about listening in cars? All the panelists
said that their firms had already started
to ask about car listening, or soon
would. The total picture from the session was of radio audience research
rapidly growing in refinement and resourcefulness, with just the potential of
competition in the field forcing perBM/E
formance levels upward.
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QUANTEL PRESENTS THE DFS 1500.
SYNCHRONIZER. TBC. PRODUCTION TOOL.
The same folks who brought you the
world's first portable synchronizer now bring
you the Quantel DFS 1500 synchronizer /TBC.
At a price within the range of every

broadcaster.
Of course it has full digital synchronizing
capabilities. Plus time base correction. And SPG.
And its infinite window always mountains

correct vertical blanking to FCC specs.
That's not all. Unlike stripped down units,
the DFS 1500 has options that
increase its capabilities as your
needs change.
Such as heterodyne time
base correction with automatic detection of direct or
non -phased color sources.
Drop out compensator. And

complete remote control so you can put it anywhere you want n your facility.
Like all Quantel synchronizers, it's portable, dissipates only 250 VA, and operates
with any switcher. It uses proven 16K RAM
technology, with sufficient storage to prevent
transposition of VITS and VIRS and to handle
wrong field edits.
The DFS 1500. A production tool that can
help you put a better picture on the air.
Your MCI / Quant& representative is waiting to give you
full details. Call him now. Or get
in touch with us directly:
Micro Consultants, Inc.,
P.O. Box 10057,
Palo Alto, California 94303,
415/321 -0832.
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The digital video people

BM /E's Program Marketplace

Syndicators For Radio
Live Sound, Inc.
6362 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif. 90028
Tel: 213- 462-3351

goes out of business it is usually because his programs
did not get any takers. But when the
Programme Shoppe in Hollywood decided to close down in 1977, their "Big
Country" program was over five years
old and doing well.
Agnes Peterson, a former Programme
Shoppe employee, bought that program
and set up Live Sound, Inc., of which
she is owner and president, to help her
market it. She kept most of the country
disc jockeys who were, and are, key
elements of the show.
The DJs are especially important on
Big Country because of the way their
voices are put into the show. All the
"talk" is on a separate recording on
reel -to -reel tape. This "voice tape" is
made fresh for every day of the year.
Seven days' worth of voice tracking are
sent out each week to each subscriber.
The DJ talk can acknowledge the date
and current events because the recording is made a short time before it is to be
used.
The whole program mix is put together as follows. It depends on automation, or at least automated switching
under control of cue tones. The current
play list is 48 songs, each on a separate
cart. These go into a Carousel, Instacart, or similar machine. Two reels
contain "golden oldies," three apiece,
which go onto two open -reel machines.
The voice track for the day goes on a
third open-reel machine.
The automation is programmed to
play the 48 carts in a certain order, and
this is repeated each day: new current
hits are simply put into the tray positions for the proper time on the air.
About eight new hits a week is the average update.
The automation system is also instructed, by cue tones on the carts,
when to bring in the voice track. One
section of that plays, and then a cue
tone puts the next cart on the air. The
program also brings in six oldies an
hour, three from each reel; these are put
on the machines so that, with an A -B -A
alternation, no oldies artist comes up in
two songs back to back.
The result is a tightly controlled and
professional country program that has a
live sound. The DJs seem too fresh to
be recorded in advance. Because of
WHEN A SYNDICATOR

ow
Communications
Headsets...
...for whatever
the job
Telex 1320 series headsets offers
you six models for all general

communications requirements,

indoor or out. Single or dual dynamic drivers are impervious to
environmental humidity or temperature changes. With optional
boom mikes, noise canceling dynamic or carbon. Designed for
comfort. Dependably made for
heavy duty use. Complemented by
the compact Telex IC -10, amplified
common talk intercom system for
dynamic mike headsets. For "whatever the job," please write for free
information:
PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

rLi

CZ®

COMMUNICATIONS,

INC.

9600 ALDRICH AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420 U.S.A.
Europe: 22, rue de la Legion- d'Honneur,
93200 St. Denis, France
Canada: Telak Electronics, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario

long experience on the show and on
radio programs in general, the DJs are
able to make the voice tape for each day
with a cue sheet telling them the sequence of songs, their timing, etc. Aiding them in the recording is a digital
timer that tells the DJ when he has filled
the exact lead time for each song.
Big Country, now used by more than
15 stations, gets its validity from the

personalities involved. Mike Carruthers, producer and "night- hawk"
DJ (1:00 to 5:00 a.m.), has been a DJ in
New Haven, Bridgeport, and Los
Angeles; has taught radio programming
at USC; and has been a consulting
editor on various industry publications.
Jerry Bassett, sales manager, had
executive sales positions with several
automation equipment makers, including Harris and Schaffer.
The team of country DJs, the on -air
stars, includes Jason McCall from
WMAK in Nashville; Chris Lane,
named Country Program Director of the
Year six times by Billboard; Chuck
Roberts, country "voice" on many stations including KUTE, KWOW and
KXFM; and Bob Morgan of KHOF and
KGBS. As already noted, most were
with the show when it was made by the
Programme Shoppe and have a very
large following across the country.
That is part of the reason that several
stations have had the program since it
started.
Live Sound is also developing a series of specials that go free to subscribers. Every two months or so there is a
one-hour program built around a particular country star who comes in to
make about 20 minutes of interview
material. The rest of the hour goes to
the star's music. Some of those who
have already been on hand are Ronny

Milsap, Barbara Mandrel, Freddie
Fender, and the Oakridge Boys.
Each year Chris Lane puts together a
six -hour Christmas special. Two years
ago Billboard called it the Syndicated
Special of the Year. It, too, is free to
subscribers, who can preempt time for
it wherever they want, and sell air time
in and around it.
Live Sound is currently launching
another format, a beautiful music series
called "Pacific Music." This is based
on programs put together for KDB,
Santa Barbara, by Robertson Scott,
program director of that station. Judging from the skill of their handling of
Big Country, Live Sound seems to have
an excellent chance of making a success
BM/E
of Pacific Music.
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American Data
Research Park
P. 0. Box 5228
Huntsville, Alabama 35805 USA
Phone (205) 637 -51 60
TWX 810 726 -2125

North American Philips Company
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TIME IN FRAMES
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SLACK

ASSIGN
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START
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d
SOMCTHING
FOR

EVERYONE.

No matter what your company's
production specialty, news,
commercial programming, or
instructional television, the
American Data complete line
of field proven production
switchers have the features
you'll need to do the job.

pvuv

p9rr'
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ADC NORTHEAST
Box 452
New Hartfcrd, CT 06057
(203) 3797840

ADC MID- ATLANTIC
5504 Waterway
Rockville, MD 20853
(301) 460-1454

ADC WEST
3760 Cahuanga Blvd.

North Hollywood, CA 91604
(213) 760-3221
ADC SOUTHEAST
2219 Oakawana Rd., N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30345
(404) 633 -2100

ADC MIDWEST
P.D. Box 27324
Indianapolis, IN 46227
(317) 784 -3000
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"NATO: A View From The Inside ": KHJ -TV's Fourth

Overseas Documentary
THERE ARE A LOT OF STATIONS that
wouldn't dream of undertaking a major

documentary production overseas. The
argument against it is readily apparent.
It's too expensive. A local station's role
is local news. The networks do a good
job of providing major reports on national and international events, and
good documentaries are available to independents through syndication. Besides, audiences don't really go for
documentaries these days. These all
seem like good reasons not to get involved in major overseas documentary
work, but for some reason KHJ-TV,
Los Angeles, thinks otherwise.
Four times in the past three years
KHJ, with the support of its RICO corporate owners, has sent crews off to
places like Rhodesia, the Middle East,
South Africa, and most recently to
Europe for a documentary on NATO.
RKO vice president and KHJ general
manager Lionel Schaen sees such programming to be an obligation to the
community above and beyond local
news. He believes that the issues of the
world's troubled areas affect everybody, "right down to the elementary
levels in our own community." He
claims that the people of each community have to be aware of what's happening in the world
they have to make
decisions
and must make the government answer to them. KHJ's production of international documentaries
is a part of the station's ongoing effort
to bring into focus the world situation as
it affects its viewers.
The burden of cost is eased somewhat since KHJ is a group station, but
Schaen contends that even if this were
not the case, they would still undertake
such production. KHJ values this type
of programming for its ability to provide the station with an added dimension
solid news image /identity. Its
involvement in projects of this magnitude presents KHJ as a station working hard for its viewing audience and
identifies it as a news heavyweight.

- -

-a

The making of "NATO: A View From
The Inside"

The show's producer /director/writer /reporter and KHJ's evening news
co- anchor, Anne Kaestner, began her
research last February. She started by
JANUARY, 1979 -BM/E

Anne Kaestner and crew on location with
troops in Grafenwoehr

learning all she could about NATO and
the Warsaw Pact. It is Kaestner's judgment that the most abundant and reliable sources for information when re-

searching

a

news /current events

documentary are responsible newspapers. For this project, letters and phone
calls to NATO offices in Belgium and
library research into the background
and history of NATO also provided her
with the material she needed. It was
only after research that she was able to
develop the program's point of view: a
look at NATO today in view of the
increasing military threat from the Warsaw Pact, which includes east European
countries as well as the Soviet Union.
The vehicle the documentary used to
convey the gathered information about
NATO forces was the annual Autumn
Forge series of maneuvers. This event
involves maneuvers of multi- national
army, navy, and air troops, all under
the control of Supreme Allied Commander of NATO forces, General Alexander M. Haig, Jr.
In May, Kaestner attended the
NATO summit meeting in Washington
and filmed parts of the conference. At
that time she met with NATO officials
and a State Department representative,
all of whom provided her with more
background material. While in Washington, Kaestner was introduced to
Belgian cameraman Jos De Cock. As it
turned out, De Cock had worked with
NATO previously and had been
through the maneuvers before. As an
added advantage, the military commanders knew him, and he had top
clearance to see the classified hardware

that inevitably would be present.
The NATO contacts established in
Washington paid off well. After viewing samples of De Cock's camera work
and being favorably impressed with
them, Kaestner hired him for the job.
The next thing to do was find a sound
man. Kaestner was introduced to
Daniel Pilatte, one of De Cock's associates and countrymen. Like De
Cock, he had worked with NATO before and also had top clearance. He was
hired. The fact that the cameraman and
sound man in KHJ's crew were known
to the military commanders may have
played a part in their ability to move
freely among the armies on maneuvers.
Executive producer played major role
Lionel Schaen, the documentary's
executive producer, also took an active
part in the project's planning. He spent
a few weeks in Europe scouting terrain
in England, Belgium, Holland, Germany, and Italy, making contacts,
meeting with military NATO commanders, and sitting in on briefings. In Belgium, NATO's headquarters, Schaen
made contact with General Haig's office, the Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers Europe (SHAPE), where he ob-

tained a complete schedule of the
planned maneuvers.
Upon his return to Los Angeles,
Schaen and Kaestner reviewed the
schedule, determined what they wanted
to film, and worked out the logistics.
Once their schedule was pinned down
and RKO had approved it, NATO was
notified and SHAPE sent out the word
to all commands. By late June, Kaestner had a day -by -day breakdown of
what, when, and where she would be
filming. With research and planning

completed, and unit manager Edd

Dawson rounding out the four member
crew, the actual project was ready to get
under way.
Location work begins
In September, the crew flew to
Europe to begin filming. The decision
to shoot in film was the result of a

number of considerations. For one
thing, Kaestner has extensive background in film production. Although
she fully subscribes to the possibility of
33
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KJH's crew filming maneuvers from
German army boat on the Danube

a

produced in
ENG, she was also aware of the location requirements of the NATO project.
A great deal of rough travel and inhospitable conditions would have to be endured. Kaestner felt that a film camera
was more likely to withstand the kind of
abuse she expected. They would be
shooting in the field under all types of
weather conditions, from patrol boats
on the Rhine, and out of helicopters in
a good documentary being

order to get dramatic aerial footage of
the ground action. Another factor was
her confidence that in case of a breakdown, a film camera would be simpler
to repair because spare parts (or even a
spare camera) can be carried easily.
The filming of material for the
documentary took a little over four
weeks and produced about six and a
half hours of film. The edited program
runs just under 49 minutes and although
it consists largely of action footage of
the maneuvers, it also includes interviews with General Haig, NATO Secretary General Joseph Luns, and German
Defense Minister Hans Apel.
The film was shot double system
employing a 16 mm Eclair and a crystal
sync Nagra, and four lenses, a wide
angle, a 300 mm, and two most useful
zooms, a 12:120 and a 12:240.
Technical problems were few
The technical problems encountered
on location were few. Radio interference picked up on the Nagra while recording near the Eiffel Tower resulted
in some of the original sound track
being scrapped. A second audio problem reared its head when the crew was
in the field recording in close proximity
to radar -equipped tank forces. The
Nagra picked up the radar blips. Since it

added

a

degree of "in the field"

realism, the interference was left in.
Besides weather conditions (rain,
fog, sleet, and cold), the biggest problem the crew encountered was one of
communications. Plans, even military
ones, change quickly. Unit manager
Edd Dawson, responsible for the
crew's transportation and accommodations, often found it impossible to telephone alterations on the erratic and
often overburdened telephone system.
In one interview, General Haig said
that the opportunity to improve "interoperability" was a valuable aspect of
the manuevers. But the documentary
crew felt more like German Defense
Minister Hans Apel, who said that "inlearning to work toteroperability"
gether- was a nice idea but they ought
to get the telephone systems between
armies straightened out first.
Apel had another appeal during the
interviews that the crew could sympathize with. He wants more common
manufacture of arms and equipment for
NATO forces. One episode made his
point clear to the film crew. They
boarded a German helicopter in order to
rendezvous with an American general
in the field. When they failed to find the
general at the appointed place they
spent nearly 90 minutes flying around
the area trying to raise him by radio.
The American general was aboard an
American helicopter equipped with a

-
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radio using a different crystal
one
incapable of getting the German military frequency. So much for "interoperability ."
Things were not all that bad, though.
Sometimes the crew was truly impressed, if not enamored, with the efficiency of NATO forces. There were
times when the crew had to catch up
with a unit in the field, but when the
unit had camouflaged its position, finding it often proved difficult.
During the filming process, the KHJ
crew followed the movement of troops
throughout Europe. They travelled with
the British, Dutch, U.S., German,
French, and Belgian armies on maneuvers. They investigated NATO's air defenses and sea power. In the Mediterranean, the crew acquired aerial footage
of the aircraft carrier USS John F. Kennedy and was able to document its activities from on board. In the course of
the maneuvers, the crew filmed a commando drop into the Rhine from a

French helicopter, aerials of Berlin
from a U.S. helicopter, and maneuvers
getting under way from a German
helicopter. They often dangled from
chopper doors to get dramatic views of
the action below.
Annual NATO maneuvers have
taken place for the past dozen or so
years. Every year they get bigger and
longer, this year engaging over

300,000 military personnel for more
than three months. The maneuvers do
not occur without criticism. Farmland
and village property sustain annual
damage as the multi- national troops
carry out their missions in what the
German press has come to call "Haig's
circus." The documentary does not
avoid this aspect of the controversial
maneuvers. It points out that NATO
will have to pay substantial compensation to European civilians.
Other material adds depth

With the exception of about a minute
of film obtained from NATO and some
stock U.S. Air Force footage of postwar Berlin, all of the material was shot
by KHJ specifically for this documentary. All of the Eastman Kodak 7240
and 7250 film shot in Europe was also
processed there. Kaestner says that she
prefers to find good labs wherever she
works and have the processing done as
soon as possible. This allows her to spot
check her material in the field and lessens the possibility of the exposed film
suffering color changes as a result of
sitting too long unprocessed.
In Europe there was no problem, as
the quality of processing available there
was equal to that in the U.S. A lab just
outside Paris processed the first half of
the film, and Kaestner spot-checked it
by simply holding it up to the light. The

second half of the film was processed in
Brussels and checked out on a bench.
Project complete, first showing is
aired

The first overseas filming of
"NATO: A View From The Inside,"
took place on September 14, 1978 and
the last filming occurred on October 16.
In just over four weeks, with location
work completed and film processed and
checked, the material was packed up
and on its way to KHJ, Los Angeles for
editing by staff editor Dave Wrath.
After about four weeks in the KHJ
editing room, after spending a little
over $50,000, the bulk of which went
for travel, lodging, and film, and after a

promotion campaign that included
newspapers and magazines as well as
their own on -air, KHJ was ready to air
their fourth of what has come to be the
View from the Inside series of documentaries. The show aired on Saturday
night, December 2, from 6:00 to 7:00
p.m. Overnights gave the program a
seven share
not spectacular but acceptable to the station. Eventually the
program will be shown on other RKO
stations including CBS affiliate WNAC
in Boston, ABC affiliate WHBQ in
Memphis, and independent WOR in
New York. After that there is hope for
syndication and perhaps even internaBM/E
tional distribution.
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When you get
an FMG camera
that does spots, sports,
spectaculars and more,
you re getting
video freedom.
More than 1000 TK -76 color cameras are now
delivering superb pictures around the world -for
news, sports, commercials and documentaries.
This tremendous TK -76 acceptance has taken
place in less than two years!

A portable camera should

deliver maxi performance
with mini pounds.
The TK -76 does just that. Its maxi performance
features include automatic iris, white balance and
flare control, horizontal and vertical aperture
correction, comb filter and coring. And the TK -76
encoder produces a full bandwidth signal. Result:
superb pictures.
The 20 -pound TK-76 is self- contained: no
CCU, no backpack. A lightweight battery belt
powers it -or you can operate one from any 12V
DC source.
Despite its extreme portability, the TK -76 is
rugged, weatherproof and reliable. "It just won't
quit," is the compliment paid by many users. It
warms up in 7 seconds and needs minimal
adjustments, even in rough- and -tumble
ENG work.

portable camera
must have the quality for
more than news gathering.

To pay off, a

Picture sharpness and colorimetry of the TK -76
compare favorably with large studio cameras.
Which is one reason why it is an excellent field
production camera for location shooting of
commercials and documentaries.

See the new video freedom
in the TK -76. And in a complete
line of TV equipment.
The new video freedom is yours in the TK -76 and
other RCA cameras. In a complete array of
broadcast equipment: vans, VTRs, telecine,
antennas, transmitters -you name it, we have it.
To get it, contact your RCA Representative,
or write us. RCA Broadcast Systems, Camden,
N.J. 08102.
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TK-76. Part of the new video freedom.
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advanced control system has
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control interface. They're all
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Automatic high VSWR
protection can easily be added

CCA proves good things do
come in small packages.
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Trim. Attractive. And FCC
type- accepted up to 3000
watts. We call it The Little
Rascal.
No compromise has been
made! Our 100% solid -state
modular exciter combined with
the added enhancement of the
optional CCA FM- Optimod
assures the most competitive
signal available today.
Only a single tube is used.
Neutralization is not required.
And the finest power supplies
and full wave bridge rectifiers
assure conservative design.

by installing the new, solid state CCA Watchdog II.
You can have a new CCA
FM2500R for under $10,000
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details and specifications.
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TV Stallone With More To Cover
Turn To Microwave -Linked

News Bureaus
large markets and small, TV news departments are finding that
microwave -linked news bureaus give them flexible, responsive, and reliable
coverage. Some stations are integrating these bureaus with little fanfare, while
others give them a high profile.
In

around the country television news
programs are routinely including live and taped reports
originated from their stations' own news bureaus located
in distant cities. Some stations have routinely maintained
a bureau connected by telco lines or microwave at state
capitols or other likely news centers for years. Now, with
the advent of improved microwave systems, stations are
setting up bureaus in other cities of their ADI in order to
respond to population shifts and provide more comprehensive coverage.
One of the first stations to articulate the role that news
bureaus could play was KRON, San Francisco, which we
reported on in last January's ENG report. At the time of
that report, KRON had firmly established just one of its
six bureaus. Work has continued since then and KRON
now regularly goes live to their Sacramento and Contra
Costa bureaus, in addition to the Santa Clara bureau that
was completed last year. Three additional bureaus are yet
to go on line.
The decision to go to a bureau setup was mandated by a
population shift in the San Francisco area that has seen the
five counties surrounding San Francisco grow rapidly in
both population and industry, while the city and county of
San Francisco has declined. Of the six counties in the Bay
Area ADI, San Francisco is rapidly heading towards third
place in size and economy. According to Mitch Farris,
KRON news director, an ever-increasing portion of the
KRON audience is living, working, and shopping outside
city limits.
Another important factor that made the news bureau
approach attractive to KRON was that the station's news
programs had been sitting dead last in the ratings for some
time. Since the news bureau concept has come into being,
KRON has securely wrested second place and occasionally finds itself in first place. There has been steady
growth in the KRON audience, and achieving first place
ultimately is not beyond the station's expectations.
Technically, KRON was a latecomer to ENG, but as
often happens in such situations, coming late allowed the
station to opt for the latest in equipment. One aspect of
getting a late start was that KRON found the 2 GHz
microwave band overcrowded and had to go to a combination of 7 and 13 GHz equipment. This has not turned out to
be a disadvantage since, according to KRON chief engineer Larry Pozzi, their microwave links tend to be
interference free.
IN MANY MARKETS
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KRON's installation on Mt. Loma Prieta is the latest to bring on line
additional news bureaus. Visible are the steerable dish for pickup
of ENG feeds and the fixed 13 GHz return link

During the recent elections KRON got an opportunity
to see how its full bureau system might work under actual
conditions. For election night coverage, KRON established microwave links with six bureaus (San Mateo
County, Alameda County, Contra Costa County, Santa
Clara County, Marin County, and Sacramento). In addition, KRON had a mobile unit on election night thát
moved around the areas.
The bureaus were all equipped with 7 or 13 GHz Microwave Associates transmitters. The transmit dishes are
all Nurad, while the steerable transmit/receive dishes are
Tayburn. The longest hop for the KRON system is from
Sacramento, some 60 miles northeast of San Francisco.
This hop is a 7 GHz link coming from Sacramento to the
steerable Tayburn dish on Mt. Diablo. From Diablo, the
signal goes out over a 13 GHz link to Mt. Sutro, some 28
miles in distance, and is then relayed from Sutro to the
39
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KRON studios on a 7 GHz link. According to Pozzi, the
13 GHz link "goes against all thoughts of what you use 13
GHz for, but if it works you shouldn't complain. It doesn't
hold with all the theory about microwave that I learned in
school, but the one watt unit 28 miles away is a very
reliable link."
For the long haul from Sacramento, KRON employs a
10 watt travelling wave tube amplifier under a temporary
authorization that it hopes will soon receive permanent
approval. The Contra Costa bureau is also hopped to
Diablo and relayed to Sutro on the same diplexed 13 GHz
link.
The handling of these signals, once received at KRON,
is also innovative. Two NEC frame syncronizers, an
FS -15 and an FS -12, equipped with TBCs, velcomp, and
a host of other options, handle the bulk of the incoming
signals. All signals are available to the GVG 1600 production switcher with DVE (Digital Video Effects) and
E -MEM (Events Memory) through an elaborate GVG
routing system. Incoming signals can be selected from the
switcher, assigned to any frame synchronizer, and aired.
On election night, KRON was able to display four remotes
in quad spilt by using the two frame synchronizers plus a
DVP -154 and routing them through quadrant compressors. This allowed three signals to be displayed in three of
the quadrants with the fourth remote routed through the
switcher's DVE package, where it could be compressed to
any size and placed in the fourth quadrant. With the use of
the E -MEM package (see BM /E, June 1978) smooth expansion of any of the quadrants to full frame in a wipe
along both the H and V axis was possible.

WAFF's 7 GHz equipped van is the first in what will be a long line
of WAFF microwave units, including as many as three permanent

news bureaus

Another technical innovation at KRON has helped reduce the time required to establish a link to under 60
seconds in most cases. When any of the KRON
microwave-equipped mobile units head into the field,
they inform KRON of their approximate position. The
Tayburn steerable dishes are rotated into the approximate
sector from which a signal is expected. The SCA is used as
a tuning system. A single chip oscillator in the tuning
system generates a 400 Hz tone at rest frequency. As the
engineer at the transmit site pans his dish toward the
receive point, the increased signal level causes the oscillator to generate a higher frequency tone until, at peak
signal strength, the tone reaches 2500 Hz. The operator
listens for this tone or watches it on a meter.
Pozzi says that his field microwave technicians have
become masters at reading terrain maps and can provide
the base station with a very accurate estimate of where
they are likely to transmit from. "They tell us where they
are going to be and we point in the general area and start
feeding the rest frequency tone," said Pozzi. "All he [the
operator] does is look into the SCA and, many times,
they'll be up before they even call in. Suddenly, the
picture will just be there."
News bureaus aren't just for big markets

"Huntsville," said Paul McCaye, news director for
WAFF, Ch. 48, "is very much like any market that is 90
or below. It covers a great deal of geographic area and if
you are going to be successful in your market, you must
operate under a regional news concept." According to
McCaye, 75 percent of the population in the ADI lives
outside of Huntsville. This area of Alabama encompasses
a number of metropolitan areas almost as large and as
important as the city of license. Huntsville has some
200,000 residents and just 25 miles down the road, Decatur has another 50,000. Then, nearly 63 air miles away
to the west, an area known as Quad Cities which includes
Florence, Muscle Shoals, Tuscumbia, and Sheffield, has
another 150,000 people. To the south is Cullman and to
the southeast is Guntersville, both major population centers. East of Huntsville, Scottsboro is another important
town, and 52 miles farther lies Ft. Payne. All in all, Ch.
48's coverage must include some 10 counties and numerous communities. From this large chunk of real estate,
said McCaye, "You're going to have to get, not necessarily equal coverage, but at least representative coverage."
"We are in the process of setting up our news department into four separate bureaus," explained McCaye.
The near term plans call for the establishment of bureaus
in Decatur and Florence, with possibly a third bureau to go
on line before the close of 1979. Shortly after the first of
this year, WAFF should be able to go live out of at least the
first two bureaus.
Although WAFF is just now getting into ENG, it is the
first station to do so in its market. The station, formerly
known as WYUR, came under new management in June
of last year after being purchased by American Home
Corporation of Columbus, Georgia. Broadcasting is new
to American Home, but it moved quickly to put ENG into
practice and will introduce it later at its other broadcast
holdings.
Currently, WAFF is using a single van equipped with a
Tayburn transmitter on 7 GHz. A steerable Tayburn dish
at the antenna site currently permits WAFF to cover most
of its area. Shortly, however, a second van with microwave is scheduled to go into operation. The station will
shortly get a 2 GHz backpack unit that it hopes will make it
continued on page 42
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Out in the field,we're
wayahead of the field.
A pretty dramatic statement,
we'll admit.
But Sony Broadcast has
dramatic equipment to back it up.
What would you say to a professional U -matic color videocassette recorder, and a broadcast
quality 3 -tube ENG color camera,
at a combined weight of under

40 pounds.
And that includes little things
like camera head, and viewfinder,
and lens, and videocassette, and
even rechargeable battery!
Surprised? You shouldn't be.
After all, portable Sony equipment
has been leading the ENG revolution for years.
And combining our BVU -50
recorder with our BVP -300
camera gives you one of the most
advanced news gathering and
field production teams we've ever

ii

fielded.
Look, first, at our BVP -300

camera.

proper frame orientation. And pro-

It's a state- of- the-art 3 -tube
color camera in a completely selfcontained package. A camera that
combines broadcast -quality pictures with the ENG advantages of
extremely small size, light weight,
and low power consumption.
Three Plumbicon* or Saticon**
pickup tubes provide the exact
pickup system that suits your
needs. Extra sensitivity lets you
bring your stories to light...even if
you have just 2 footcandles to
work with. And automatic controls
make setup a snap.
Next, look at our BVU-50
recorder.
It saves space and weight
by having record-only circuitry. Yet
a unique video confidence head
system lets you know you're getting adequate RF signal on the
tape. Framing servo insures

fessional picture quality makes
the BVU -50 equal to any ENG or
EFP situation.
Now look at them both together. And see how far ahead of
the field Sony Broadcast really is.
Your BVU -50/BVP -300
system will operate for up to 74
minutes on a single BP -90 NiCd
battery.
You can start and stop the recorder by the camera trigger.
At the end of each shooting
sequence, the BVU -50 automatically backspaces the tape for clean
scene-to -scene transitions. You get
continuous usable video for the
full length of your recording tape.
While you're recording, you
can monitor all VTR warning functions in both camera viewfinder

*trademark, N. V. Philips
* *trademark, Hitachi Co.

Sony and U -matic are registered trademarks of
Sony Corp.

and earphone.

And while you're in standby
mode, the BVU-50 head drum
rotates at slower speed, reducing
power consumption by two-thirds.
In short, you get an ENG/
EFP package that gives you the
size, weight, and convenience
you'd normally expect from 16mm
film equipment. Yet retains all the
economic and electronic advantages of video.
Advantages that can keep you
way ahead of the game.
For more information, write
Sony Broadcast, 9 West 57th
Street, New York, N.Y 10019. Or
call us direct. In New York, our
number is (213) 371 -5800. In Chicago, we're at (312) 792 -3600, And
in Los Angeles, at (213) 537 -4300.

SONY
BROADCAST
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easier to cover the area to the east. Huntsville sits in a
valley just west of the Appalachian and Smokey mountain
ranges. The plan is to use one of the vans as a relay point
when WAFF news crews have to work out of the cities to
the east. The 2 GHz backpack unit will be set up at the
location. It will beam to the truck positioned on top of one
of the mountains and then be beamed down to Huntsville.
Right now, WAFF is gaining experience with its live
capability and is already seeing the effects immediacy can
have on its news program. When McCaye came to
Huntsville July 5, the station was in the process of turning
around its position in the market that had its 6:00 p.m.
news program resting on a dismal 3 share in the ratings.

Already, said McCaye, the audience feedback indicates
that people are turning to Ch. 48's news program in order
to "get the news when it's still news."
McCaye cited the recent municipal employees' strike in
Huntsville as probably one of the most disheartening
things that can happen to a community, "but from a news
standpoint it's probably the best damn thing that could
have happened to us."
"This was the first real breaking news opportunity to
use our live equipment in the sense we feel it can be
used," he said. By being live, Ch. 48 was able to carry
some dramatic and key action. For example, Ch. 48 was
live when both the firemen and policemen voted to go on
strike. They carried live the police union officials being
served a court injunction enjoining them from using more
than four pickets at any one location. WAFF's news crews
continued on page 44

Field Anchor By Microwave At KGTV
At the outset," said Ron Mires, KGTV news director, "almost everyone was looking for something to do 'live' during
the newscasts. That ended up with some things that were,
perhaps, not worthy of being covered live." KGTV decided
that one way out of the conundrum was to establish a "field
anchor" as a regular part of the program.
Now, KGTV's evening news at five uses two anchors in
the main news studio, does updates on the news and breaking stories from its newsroom set, and has field anchor Jack
White "live" from just about anyplace in or near San Diego
via microwave.
According to Mires, KGTV research shows that the audience recognizes that Jack White is someplace different
every night. The KGTV van and field anchor setup is a fairly
well known sight to San Diego's citizens. By establishing
White's role clearly, KGTV has avoided having to justify his
location. When, however, there is a legitimate newsworthy
event that can be covered live during the newscast, White
and his technical crew are dispatched to that location. While
White has sometimes achored the news from a hillside
overlooking San Diego for the sake of the view, he has also
anchored the news from such dramatic locations as the site
of the tragic PSA jetliner crash in September.
White is not expected to cover breaking news at a location and anchor too. When he is on site of a developing
story, another reporter is assigned who will cover that par-

ticular aspect. White's relation to the story is often one of
introducing the main report for the location, providing updates on the story, or interviewing some newsmaker on the
scene.
A DLT screen on the main news set provides the key area
for White's image in the studio. The other two anchors,
Marty Levine and Susan Farrell, can interact with White
during the program.
KGTV currently operates two microwave receive points.
One is located on Mt. Palomar and the other on Cowles
Mountain; both are rotatable Tayburn dishes. The microwave transmitters are Microwave Associates 2 GHz units, sometimes used in conjunction with an MA 13 GHz
"shoebox" transmitter for getting out of difficult locations
and back to the truck. The truck uses a Tayburn dish on top
of a 40 foot extension ladder. With this complement of
equipment, KGTV is able to cover most of its San Diego
county area. The only important area from which KGTV
cannot now get a live feed is the north county region.
Currently, a north county news bureau files about three
filmed news stories a day by courier service, though it too
will be brought on line with microwave in the near future.
Some thought is being given now to the possibility of anchoring the news from the north county bureau as well,
when it is fully equipped.

Field anchor Jack White (left)
reports the news from various
locations in and around San
Diego. White is pictured here
with photographer Jeff
Le Valley (center) and
KGTV10's Insta Cam engineer,
John Preves
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One of WCKT's two microwave -equipped RVs. Units are
dispatched occassionallyin support of the Ft. Lauderdale bureau

also managed to carry live some of the outbursts of violence that occurred during the strike, and according to
McCaye, was the only station to fairly present both the
city's and employees' sides of the story.
McCaye feels strongly that WAFF's coverage of the
strike brought the station many new viewers. "From what
we've heard from the man in the street, we really wiped
out our competition." said McCaye.
As important as the immediacy of the WAFF coverage
has been the regional capability of the microwave system.
In the past few months, WAFF has carried live coverage
from Florence, some 63 air miles away, and managed to
beat its competition to air from Cullman, Alabama even
though Cullman is out of range of their microwave system. McCaye sent a crew into Cullman to tape an important trial and then had them drive the taped material to a
microwave van just a few miles closer in, where a link had
been established to the station.
WAFF is gearing up to go even further into ENG.
Currently working with one TK -76 camera and two
Hitachi FP- 1020s, WAFF will soon add another two
1020s when the second microwave van is completed.
With the results achieved thus far, McCaye is uncertain of
what the limits might be. At the time of this writing,
McCaye was planning to dispatch the live unit to
some 80 or 90 air miles distant
Birmingham, Alabama
to try and cover portions of the Alabama- Auburn
football game.

-

-

Other types of bureaus and approaches to "Live"

There are about as many reasons and ways to use
microwave for news as there are stations. At KOLD,
Tuscon, for instance, news director Lou Waters will soon
establish a live link to a bureau yet to be established in
Phoenix. This will be a cooperative effort with KOLD's
sister station in Phoenix, KOOL. When the link is completed it will be a two -way closed circuit system to permit
each station to cover additional territory.
At WCKT, Miami, Fla., a news bureau has been in
operation for more than 15 years. This area is the classic
hyphenated market, Miami -Ft. Lauderdale, and as the
44

south Florida area becomes increasingly built up a regional approach to the news becomes more and more
important. News director Gene Strul has given marching
orders to his staff that they are to look for possible regional
angles in any story they do.
Unlike KRON, which promotes its news bureaus, the
Ft. Lauderdale bureau receives little attention that distinguishes it from the home station in Miami. Though a
"super" or "lead" often identifies the story as coming
from the Broward Bureau (Ft. Lauderdale is the county
seat for Broward), the bureau news set is almost identical
to the Miami news set. George Crolius, Broward Bureau
chief, feels that most people, especially Broward government officials, are clearly aware of the existence of the
bureau but that newcomers may not be conscious of the
fact that the bureau is distinct from the Miami news
center.
The news bureau approach has been used in south
Florida for some time and the other two stations both
maintain a bureau in Ft. Lauderdale, though only one of
them uses it on a continuous basis. The market is highly
competitive, and like many other markets where ENG is
in full sway, there is some trouble with crowding in the 2
GHz band. WCKT, however, is on 7 GHz for all of its
microwave operations including its STL. Bob Paasch,
chief engineer for WCKT, says that he has experienced
absolutely no interference problems.
Currently, WCKT operates two camper type vehicles
equipped with Microwave Associates 7 GHz transmitters.
The dishes are on 40 -foot extension ladders and, given
Florida's flat terrain, WCKT has been able to get shots
from considerable distances.
The Ft. Lauderdale bureau provides the six o'clock
news block with about three stories per day, on the average. These stories are used within the program as complete packages since all editing is accomplished at the
bureau on its Sony B VU -200 and Sony B VE -500 editing
system. Additional "word stories" are broadcast live
from Ft. Lauderdale during the news program. Right now,
the Ft. Lauderdale bureau is staffed by five people, including one technician who operates the RCA TK -44 camera
in the news bureau's set. Camera setup is remotely controlled from Miámi.
The Broward bureau supplies stories to Miami in three
basic ways: taped and live via microwave, and filmed
stories taken to Miami by courier. There are no live
Broward stories during WCKT's 11:00 news block,
though earlier stories are rebroadcast. This will be altered
shortly, however. Bob Paasch explained that lighting and
camera operations at the bureau will soon be remoted to
the Miami studios via telco lines, using a touch tone
system. When this is completed Broward will be able to
go live at any time, day or night.
There are, to our knowledge, at least a dozen more
stations around the country now using bureaus or preparing to establish bureaus within the next year. Many of the
existing bureaus are located at state capitols or in
downtown areas if the station's studio is located far outthe
side the downtown area. One thing is certain
concept of news bureaus is a growing and effective technique. As the American population continues to settle
away from the center cities, television stations will find
themselves operating farther and farther away from home
base. With the cost of telco lines and the expense of
operating vehicles for courier services, the regional news
BM/E
bureau will increase in its importance.
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If you think their character generator
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Before you invest in a top of the line character generator. you
should know more than just what it can do. That's why the versa_ile new
3M D -8800 character generator could be just the one for you. You see, all
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* ° > :for the character ogenerattor any of sour'people can run. or call 612-'36-1012,
for more information. I nless of cour.r you'd rather ezawkm.
. `
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.
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What others promise,
the Ikegami HK-312
has been delivering for 2 years.
The Ikegami HK -312 is a high -quality
broadcast studio color television camera with
unusual capability. In addition to delivering
superb pictures, it can be easily interfaced with
a microprocessor- computer control unit that
automatically performs a complete camera setup in 45 seconds or less. This is not a vague promise, it's what the HK -312 computer has been
doing at leading stations such as WABC,
WGBH, WLS, KABC, and KGO. They've put
the HK -312 and its computer through the testing and evaluation wringer- the HK -312 cameras you buy today are based on two years of
on -air field experience and incorporate the suggestions of a variety of users.
By itself the HK -312 is a state -of- the-art
camera with Ikegami performance, quality and
reliability.
Performance designed -in by the engineering group responsible for the well -known Ikegami HL -33, HL -35, HL -37, and HL -77.
Quality assured by 30 -mm Plumbicon°
tubes, preamps furnishing a signal -to -noise
ratio of -53 dB minimum, precise video signal
processing, and an excellent detail corrector.
For the very cleanest first -generation VTR
masters a -3 dB gain control delivers pictures
with virtually invisible noise.
Reliability built into every HK -312 and
verified by complete testing before delivery.
The computer is available for instant integration and operation. Plug it in and the
HK -312 camera can be automatically interrogated and set -up to produce an essentially perfect picture centered, aligned, registered, skew gamma-flare -corrected, black-balanced, color balanced, set -up completely and double- checked in

about 45 seconds. A single computer can sequentially serve up to six HK -312 cameras. A single
push-button starts the entire sequence; the computer can be programmed to skip any camera or
any function.
The HK -312 computer quickly pays for itself by liberating your talented personnel for
more -productive work. Its automatic adjustments are consistent and do not vary with the
taste and judgment of the operator. The HK -312
camera head can be connected to its camera control unit with any TV -81 or TV -81 mini cable
A second Ikegami computer -compatible
color camera, the HK -357A, suitable for field
or studio applications, is now available. It features one-inch diode -gun Plumbicon° tubes for
high resolution and lowest lag as well as a choice
of self- contained camera operation or connection to a full-function base station by multi core or triax cable. Full monitoring capability
and a chroma -key signal are available.
For details or a demonstration, ask Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc., 29 -19 39th Ave.,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101; ( 2121 932 -2577.

_--
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The HK -312 computer.

Ikegami
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becomes, ultimately, a delicate juggling act in which factors such as
price, weight, performance, versatility, power consumption, automatics, etc., must be carefully weighed against
each other and against the station's needs. Defining those
needs is the first step in deciding which camera is right.
To help in this process, we sent out a uniform questionnaire to manufacturers of NTSC ENG cameras asking
them to specify their currently available models. Their
claims are printed alphabetically in the following chart,
made as uniform as possible to aid in comparison. It
should be emphasized, however, that the chart is designed
for quick reference only; each camera has its own unique
characteristics, many of which do not become apparent in
a presentation such as this. Select the cameras which fall
within your price range, performance criteria, weight, or
combination of these factors, then by all means call the
manufacturers for demonstrations.
A STATION'S CHOICE OF ENG CAMERAS

ENG

Camera

Survey

Asaca
ACC -2000

Ampex
BCC -14

Bosch Fernseh

Cinema Products

KCA -90

MNC -71CP

Commercial
Electronics
CEI -310

Electronics

self- contained

detachable

self- contained

self-contained

detachable

Weight,

12 lbs.

19 lbs.

18.9 lbs.

18.7 lbs.

23.5 lbs.

Viewfinder:
in. Diagonal
Resolution

Indicators

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

3 in.

/NA

400 lines

500 lines

500+ lines

400 lines @ 50 fc

tally/VTR; batt.
condition; color
bal.; auto centering

tally; VTR; batt.
warning; video level

tally; VTR; cam.
batt.; white bal.;
video level

tally; VTR batt. &
tape warning; white
bal.

tally/call; VTR
record; batt.
condition; white bal.

20 to

20 to

20 to

20

I

Temp. Range

Power

27

+45 °C

WDC

30

+50 °C

WDC

30

+45 °C

WDC

30

to +45 °C

WDC

15 to

+50 °C

72 W @ 12

VDC

Consumption
Voltage Range ( ±)

11 - 17

Standby Power
Consumption

6

Warmup Time
From Standby

2s

Tube
Configuration2

3 x 2/3"

Optical
Configuration

VDC

WDC

7
I

VDC nominal

/NA

-

2.5

WDC

8.3 VDC

8.4 VDC

6.8

-

<3

WDC

12

VDC nominal

50

WDC

2s

2s

<2 s

7s

3 x 2/3"

Plumbicons
or Saticons

3 x 2/3"

Plumbicons
or Saticons

3 x 2/3"

Plumbicons
or Saticons

3 x 2 /3"

f/1.4 prism

dichroic

prism

f/1.4 prism

prism

Color Temperature
Balancing

clear; .6 ND; 85B;
85B + .9 ND; cap

3200K; 6000K +
25% ND; 6000K +
10% ND; cap

3200K; 4700K;
6500K + 25% ND;
cap

3200K; 4700K;
6500K + 25% ND;
cap

clear; 85B; 85B
+ .6 ND; cap

Automatics

white balance; black
balance; iris;
centering; beam
control; momentary
iris switch; 2 -line
aperture correction

white balance;

white balance; black
balance; iris

white balance; black
balance; iris; flare

digital white
balance; pedestal

2s

2s

1s

comp. video; video
monitor; demodulation control; mic

comp. video; video
monitor

2 comp. video;

2 comp. video; video
monitor: 2 mic

black burst

H: phase

H:

sc: phase

sc: >360°

+9 dB

+6, +9, +12 dB

+12 dB
f/4

Auto White
Balance Time

I

Plumbicons

/NA

Signal Outputs

comp. video; video
monitor; mic

Genlock

H:

±3µs

iris

1

-

2 s

sc: >360°

Video Gain
Standard
Sensitivity3

>4.5.rs

+9 dB

/NA

1/4

-

5.6

f/4

f/4

-

12 fc

11.5 fc

10 fc @

I

7 fc

10

S/N -Max. Sen .5

40 dB

41 dB

S /N6

50 dB @ 110 fc, f/2.8 50 dB

Center Resolution

600 lines

Price7

video monitor

+6, +12 dB

Minimum
Sensitivity',

Corner Resolution

48

6.8

I

/NA

$34,500*

500 lines
400 lines

$29,600`

+9 dB gain

Plumbicons
or Saticons

H:

±1.5µs

15 fc

/NA

42 dB @ +9 dB gain

40 dB

50 dB

>57 dB

52 dB

500 lines

>500 lines

550 lines

/NA

>400 lines

500 lines

$32,900'

$25,375

I

I

$26,000
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The 23 cameras from 17 different companies presented
here represent virtually every ENG camera on the market
today for over $5,000. Cameras under this price range will
probably not satisfy "broadcast quality" standards, although both Hitachi and Panasonic offer extremely low cost color cameras and should be contacted for more
information on their complete product lines. It is also
important to note that our interest was in hand -held,
battery- operated cameras which did not necessarily have
to go through a CCU before recording. Several of the
cameras in the chart
such as the Ampex BCC -14,
Asaca ACC-2000, Bosch Fernseh KCA -90, Commercial
Electronics CEI -310, IVC 7000P, JVC CY -8800, Philips
Video 80 and LDK -14, RCA TK -76B, and Thomson CSF Microcam MC -601 and MC-602
are also adaptable for field production or studio use. Again, the manufacturers should be contacted for their literature or demonstrations.

Notes
Listed weights are, in all cases, for camera head without lens or battery.
Weights for cameras with detachable electronics for EFP or studio use are
shown in their self-contained versions. For cameras with separate electronics, add the following weights for electronics packs: IVC 7000P - 18 lbs.;
Thomson -CSF Microcam Mark II - 3.6 lbs.
'As used in this section, "Plumbicon" is a registered trademark of NV Philips
Corp; "Saticon" is a registered trademark of Hitachi Denshi America Ltd.
3Standard sensitivity is defined as the lens opening required for 2000 lux
illumination, 60% reflectance, unless otherwise noted.
4Minimum sensitivity is defined as the scene illumination required for an V1.4
lens opening, with maximum available video gain, reflectance as noted.
5S /N at maximum sensitivity is measured with maximum available video
gain unless otherwise noted.
6S /N as measured with gamma correction and contours off, bandwidth 4.5
MHz and G channel signal current 180 nanoamps, unless otherwise noted.
7Prices listed are for camera alone, excluding tubes and lens, with the
1

-

-

GBC
CTC 7X

following exceptions: *denotes price including tubes specified in "Tube
Configuration" above; * *denotes price including tubes specified above, plus
zoom lens.

Tables continued on page 50

Hitachi

Hitachi

Hitachi

FP-1020

SK -80

SK -90

Ikegami
HL -79A

Electronics

self- contained

self-contained

self- contained

self-contained

self- contained

Weight'

17.5 lbs.

15.4 lbs.

17 lbs.

18.7 lbs.

1

Viewfinder:
in. Diagonal

1.2 lbs.

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

1.5 x 2 in.

1.5 x 2 ih.

1.5 in.

Resolution

500 lines

270 lines

300 lines

400 lines

400 lines

Indicators

tally; VTR; low
batt.; high peak;
video level

tally; low batt.;
white bal.; overmodulation

tally; low batt.;
video level;
pedestal

tally; low bats.;

overmodulation;
white bal.

tally; operate/
standby; batt.
condition; white bal.

-5

-10

-20

-20

Temp. Range

0 to

Power

48 WDC

Consumption

+40°C

Voltage Range ( ±)

11.2

Standby Power
Consumption

8.4 WDC

Warmup Time
From Standby

1

- 14

3 x2/3"

Optical
Configuration

+40 °C

22 WDC

VDC

s

Tube
Configuration2

to

11.5
1

I

Chalnicons

-

14 VDC

to +40 °C

35 WDC

5 WDC

/NA

5 s

Saticons

35 WDC

+5%

12 VDC

/NA

to +50 °C

11.5
I

14 VDC

23 WDC
11

-

16 VDC

1.8 WDC

5 s

3-

3 x 2/3" Saticons

3 x 2/3"

4 s

H -9300

H -8397A

H -8397A

Plumbicons
or Saticons

prism

f/1.8 dichroic

f/1.8 dichroic

f/1.4 prism

R,G,B prism

Color Temperature
Balancing

3000K; 4000K;
5000K; 6000K;
7000K

3200K; 4000K;
6000K + 25% ND;
cap

3200K; 4000K;
6000K + 25% ND;
cap

3200K; 5500K:
6500K + ND; cap

clear; .6 ND; cap
+ 3000K: 4200K;
5600K

Automatics

digital white
balance; VIT color
bars

white balance;
black balance;

white balance;
iris

white balance;
iris; automatic
beam optimizer

white balance; iris;
iris close when
camera off; beam
overload stabilization

Auto White
Balance Time

2s

5s

5s

2s

.5 s

Signal Outputs

comp. video; R,G,B
non -comp.

2 comp. video

2 comp. video

2 comp. video

2

3 x 2/3"

3 x 2/3"

Saticons

-

/NA

to +50 °C

iris

video (comp. or
non -comp.); monitor
(comp. or non comp.); individual
R,G,B

Genlock

I

/NA

H: phase
sc: 360°

H: phase

sc: 360°

H: +3 to -.51.Ls
sc: 360°

H:

+5 to -2µs

Video Gain

+6 dB

+6 dB

+6 dB

+6, +12 dB

+18 dB

Standard
Sensitivity,

f/4

f/4

f/4

f/4

f/4.1

Minimum
Sensitivity',

25 fc

15 fc

15 fc

7 fc

2 fc

S/N-Max. Sen.,

45 dB

42 dB

45 dB

40 dB

42 dB

S /N6

50 dB

48 dB

50 dB

51

dB

54 dB

Center Resolution

500 lines

500 lines

500 lines

500 lines

500 lines

Corner Resolution

400 lines

400 lines

400 lines

400 lines

400 lines

Price?

$19,995**

$17.115*

$28,728*

$36,685*

$30,000
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Bosch Fernseh KCA -90

CEI -310

Ampex BCC -14

Asaca ACC -2000

Hitachi FP-1020
International
Video Corp.
IVC 7000P

JVC
CY-8800

NEC
MNC -61A

Panasonic
WV -3800

Panasonic
AK-750P /EN

Electronics

separate

self- contained

self- contained

self-contained

self-contained

Weight1

17 lbs.

13.9 lbs.

17 lbs.

10 lbs.

16 lbs.

Viewfinder:
in. Diagonal

3 in.

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

650 lines

400 lines

500 lines

400 lines

400 lines

VTR; batt.
warning

tally /VTR; batt.
warning; white bal.
meter

tally/VTR; batt.
warning /standby;
light level
indicator

10 to

0 to

Resolution

Indicators

tally; low batt.;
overexposure; auto
balance in progress

Temp. Range

20 to

Power

120 WDC

Consumption
Voltage Range ( ±)

Standby Power
Consumption
Warmup Time
From Standby
Tube

Configuration'

10.5

-

-

3 x 1"

tally; VTR; batt.
warning

5 to +45

+50 °C

+40°

14 WDC

12 VDC nominal

9 VDC nominal

11

3 WDC

100 AWDC

10 s

5 s

3 x zh"

Plumbicons
or Saticons

3 x 2/3"

Plumbicons
or Saticons

-

-15 VDC

+40 °C

0 to

23 WDC
15.2 VDC

11 -

14 WDC

2 s

x 1" stripe
filter Vidicon

Industrial grade
or Saticon

1

Optical
Configuration

prism with bias light

new dichroic
system

dichroic

integrated stripe
filter

dichroic

Color Temperature

clear; 1.0 NV;
85B + 1.0 ND;
cap

3000K; 6000K; 18%
ND; cap

85B; 85B + .3 ND;

color conversion;

85 + .6 ND

ND

3200K; 4700K;
6000K; 6000K +
25% ND; 7500K

digital white
balance; digital
black balance;
iris

white balance;

white balance;
black balance;

-

white balance

6s

2s

0.5 s

-

2s

comp. video;
separate R,G,B,G;
switched R,G,B;
sequential R,G,B

comp. video;
R,G,B

comp. video; video
monitor; audio

2 comp. video

2 comp. video;

Balancing

Automatics

Auto White
Balance Time
Signal Outputs

Genlock

H:

±5µs

iris

iris

I

/NA

2 to +4µs

sc: 360°

video monitor

I

/NA

I

/NA

Video Gain

+6, +12 dB

+6, +12 dB

9 dB

6 dB

+6 dB

Standard
Sensitivity3

f/4 @ 360 nA G

f/4 @ 70% refl.

f/4

f/4 @ 1400 lux,
90% refl.

f/4

Minimum
Sensitivity^

8 fc

30 fc

3 fc

15 fc @ f/2

20 fc

39 dB

49 dB

40 dB

41

dB

43 dB

/NA

48 dB

47 dB

49 dB

500 lines

500 lines

260 lines

500 lines

/NA

450 lines

I

/NA

400 lines

$5000 range (prelim.)

$18,550'

S/N -Max.

Sens 5

S /N6

50

+45 °C

33 WDC

15 VDC

Plumbicons

°C

34 WDC

channel current

51

dB @ 360 nA

Center Resolution

650 lines

Corner Resolution

600 lines

Price'

$47,500

I

I

$16,945*

18,918

-
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Hitachi SK-80

Sharp XC -3200

Philips LDK-14

Sony BVP-300

Panasonic WV-3800
Philips
Video 80

Philips

RCA
TK -76B

Sharp

Sharp

LDK -14

XC -320U

XC -530

Electronics

detachable

self-contained

self-contained

self- contained

self- contained

Weight'

20 lbs.

12.1 lbs.

17.3 lbs.

10 lbs.

10 lbs.

Viewfinder:
in. Diagonal

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

Resolution

400 lines

400 lines

400 lines

400 lines

400 lines

Indicators

tally; standby;
low batt.; white
bal.; black bal.

tally /VTR; low batt./
call; white bal; black
bal.; iris; auto centering; video level

tally; VTR batt.
& run -out; cam.
batt.; tape motion

tally; level
indicator; VTR
start/stop; batt.

batt.; tally;
illumination level;
VTR start/stop

20 to

0 to

Temp. Range

0 to

Power

22.8 WDC

+45 °C

20 to

+50 °C

27 WDC

+50 °C

42 WDC

Consumption
Voltage Range ( ±)

9.7

Standby Power
Consumption

2 WDC

Warmup Time
Fron: Standby

-

13 VDC

3 x 2/3"

Optical
Configuration

prism

Automatics

17 VDC

Plumbicons

-

11 - 14
I

2 s

Tube
Configuration2

Color Temperature
Balancing

-

6 WDC

s

1

11

VDC

/NA

2 s

Plumbicons

Plumbicons

Saticons

prism

prism

dichroic

dichroic

clear; .6 ND;
858: 85B + .9 ND;
cap

clear; 85B; 85B
+.8 ND; cap

-

-

-

iris

-

-

comp. video;
VTR video; mic

comp. video;
V /F; mic

1s

2s

Signal Outputs

comp. video;
R,G,B; R
or

comp. video;
video monitor; mic

comp. video;
video monitor
(R,G,B or

Genlock

I

/NA

H: ±3 s

G)

H:

±2.5µs

sc: >360°

Video Gain

+12 dB

+12 dB

9 dB

Standard
Sensitivity3

f/3.7

f/2 @ 600 lux

f /2.8 @

Minimum

5 fc

7.5 fc

Sensitivity'
S/N-Max. Sen.5

f/4

15 fc @ f/1.7

15 fc

10 fc

I/NA

42 dB

44 dB

46 dB

47 dB

44.6 dB

50 dB

51

Center Resolution

600 lines

600 lines

600 lines

Corner Resolution

I

Price'
JANUARY, 1979-BM/E

$17,730

/NA

$41,200**

/NA

f/4

1250 lux

40 dB

I

I

+6 dB

/NA

/NA

+6 dB

S/N6

I

-

3 x 2/3° bonded

2

G

12 VDC nominal

Vidicons

Auto White
Balance Time

B

12 VDC nominal

-

3 x 2/3" bonded

white balance;
iris: flare correction

G

+40 °C

22 WDC

or Saticons

3 x2/3"

white balance;
black balance; iris;
registration; color
bars

3 s

0 to

XQ -1427

3 x 2/3"

white balance;
black balance; iris;
registration; gain;
bandwidth limiting
-

+40 °C

22 WDC

I

dB

/NA

$38,400'

400 lines

500 lines

350 lines

450 lines

$5,000

$9,875'
53
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Cinema Products MNC-71 /CP

Philips Video 80

Ikegami HL-79A
Thomson -CSF MC -602

Thomson -CSF MC -601
Sony
BVP -300

Thomson -CSF
Microcam MC-602

Thomson -CSF
Microcam MC -601

Electronics

self- contained

detachable

self- contained

Weight,

12.4 lbs.

11.7 lbs.

12.3 lbs.

Viewfinder:
in. Diagonal

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

1.5 in.

/NA

300 lines

500 lines

tally; VTR tape; iris;
video level; low batt.
warning; color bal.
warning; VTR status

VTR: low batt.;
white bal.; black
bal.; iris; skin
tone video level

30 to

20 to

Resolution

I

Indicators

tally; VTR; low
batt.; white /black
bal.; iris; skin
tone video level

Temp. Range

20 to

Power

21

WDC

10

-

+50 °C

Consumption
Voltage Range

(

-)

Standby Power
Consumption

I

2.5

Tube

3 x 2/3"

Configuration,

10.8

3 s

-

Optical
Configuration

f /1.4

Color Temperature
Balancing

Plumbicons

20 VDC

10

-

17 VDC

4.2 W

4.2 W

3s

3.5 s

3 x

prism

-

2/3"

+50'C

<21 WDC

Plumbicons

3 x 2/3" Plumbicons
or Saticons

prism

prism

3200K; 5600K;
5600K + 25% ND;
cap

3200K; 5200K;
cap

3200K; 5600K;
5600K + 25% ND:
cap

Automatics

digital white
balance; digital
black balance, iris;
black level;
automatic beam
optimizer

color balance;
iris close on
black level, open
on white

digital white
balance; digital
black balance; iris:
automatic beam adjustment; iris close
on BB, open on WB

Auto White
Balance Time

2 s

3 s

3 s

Signal Outputs

comp. video; registration (R,G,B or
R -G, B-G); R,G,
B color bars

Genlock

Panasonic AK -750

01

NEC MNC 61A
comp. video; VTR;
registration (R,
G,B or

G)

+3 to

1.5µs

comp. video;
test (comp. or
non -comp); mic
2

1.5µs

/NA

H:

Video Gain

+9, +18 dB

+12 dB

+18 dB

Standard

f /4.7

f/4 @ 89% refl.

f/4 @ 89% refl.

Minimum
Sensitivity',

2 fc

2 fc

3 fc @ 89% refl.

S/N -Max. Sen .5

55 dB

52 dB

53 dB

S /N6

>53 dB

53 dB

54 dB

Center Resolution

>500 lines

300 lines

500 lines

/NA

400 lines

$39,485

$43,060

Sensitivity,

54

17 VDC

/NA

Warmup Time
From Standby

+50 °C

24 WDC

I

Corner Resolution

>400 lines

Price'

$41,900*

I

H:

+3 to

Hitachi SK-90
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Regardless
of who made your
2/3 inch Plumbicon* TVcamera,
or where it was madeAmperex has the exact replacement
for the tube
that came with the camera.

We know this tube as only its originator can know it. You can take our word
for it...there is only one Plumbicon.
And no matter where your Plumbicon

camera comes from, whether it's a full sized studio camera or one of the new
hand -held portables ... Amperex has
the replacements for your equipment
that will give you equal or better performance compared to any tube that came with
the camera.
There is this difference. Amperex replacement
tubes are immediately available, off -the -shelf,

for delivery within 24 hours through
local distributors and Amperex factory
sales representatives. And Amperex
tube distributors (your own local businessmen), are carefully selected for
their ability to support Plumbicon TV
camera systems with on- the -spot customer support and on- the -spot customer service.
For more information on Plumbicon TV camera
tubes, write or phone: Amperex Electronic Corporation, Slatersville Division, Slatersville, Rhode
Island 02876. Telephone: 401 -762 -3800.

Amperex
TOMORROW'S THINKING IN TODAY'S PRODUCTS

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

Circle 132 on Reader Service Card

*Trademark of N.V. Philips of the Netherlands

MOW ME SUPERSTICK

THE ONLY VIDEOTAPE EDITOR FOR ALL APPLICATIONS
If you're editing ENG, EFP, or Commercial Post Production -the new Convergence ECS -100 Superstick system will
do your job faster, easier and better than ever before possible. With its modularity of design, the ECS -100 lets
you start with a basic low cost system and expand to meet your needs for increased capability. All of this is made
possible through the use of a field -proven Microprocessor and the famous Convergence human engineering.

Electronic News Gathering
Todays skilled ENG operator insists
that an editor must be fast, reliable,

accurate and simple to operate.
The ECS -100 Superstick is that and more. Our exclusive new low
cost CUT /LAPTM Transition
Programmer will put you head
and shoulders above your competition. Now you can program
fades and simulated dissolves

from a single playback. VCR
without adding a switcher or
TBC. The Superstick is the ENG
editor of the future.

Electronic Field Production

Single camera film style producers require the flexibility and

expandability that only state of- the -art microprocessor
technology provides. The
Superstick's microprocessor Aets
you grow to command up to
four VTRs with one simple
control. CUT /LAP,TM plus our
other exclusive super features

like LiplockTM Audio Pitch Control,
Automatic Return to Edit, Auto
Tag, and ADR (Automatic Dialogue
Replacement), provide an unbeatable EFP editing combination.

Commercial Post Production
The demands of todays sophisticated post production editing
world require SMPTE Time Code,
A/B rolls, Special Effects, Split
Edits, Multiple Source Machines,
CRT Display of all edit data, and a
hard copy edit decision list for
auto assembly. The ECS -100
Superstick Editing System has all
of these features plus Programmable Animation. More important,
in tne midst of all this sophistication, simple edits are still simple.

The Superstick system interfaces with a growing number of low cost videocassette recorders and
one inch Type "C" teleproduction VTRs -ask us for information and a demonstration. Remember

Editing means Convergence.
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After The Gathering: How
Material bets On The Air

ENG

Stations around the country have solved the problem of getting news to air in a
variety of ways. Editing, routing, and playback get original treatment from place
to place.
ENG IN 1979 IS NOT THE SAME as it was

in 1978; in 1980 it
will probably be different again. It is safe to say that no
other area of broadcast operations has ever offered such a
rapidly developing technology or presented the broadcaster with so wide a choice of how to apply it to his
particular station's needs. But then, nowhere else are the
competition and the stakes so high.
ENG began barely 10 years ago with the introduction of
the first relatively lightweight color cameras and battery-

operated recorders; today, broadcasters have their choice
of some 25 high quality portable cameras (some weighing
less than 12 pounds) and battery- operated videocassette
recorders from a number of different manufacturers.
Notwithstanding these important developments in the
"gathering" end, however, the greatest evolution in the
ENG process has been in the post production process by
which the news gets on the air.
Despite its many problems, 3/4-inch technology is here
to stay in news operations for some time to come. Three quarter -inch videotape technology can be forgiven its sins
since it was broadcasters who pressed these industrial
grade machines into broadcast service. Once adopted,
however, it was up to broadcasters to make it into an
acceptable image.
How does a station organize itself to take advantage of
the technology? In remote areas of the country with
sparse, scattered viewers and little broadcast competition,
a news department may still find that an all -film or mostly
film operation with a small ENG supplement will more
than adequately serve its viewers. In large urban areas, on
the other hand, where competition among broadcasters
necessitates "getting the scoop" on the other stations, and
where microwave bounces from tall buildings make the
entire coverage area accessible to microwave, the station
will often find itself having to go all -ENG, with as many
as six or seven remote live feeds during its local evening
news. The solutions are as diverse as broadcast
philosophies themselves.
There are some clearly discernible trends in ENG operations
referred to by many broadcasters as "generations." In fact, in the 10 short years since ENG became a
reality, there are already three generations of complexity
which can be seen in stations throughout the country. Like
generations of equipment, they have followed an evolutionary path over the years, so that a station which five
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years ago may have had a few ENG crews to supplement
its film operation may now have a better than 75 percent
ENG operation with extensive microwave, and a station
which made an early committment to a 50/50 split between film and ENG may now be totally ENG. Unlike
generations of equipment, however, a station may have
the very latest time base corrector and an ultra sophisitcated ENG camera without necessarily being antiquated simply because it has no microwave. Operational
generations are more like degrees of complexity; they
reflect a station's needs in a particular area.
The first generation: some ENG, some film

microwave

-

but no

Within any of the levels of sophistication of ENG
operations there will be a variety of approaches to problems such as videocassette playback quality, synchronization of different source materials, the fastest route for
getting stories through editing into the playback area, and
so on. Many times compromises are struck, particularly in
smaller markets where stations cannot afford the full
range of equipment they might like to have under "ideal"
circumstances. Thus, while some stations consider image
enhancement and chroma noise reduction essential, station WCAX in Burlington, Vermont uses a $50,000 digital TBC/frame synchronizer to simplify its operation.
WCAX prides itself on offering news coverage of the
entire state of Vermont, which presents extremely difficult, mountainous terrain. For this reason, microwave
transmission is virtually impossible and, according to
chief engineer Charlie Lease, the station has no plans to
install any. Instead they rely on three "bureaus" to supply
them with filmed news which is physically brought back
to the station (from as far away as 100 miles) and processed there on a Jamieson processor, edited on flatbed
editors, and aired directly through a two -projector RCA
TK -27 telecine. For ENG operations closer to home base,
they use four RCA TK -76 cameras and JVC 4400 videocassette recorders.
For a small market, the station has a remarkably busy
news department, producing an hour of local news from
57
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KNBC -TV, Los
Angeles /Burbank, has one
of the most advanced news
operations in the country.
Each of the four editing
rooms is equipped with
Sony BVU -200s and a
BVE-500 editor, and has full
access to the news
department's 40 input /20
output American Data
routing switcher. Editors
use time code readers,
located above monitors, to
reference material

-

6:00 7:00 p.m., a half -hour from 11:00 11:30 p.m.,
and 10 minutes at 1:00 a.m. Four Convergence editors
two ECS -1s interfaced with Sony VO -2850s and two
ECS -1Bs interfaced with Sony BVU -200s
handle the
editing workload. One of the ECS -1 B systems is assigned
to the production area, but is frequently called into use for
news starting around 4:00 in the afternoon when most of
the tapes have arrived at the station. Each of the four
editing systems gets at least five hours' use a day.
All four Convergence editors are equipped with optional PC -3 computer /time code units. Though time code
is not recorded in the field, some of the station's editors,
such as Chuck Callahan, use the time code option
whenever possible for automatic, time code -cued insert
edits, sound under, overlapping pictures, and so on. Not
all the editors use the computer interface option, however,
preferring to "play it by ear "; in any event, the choice is
left up to the individual, who must also take account of the
fact that editing with time code can impose extra complications and possibly delay a late -breaking story. Editors
are also given their choice of whether to work on the
ECS -1 or IB system, subject to availability. Callahan
personally prefers the ECS -1 with the VO -2850s because
of their faster shuttle speeds. He points out, however, that
the 2850s do tend to slip by as much as three or four frames
after being cued
particularly after they have been on
and heated up for a while. Lease also claims the BVU 200s are far more gentle with tape, particularly at the
edges.
Each story is edited onto its own videocassette for
on -air playback. Except in an extreme emergency, all
material for the news program is aired from film or
videocassettes. For playback, two JVC decks, with a third
as backup, are fed through a Quantel 3000 digital frame store and TBC, and then on to the switcher. By waiting
until the very last minute, WCAX is not only able to
eliminate blanking width problems and insure synchronization of its videocassette material, but can also add live,
on -air special effects such as freeze frames. Interestingly
enough, the station was one of the first to add a digital

-

-
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framestore to its on -air system (they installed it over three
years ago) and has therefore never had a blanking width
problem.
The second generation: microwave enters the picture

The use of microwave in an ENG operation may result
from the need to cover a wide geographic area, a desire to
do live remotes, or a variety of other factors. Whatever the
motivation, the capability of microwave transmissions
adds an entirely new dimension to a station's news operation, at the same time considerably complicating the process by which material gets from the field to air.
Station KTRK in Houston, Texas provides a sterling
example of an operation which, without unlimited funds,
maximizes its available resources.
By mid -1979, the station will be up to its full complement of six RCA TK-76 cameras and will have increased
its present two microwave trucks to four. The operation
will remain basically the same as at present, however,
with the cameraman/reporter team going out separately
with a camera and recorder, then meeting up with one of
the microwave vans in the field. Each van is equipped
with full microwave facilities, including a three -channel 2
GHz transmitter, window unit, and camera umbilical cord
for live transmissions. Though the station had originally
planned to install on -board editing in the vans, the idea
was dropped because of the complexity.
A major problem with microwave is that several other
stations in the area
all using the 2 GHz frequency
have the same idea. Added to this crowding is the fact that
the area's stations are all using STLs, also on the 2 GHz
frequency, as is NASA for some of its space launch
communications. The STL and NASA problems were
solved several years ago when all the station engineers
met and agreed on the spacings of the STL transmissions
and to cooperate with NASA when necessary. Real problems occur, however, when the stations are all trying to
cover the same event. Since all the stations have Nurad
microwave receiving horns on the same downtown tower,

-
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continued on page 60
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After The Gathering
there is frequently adjacent channel interference. For this
reason, KIRK has installed a rotatable dish antenna at its
studio facility.
Though used primarily for live feeds for its half -hour
news segments at 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 and 10:00 p.m., and
a magazine -type "soft news" show at 5:00 p.m., microwave is also used to speed the process of getting news
back from outlying areas such as Galveston, 50 miles
distant. In these cases, the microwave van will meet the
reporter/cameraman team and plug the team's portable
recorder into the van's microwave transmitter (since the
van does not have its own playback deck). A window unit
is permanently installed in a large insurance company
building in Galveston for this purpose. Back at the station,
a small routing switcher sends the signal to a BVU for
recording onto videocassette.
Though network news feeds are recorded upstairs on
the control room's two -inch decks, with two -inch editing
if necessary, all local news is edited on videocassettes and
then transferred to two -inch carts and programmed into
the TCR -100 for on -air playback. Only in cases when the
story breaks so late that there is no time for the two -inch
dub is the videocassette played on -air.
Editors at KTRK are not prone to using time code, even
though the station has two Datatron Newsmakers. Instead, the bulk of the news is edited on two Sony B VE500 /BVU -200 systems and two Convergence ECS -1/
Sony VO -2850 systems. Studio engineer Jess Mitchell
reports no difference in tape handling between the 2850s
and the BVU -200s. One concern with the 2850s is, however, that with their sometimes "random" switch points,
"a little illegal stuff does get on the air from time to
time." For this reason KTRK will shortly upgrade all its
18 -plus videocassette units to BVU -200s.
At present, the news department, a virtually self sufficient operation located on a lower floor, uses no time
base correctors or image enhancement for its edited tapes.
Instead, all material is run through one of the two Micro time 2020 TBCs during the dub to quad carts. If necessary, of course, videocassettes can also be played directly

through the 2020. In addition to the TBCs, the control
room contains a Micro Consultants DFS -3000 digital
framestore synchronizer which is tied into the system
before the production switcher to allow synchronization
of all incoming source material. In the near future Mitchell will add two additional Microtime 2020s to be located
in the news area. This will enable most of the material to
reach the control room already time base corrected. An
additional time base correction as the quad dub is made
will insure optimum quality of the videocassette material.
Another fine example of this type of operation is seen
down in Orlando, Florida at WDBO. Chief engineer
Stromberg says the heart of his system is two TBCs
Microtime 2020+ and the CVS 520. Unlike the situation
at KTRK, there is no dub to quad; news material is played
back on either of two JVC N -inch decks directly onto the
air through one of the TBCs. Stromberg especially sings
the praises of the Microtime system which, according to
him, "provides significant advantages of signal -to -noise
and makes a significant improvement in the quality of the
picture." This is particularly true when the material has
originated from one of the two Hitachi FP -3030s which
supplement two RCA TK -76 cameras. Stromberg also
finds the 2020 +'s built-in chroma noise reduction unit
extremely valuable when having to use file tapes which
may be three or four generations away from the original.
For video editing, WDBO has one station with a Convergence ECS -1 interfaced with 2850s and one of the new
Convergence ECS -100s, which editors find useful for its
ability to do fades and "cut/laps," simulating dissolves.
This second system uses Panasonic 9500s as its decks.
The editing machines are in use approximately five hours
a day each, producing material for half -hours at 12:00
noon and 6:00 and 11:00 p.m. Stromberg estimates that
the average story runs two minutes and takes 25 minutes to
edit.
Like any good engineer, Stromberg is at least two steps
ahead in his thinking about the news operation; in his
plans, at least, he has already made the switch to the next
generation of operations. With 40 percent of the station's
news coming from outside the Orlando area, he hopes to
see the day when several additional microwave vans will
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continued on page 62

KNBC's record /playback
room contains four
BVE-200s. Three decks,
routed through Microtime
2020+ TBCs and the ADC
switcher, are used to
originate videocassette
playbacks for local news
programs. Fourth deck,
connected to routing
switcher outputs, records
incoming feeds from the six
microwave links, telco
lines, East and West Coast
NBC network feeds, etc.
Almost all taped material
used on local news
programs is recorded,
edited, and played back on
3/4-inch videocassettes
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equipment. Third, decide very early whether to put emphasis on live, microwave coverage or on pre- recorded
material. WDIV has elected to put primary emphasis on
pre- recorded material, though we also maintain a microwave operation to use when the story warrants live report-

ing."
In essence, WDIV has created "a miniature television
studio within the news department." There are five editing stations, each equipped with BVU -200A decks and a
BVE -500A editor. Eden sees a "significant improvement" with these new Sony systems in the quality of the
end product. Each editing room is itself a production
facility, including a microphone, turntable, audio cart
machine, and small two -channel audio mixer. There are
seldom any more "down and dirty" wrap -ups recorded by
reporters at the scene. Instead, almost all stories are
brought back to the station where the reporter, producer,
and editor can cbsely supervise the final product.
A key element in the station's ability to spend more
time in editing is an extremely efficient routing switcher
20 x 20 Comtech unit. The switcher, located in the
news department, can be accessed from any of the editing
suites and also from Baker's office, and can be patched to
any of the department's input or output sources. Incoming
microwave transmissions, however, are recorded in a
separate microwave record area on two BVU -200As and
then physically carried to an editing booth.
The news department originates all its own programming, routed from the department's playback room
through the Comtech switcher and up into master control.
The playback area contains three BVU- 200As. Although
the three input sources from these three units to the Grass
Valley 7K switcher are all ultimately time base corrected
and frame synchronized, they follow slightly different
paths. Two of the BVU -200As are first fed into CVS -516
TBCs located in the playback area, then fed to small
looping switchers which route them to the Grass Valley
switcher. The third playback output is fed directly to the
Quantel 3000 frame store synchronizer in master control
as a remote ENG input and then on to the production
switcher. In this way, there are three synchronous 3/4 -inch
videocassette inputs into the switcher, all of them time
base corrected, and all capable of being used in the
switcher's effects buses.
"Most everything we do now is back at the station,"
concludes Baker. "I believe that most stories can be better
done and better produced with a professional editor working with producers and reporters where we have the
facilities to take advantage of the story."
KNBC in Los Angeles /Burbank is one of the most
advanced news operations in the country today, and is
certainly a model for any station with its eyes set on
becoming "big time" in the news area. To begin with,
KNBC has a manager of electronic journalism operations
Steve Orland. The use of an EJ operations manager is,
of course, a developing trend in stations with large operations; at KNBC it is already a full- fledged reality. Another
trend
the establishment of the news department as a
completely separate operation within the station
is also
a full -fledged reality, similar to the situation at WDIV.
Further, KNBC's extensive use of microwave and integrating of material from NBC network news programs
adds new dimensions to even WDIV's operation.
A first hint at the size of KNBC's operation is the 40
input/20 output American Data routing switcher located
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KNBC's news control room. Technical director has remote start
control over the VTRs in the record /playback room, which are
cued up to five -second pre-rolls. KNBC's news department is a
virtually self-contained operation within the station

be added. Equipped with full editing facilities, they would
serve as mobile "news bureaus," each assigned to a
particular quadrant of the coverage area. The same expansion would also dictate a frame store synchronizer and
probably a routing switcher, both of which are in Strom -

berg's recommendations.
The third generation: the best that money can buy

"Our ENG operation has just entered its third generation," says Len Eden, director of engineering for Post Newsweek stations and chief engineer for Post Newsweek's WDIV, Detroit. "When Post -Newsweek
took over the station we made a complete committment to
ENG. The news department now has the full responsibility for everything that goes on the air, including 3/4 -inch
videocassette playback from the newsroom."
John Baker, executive producer for news, echoes
Eden's feelings precisely: "Anything short of total corn mittment to ENG will lead stations to one troublesome and
costly situation after another." When installing an ENG
system, Baker recommends three guidelines to station
management: "First, avoid taking shortcuts with equipment. Using the excuse that the station will use less than
the state -of -the -art equipment initially and upgrade or
modify it later is a terrible mistake for anyone getting into
ENG. Second, realize that ENG requires constant, preventative maintenance. Stations cannot rely upon ordinary engineering channels to keep it working properly. At
WDIV, we have assigned two - and-a -half technicians
whose sole responsibility is the maintenance of ENG
62
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within the news department itself. Coming in are: six
microwave links fed from the four mobile vans which can
do live remotes, play back pre- recorded material to be
taped at the station, and even, in emergencies, roll prerecorded tapes directly to air through an on -board Microtime 2020 TBC; four trunks from the telecine area for
transferring film to tape in the event that the film is to be
integrated with EJ material; lines from the two -inch VTR
room for pulling news material into the news department
for editing into the local news; feeds from other local TV
stations for sports highlights; lines from several in-plant
studios; East Coast and West Coast NBC network feeds;
telco feeds from affiliates, etc.; and a variety of test
signals.
Unlike WDIV which uses no time code editing, KNBC
time -codes all material. KNBC' s four editing rooms, each
equipped with B VU -200s and a B VE -500 editor, all have
time code readers to reference material. Each editing
room has full access to all the inputs of the routing
switcher, including incoming microwave feeds, so that an
editor can record a microwave piece in his own booth and
begin to edit it immediately. The routing switcher is also
used to get the material from the playback machine to the
record machine in the editing rooms, and also from an
announce booth used for doing voice overs.
Adjacent to the four editing rooms is a fifth record and
playback room containing four B VU -200s. In addition to
its access to the routing switcher permitting recording of
incoming feeds, this area serves to originate videocassette
material for the on -air news programs. Three of the B VUs
are used for this purpose, routed through the Microtime
2020+ TBC and image enhancers to the local news control studio
again a self- contained operation. The technical director has remote start control over the B VUs,
which are cued up by a technician to a five - second pre roll. Almost all taped material to be aired on the local
news programs is recorded, edited, and played back on
3/4 -inch videocassettes.
Even a station as advanced as KNBC looks towards the
future, and there is probably a lesson to be learned by all
from Orland's thinking. More microwave is certainly a
part of the scenario at KNBC. With three microwave
receiving stations located on three mountaintops around
Los Angeles
each with a minimum of three antennas
and two receivers
the station has the ability to cover an
enormous range and is steadily increasing the amount of
live material in its news programs. A little farther down
the road, Orland is thinking about the possibilities of
introducing one -inch equipment. No engineer we talked
with was as seriously looking at one -inch for news as
Orland, but even he has some major reservations. The size
and weight of the portable recorders still make them too
bulky for use in the fast -paced life of an EJ camera team,
he feels. He also questions the speed with which an
open -reel VTR can be threaded during a fast-breaking
story. On the other hand, he looks forward to the day when
lightweight, more portable Type C one -inch recorders,
possibly with cassette or cartridge loading, will make field
use more practical. "The use of one -inch recording and
editing to help cut down on the image degradation found
with 3/4 -inch videocassettes, particularly after two or three
generations," says Orland, "would obviously give us a
substantially better end product. It's only a matter of
time."
BM/E
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and Electronic Field Production and rack

...

...

mountable for OB van use. Power consumption is low at 90 watts ... 110/220
VAC, 12/24 VDC. We even put all the primary controls on the front. Color temperature remains stable for months with no
need for adjustment. An optional UHF/
VHF Tuner features an automatic search
and memory to store 20 inputs. Best of
all ... the quality of the picture is studio
perfect. Delivery from stock, $1,800.
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ROHDE & SCHWARZ SALES CO., (U.S.A.) INC.
14 Gloria Lane,

Fairfield, N.J. 07006

(201) 575 -0750
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Assignment, The World:
Now The CBS Radio Net bets The
News Back
For its hourly newscasts, CBS Radio needs swift live pickup from London,
Rome, Hong Kong, Guyana, and other far -flung places. Satellites play an
increasing role, both in gathering the news and in distributing it.
staple in the
life of every radio listener, depends on an electronic news
gathering operation with a world -wide arena. To get a
close view of this specialized kind of radio news gathering, BM /E recently toured the Washington and New York
headquarters of the CBS Radio Network, which is currently feeding some 275 affiliates in this country. Other
important on- the -hour news suppliers include, of course,
NBC, Mutual, ABC, AP, and UPI.
BM /E found the CBS operation, as expected, quite
different from that of a radio station with an active local
news operation. CBS must have full -time correspondents
in strategic points around the world. Each city with a
permanent correspondent has a bureau with facilities for
recording, editing, and producing news programs on tape.
Cities with CBS bureaus now include London, Paris,
Rome, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Moscow, and Tel Aviv. Reporters can be sent from these cities to cover breaking
news wherever it may be.
In addition to its regular reporters, CBS has some 200
stringers in smaller cities who can be called on for reports
when needed. And finally, the radio network can have
news fed in by any network affiliate with suitable facilities
close to the scene of breaking news.
Almost all news comes into the New York headquarters
and is distributed from there to the affiliated stations in the
THE ON -THE -HOUR NETWORK NEWSCAST, a

U.S. Obviously, no one in this army of reporters, correspondents, and stringers is sent out to interview shoppers
in a supermarket on a local tax bill, or to describe a fire in a
brewery. Network news tends to have "weight" and often
involves high government officials and organizations, top
personalities in industry, the arts, and other major areas.
This kind of news tends to be centralized in standard
locations. Great disasters or other events of significance in
strange places (e.g., Guyana) require one or more correspondents rushed in by plane, who must then get reports to
New York headquarters by any available means, most
often international telephone lines.
For these reasons the foreign bureaus do not ordinarily
make use of microwave or UHF radio to get instant news
in from outlying spots. The personnel at the bureaus use
portable tape recorders, Nagras or cassette types, for
interviews. They can bring the recordings into the production facilities at the bureau for editing before the story
goes on the phone to New York, or they can telephone the
story into the bureau for editing and transmission to New
York. When the news is most urgent it can be telephoned
directly to New York from its source; New York records
and edits so the news can be put into U.S. distribution.
The one exception to this general scheme is the CBS
Washington network headquarters, where UHF radio is
used to help get the news in from around the city. As

On- the -hour newscast from

CBS headquarters with
control room operator
(foreground), program
producer, and newscaster
(I. to r.) in live studio. Large
editing room is beyond rear
window; master control
beyond left window
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CBS Radio Net
described in detail in the March, 1977 BM /E, the CBS
Radio net has UHF repeaters at strategic high points
around Washington which can relay the signal from
hand -held transmitters back to CBS headquarters on M
Street. So much important news develops from so many
different spots in Washington that this city -wide instant
pickup system was considered necessary for efficient operation.
The Washington headquarters has much more elaborate
production facilities than any of the foreign bureaus. In
addition to the radio pickup system, there are dedicated
telco lines to many key points in the city, including the
Capitol, the White House, and a number of the departments and bureaus. There are five production recording
rooms, into each of which the UHF radio and the telco
lines feed for recording and editing. In an adjoining large
editing room, a battery of writers and editors produce
copy for the newscasts. The copy is put together with the
telephoned -in report in one of the production rooms to
make a finished program that then goes by telco line to
New York. Depending on the material, an "actuality"
may take up most or all of the time in the broadcast, or
may constitute only a short part of it.
The Washington plant is designed so that the radio and
television operations can back each other up on sound.
Editing and recording booths of the CBS television news
operation are just across the large writing room from the
radio booths. Audio lines are installed so that any aural
program brought in by the radio correspondents can be fed
across the room and incorporated into the sound track of a
TV news spot if the radio sound seems better than what the
TV men have brought in. Conversely, any sound track

picked up by the TV correspondents can be piped the other
way for editing into a radio newscast.
To get the news from any foreign bureau to the New
York headquarters, CBS Radio ordinarily uses international telephone lines, which means the news often crosses oceans and continents by satellite. For improved quality, CBS is using Comrex low- frequency extenders (see
BM /E, August 1978). All the foreign and domestic
bureaus were being equipped with the Comrex encoders at
the time this story was written, and the recording booths at
New York headquarters have the decoders. CBS, like the
other news networks, is fully committed to the idea that
high technical quality is essential in radio newscasts: the
old low -level telco or carbon mic sound is no longer
considered attractive by the listening public.
Great improvement in quality is another motivation for
the push toward satellite use in program distribution. CBS
news already goes from New York by satellite to the West
Coast for distribution in the west, and to Chicago for
distribution in the midwest. Like Mutual, AP, UPI, and
the others, CBS is looking toward steadily expanding use
of satellites in gathering the news and distributing it.
(Mutual plans to go to each affiliate directly by satellite, as
described previously in BM /E.)
Lowered costs and increased quality and reliability are
some of the advantages of satellites. Mortimer Goldberg,
engineer in charge of New York operations, pointed out
another: the ease of setting up duplex operation on a single
channel. Communication in both directions is often of
great value in news gathering, but getting two -way transmission with land lines is awkward and expensive. The
satellites do it with no fuss.
CBS New York has seven recording /production rooms
into which incoming material is fed for original recording
and editing. The news editor listens to each report as it

FROM MOSELEY ASSOCIATES - PIONEERS OF:
DUAL STL FOR STEREO
COMPOSITE STL
(SINGLE LINK) FOR FM STEREO
SOLID -STATE STL

"THE STL" is available in two series providing
monaural AM or FM, stereo AM or FM, and
quadraphonic service. Wireless remote control
can be added. For information and details,
please contact our Marketing Department
now
while you are thinking about it.

WRITE FOR
OUR STL
BULLETINS

-

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.

A FLOW GENERAL COMPANY
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH PARK, 111 CASTILIAN DRIVE GOLETA, CA 93017
(805) 968 -9621 CABLE: MOSELEY TELEX: 658 -448
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All net newscasts are
prepared in this edit room.

Studios adjoin it on two
sides; newscaster can
write copy, be at mic in
seconds

comes in and quickly decides how it will be used. The
material is recorded as he listens and then immediately
transcribed, and the editor gets a copy of the transcription.
He then makes the final decision on use
cutting, combination with other material, or whatever
and prepares
a complete cue sheet for the broadcast, which goes to the
technicians.
The recording operation is a 24- hour -a -day business
since news is received from every time zone in the world.
An executive news editor is on duty at all times; with
today's pressure, editing decisions have to be made constantly as news comes in.
Each of the recording /production rooms also functions
as a control room for an adjoining live studio in which the

--

newscast is originated, with the newscaster for that session on mic.
Not only the content but the technical quality of incoming material is carefully monitored. If the original transmission is poor, New York may interrupt the reporter at
the sending end to try for a better transmission path. If
improvement cannot be arranged in that way, the recording will be processed, using equalizers and other equipment, in an attempt to make it acceptable.
The installation also includes a master control, which
sets up incoming feeds- to various recording /production
rooms
and outgoing feeds to the network lines. The
latter operation is often complex because programs are fed

-

continued on page 70

SENSATIONAL!

That's what you'll say when
you check out the features of the new BMX
series broadcast console. It's attractive,
compact and easy
to install ... and has the
lowest noise and disto-tion
available in a broadcast console
today.
The BMX is features-loaded console at a standard console price. Call today for delivery!
PACIFIC RECORDERS AND ENGINEERING CORPORATION
11100 ROSELLE ST_, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92121
TELEPHONE (714) 453-3255 TELEX 695008
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CBS Radio Net

-

to different parts of the country
net
at different times.

-

different "legs" of the

The control of outgoing lines is further complicated by
the fact that the on- the -hour six -minute newscasts are not
by any means the only distribution operation. There are
15- minute round -ups twice a day. There is "Speed
Feed," a compilation of raw news sent to affiliates at
various times for recording by them and use as each sees
fit. There is "News Feed," a series of prepared ten minute newscasts sent out six times a day, consisting of
hard news that did not make it into the hourly newscasts.
Again, the affiliate records it and has the choice of using it
or not.
At the receiving end the affiliate has a special "alert
receiver" permanently connected to the CBS dedicated
telco line, which has a series of lighted number signals for
upcoming feeds. On this receiver, developed especially
for the purpose by CBS Laboratories, a No. 1 signal, for
example, means that the time to join the net is imminent.
Each signal, cued by tones from New York, also activates
a relay which can be used for an external alarm, to start
recording equipment, to carry out any other switching
operation, or all three. The alert receiver also handles,
with the No. 11 signal and associated relay points, another
feature of the network operation
the break -in bulletin
with top-priority news. New York puts in ten seconds of
silence after each bulletin alarm to give the station
operator time to make an "interrupt" announcement and
do the necessary switching.
The alert receiver also gives signals for local cutaway
(for local commercials), network rejoin, and the end of the
newscast. The receiver has been extremely useful in making the network feed operation accurate, errorless, and
efficient.

-

BM /E watched from the control room as an 11:00 a.m.
newscast was put on the outgoing network line. Involved
were recording /production room No. 5 (acting as the
control room), the adjoining live studio, and, of course,
master control. Three of the tape machines on the back
wall of the control room had actualities on tape cued up for
the broadcast. In master control the CBS commercials
were cued up on cart players.
The program producer and the newscaster sat in the live
studio. At 11:00 a.m. the producer signalled the operator
in the control room to give them the microphone; the
actual switching onto the outgoing line was done by a
clock in master control for timing precision. An on -air
light told the newscaster when to start. At the proper
times, the commercials and acutalities were rolled in by
the control operator; after each recording was played cue
tones switched the microphone back to live and the spoken
newscast resumed.
CBS will shortly install a computer that will take over
the whole job of switching at the proper times and making
the right connections for each newscast. The program for
each newscast can be put into the computer in a minute or
less, in advance of the operation.
The actual airing of the newscast would be familiar to
the producer, newscaster, and control room operator of
any moderately large radio station. The differences, of
course, are in the world -sized news pickup operation
behind the material put on the air and in the transmission
of the newscast to several hundred broadcast stations via
land line, satellite, and microwave. Syndicated electronic
news gathering for radio, as of late 1978, is a highly
efficient operation of very large scale. And technical
efficiency and quality will further rise as satellites take
over more and more of both ends of the operation. The
effects on what the listener tunes in are bound to be
positive.
BM/E

Our Logger is a Turtle!
ÍL

It's slow, slow moving but it wins the
race when it comes to recording information. All kinds of information; broadcast logging, telephone messages, fire
or police dispatcher record, surveillance,
medical emergency room or analog

recording in surgery, court reporting and
transcription or space and military analog recording.
Our 230L logger records a lot of information; over twelve and one half hours
on 3600 feet of tape at 15/16 ips; over
six hours at 1 -7/8 ips. And it's available
in one, two or four channel configuation
with professional solid state record/
reproduce preamplifiers. So now you
can win almost every race
with a Telex 230L logger.
lt's a turtle.
PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

TELEX.
COMMUNICATIONS,
70

INC.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN 55420 U S A.
9600 ALDRICH AVE SO
Europe: 22, rue de la Legion -d'Honneur, 93200 St. Denis. France
Canada: Telak Electronics, Ltd.. Scarborough, Ontario
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COMREX

Low Frequency Extenders

Are Out
Doing The Job...

AT ALL MAJOR NETWORKS

AT WGST

For coverage of world news from London, Paris,
Rome, Moscow, Munich, Georgetown, Washington

For Georgia Tech Collegiate Football and The
Atlanta Falcon's Radio Network

New York

AT WTVN

AT MUTUAL

For Ohio State University radio network

For all major golf tournaments and "Impact of the

AT KDKA

World Today" (among others)

For Pittsburg Penguin Professional Hockey

AT TEXAS STATE NETWORK

AT WMAL

For Houston Oiler radio network

For Oktoberfest -live- from -Munich to Washington

AT WKBH

AT UPI

For Buffalo Bills Professional Football

For the World Series and Coverage of all

Presidential trips

You be the judge.
We wish we could explain all of the benefits of the
COMREX Low Frequency Extender right here in this ad.
But only the ear can understand. You must hear it to believe it.
This is an entirely new method of program transmission.
Accept our invitation to listen
Your ears will understand.

COMX

-I

r
Yes d like to listen to the COMREX Low Frequency Extender.
Please contact me as soon as possible.

COIIREX

i

would like to take advantage of COMREX. Call me. Send
me your Low Frequency Extender for one week FREE trial
no obligation.
period
I

P.O. Box 269
Sudbury, Massachusetts

-

01776
(617)443 -8811

want more information. Call me. Prove to me that COMREX
Low Frequency Extenders: 1) Cut costs 2) Save time and
3) Expand your programming horizons.
I

NAME

TITLE

STATION

PHONE

STREET

CITY

STATE

ZIP

J

IL
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Until now you wouldn't
consider buying
a demod for 51775.

The remarkable Scientific-Atlanta 6250 falls
about $7,000 short of the price you might normally pay for a comparable high quality demodulator. But it doesn't fall short in engineering and
performance. We've sold over 300 6250 Demodulators since its introduction a year ago. In fact
one group of station engineers wrote, "we are
amazed at your demod's performance," after
comparative bench tests against a unit close to
the $10,000 range.
Consider the specs. 100 uy input sensitivity. Video response ± 0.5 dB to 4.18 Mhz,
± 2.5% differential gain and ± 1° differential
phase. With audio response ±0.5 dB 30 Hz to
15 KHz.
Consider the features: Zero chopper capable
of operation from external as well as internal
command. Envelope detector with optional syn-

chronous detector. Intercarrier sound detection,
also direct mode with synchronous detection
option. Local or remote control of chopper on /off,
envelope /synchronous detection, intercarrier/
direct sound detection. Automatic switch -back to
envelope mode if phaselock is lost in synchronous mode. AC operation with optional + DC
standby powering. Optional powering from DC.
-

Consider the organization. At the forefront
of the companies who are revolutionizing world
communications vià satellite, Scientific- Atlanta
has had to meet some of the toughest requirements
for performance, reliability and economy. The
results of this experience are evident in our advanced 6250 Demodulator.

For a demonstration, call Harry Banks at
(404) 449-2000. Or write us.

Scientific
Atlanta

United States: 3845 C'Icasantdale Road, Atlanta, Ga. 30340, Telephone 404 -440 -2000, -IIAA 810-T00 -4012, Telex 051 -2808
Canada: o511 Atlantic Drive, \lississauga, Ontario, [5T IC8, Canada, Telephone 4lo- 077 -o555, Ielex 0o- 083o00
Europe: 1 -7 Sunbury Cross Centre, Staines Road Hest, Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex T\Vlo 713E, England,
Telephone Sunbury on Thames 80751, Telex 80o015
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Voice Of America's "Bubble"
Manages Worldwide Actualities
By Maximillian Swoboda

A network of correspondents at home and abroad regularly file actualities via
the telephone system to VOA headquarters in Washington, D.C. To record,

route, and duplicate these reports for VOA's worldwide audience a unique
installation, the "Bubble," has gone on line.
from anywhere in the world, a
Voice of America correspondent can pick up a telephone
and file his voiced report to VOA headquarters. Within a
few minutes or a few hours that report can be heard by
millions of listeners in almost any country and in any one
of 36 languages.
News gathering at this scale is a monumental task at a
level of complexity rarely seen in most radio operations.
Part of the operation involves a constant monitoring of
news sources including AP, UPI, Reuters, Agence France
Presse, the three major U.S. television networks, and
many of the regional services of these organizations. In
addition, 40 to 50 VOA correspondent reports are generated each day. VOA's News Division's staff of 56 writers
and editors work around the clock, seven days a week, to
produce an average of 260 newscasts and summaries
every broadcast day.
On a busy news day as many as 65 to 70 reports may be
filed by VOA's staff of correspondents. Six correspondents are assigned to cover the White House, the
State Department, the Pentagon, and Capitol Hill.
Another seven correspondents are stationed in U.S.
bureaus located in New York (including the United Nations), Chicago, Los Angeles, Boston, and Miami. Overseas there are 15 staff correspondents working out of
bureaus in Munich, London, Paris, Brussels, Vienna,
Johannesburg, Bangkok, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Jerusalem,
Athens, Panama, Abidjan, and Nairobi. Added to this is a
staff of stringers around the world from Geneva, Switzerland, to Melbourne, Australia. At any time of the day,
from these or other locations where news stories are breaking, a VOA correspondent can pick up any telephone and
dial direct to VOA's Washington headquarters to file his
report.
A correspondent's report usually originates in English,
but a stringer's report may originate in either English or
some other language for use in that language service
broadcast. For instance, the Hong Kong stringer may file
his report in Chinese for VOA's Chinese -language broadcast. The content of the report, however, may be of
interest to other language services, so after it is received a
copy of it is made available for translation and transcripAT ANY TIME OF ANY DAY,

Mr. Swoboda

is project manager, Special Projects, for

VOA and was to a great degree responsible for the design
and installation of the "Bubble."
JANUARY, 1979-BM /E

Chief audio news editor, John Moore, mans the "Bubble." The six
telephones handle both domestic and international calls from
VOA correspondents

tion. A taped copy also goes to the regional desk for
translation and review. So, depending on its content, a
story may originate in one language, be translated into any
or all of the other 35 languages, and be broadcast via any
or all of VOA's 109 short wave transmitters located in the
U.S. and abroad with a total power of 21,840,000 watts.
Not every incoming report gets the full treatment. A
duty editor supervises the operations of the various regional desks
national, East Asian and Pacific, European, Near East and South Asian, African, and Latin
American
and determines the ultimate distribution of
the report.
Given the demands of this situation VOA, commonly

-

-

continued on page 74
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Voice of America
known as "the Voice," needed a highly sophisticated
system for receiving and distributing incoming correspondent reports. The answer to these needs grew into the
ingenious "Bubble,"
a humanly engineered system
that ties the worldwide diiect -in- dialing system into a
single communications console capable of making the
correspondent and his report available to any or all other
aspects of the Voice. Once the correspondent reaches the
Bubble, his report can be recorded on one to eight recorders depending on the need for copies, copied on
cassette for transcription, put in communication with an
editor for discussion of his report, or even switched
through to master control for on -air broadcast. It is this
characteristic, placing the correspondent in potential contact with any other aspect of the Voice, that gives the
Bubble its name.
The Bubble is the heart and mind of the broadcast
recording room. It consists of a communicator's console,
operated by one person who directs the report to its destination, and a one- to three- person engineering area where
the recording is controlled.
The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company

-

provided a "Special Assembly" interface to the console.
The couplers are designed to receive and transmit programs with AGC and limiting and to equalize the level at
the "send" end with that of the "receive" end. Automatic bypass switches are provided to eliminate interference
when incoming calls are being recorded. Push -to -talk
handsets with dynamic microphones minimize feedback.
The entire system is fed to the C &P Electronic Switching
System (ESS) exchange with access to AT &T's International Direct Distance Dialing via circuits to their Long
Lines division.
The nerve center is a 24 by 20 matrix switching panel
with selection programming to receive, route, and send
program material to specific locations
for example, a
tape recorder, live -on -air broadcast, or elsewhere in the
VOA organization.

-

The Bubble design
The engineering design utilizes a "man- computer"
relationship. It has the infallability of a PROM (Programmed Read -Only Memory) and the speed of a RAM
(Random Access Memory), and there is operator interface
with automation. The operating engineer serves as the
stimulator to the "computer," and the equipment is his
continued on page 76
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Altec 1/3 octave filters and EQ assure
highest quality on incoming signals
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The heart of the routing system is this 24 x
20 matrix, equipped to provide both pre and post- monitoring of audio

Equipment rack includes an ADM
Vue -Scan spectrum analyzer and
Comrex low frequency extender.
Accurate Sound cassette recorder is
used to record reports for transcription
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Harris Automation
Increases
WQII's
a
Ratings
r

.1.
ASTING CI), INC I WQII n 0."SRA
MI rltll
P.O. NIA 11)1.(.UAl'NAI4(1. PAZ. 1)IIM157I lI.L. (8119) 7911-511111

August 10,

Mr. David
Gleason,
General

Manager of
WQII, confirms
that Harris
program
automation
equipment
can increase
your ratings,
increase staff
production
and creativity,
control and
optimize your
format...even
busy ones.
In

1978

Mark Hutchins
Harris Corporation
P. 0. Box 290
62301
Quincy, Illinois
Mr.

Dear Mark:
Enclosed is a copy of the June Mediatrend, which is the
first rating period which reflects WQII's automated System
90 operation.
As you know, 11 -Q is an adult contemporary station with
disc jockeys, contests, weather, traffic reports and more.
An individual hour consists of an average of 75 program events.

When we automated, we made no change in disc -jockey deliWe did, using the flexibility
very or format presentation.
of the System 90, make improvements in music rotation and play
control.
In other words, the audience increase was due to the
System 90.
It gave us a better controlled, more consistent
sound on the air.
At the same time, our air staff was freed
to do more creative support work.

Best regards,

e
DG/wgm
Encl.

addition, with better sound you get

a

bigger audience.

For Information, Write: Harris Corporation, Broadcast
Products Division, Quincy, Ill. 62301.

W

HARRIS
COMMUNICATIONS AND
INFORMATION HANDLING
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Bubble's main recording area. Equipment is located centrally, making it possible for one engineer to
run entire recording operation. Four additional Scully /Metrotech recorder /reproducers are located
adjacent to this setup

"slave." Errors and false demands are locked out by
fail -safe devices. The routing path is depicted by tally
lights in the matrix buttons. Once the master -execute
button is pressed, interruption is impossible.
The final recording or broadcast equipment must also
be in full -ready condition, or the safeguards will not allow
the chosen function to begin. Failure of the tally lights to
come on alerts the operating engineer to equipment failures. A new mode can be ordered only if the stop button is
pressed. This switching matrix and its principal controls
can be viewed as the exposed "brain" of a computer, with
the operating engineer as the stimulator.
Audio Designs and Manufacturing, Inc., was chosen
by VOA to build the full system. VOA's own design
engineering section was responsible for the installation,
and VOA's technical support personnel assembled the
system after delivery and brought in the interconnects to
telephone company terminals.
VOA designers called on Scully /Metrotech for eight
custom -built full -track combination tape recorder/
reproducer/duplicators. These are of special height for
operation while standing. They have front -mounted
amplifier/control/monitor speaker components, 7.5 and
30 ips speed selection, and dc servo -controlled motors.
The machines may be individually or group- started, as
can the two Ampro full -track cartridge tape recorder/
reproducers and two Accurate Sound Corporation half track cassette recorder/reproducers. The capability exists
for 12 simultaneous record or play functions, or any
combination desired. The cassette machines are used
mainly for monitoring and production of transcriptions.
This written material is distributed to the language translators at the Voice for broadcast to various world target

areas.
Since most VOA broadcasts are on short wave, concern
for voice quality at this input end runs high. Processing is
aimed at improving the sound as well as maintaining it.
76

This is done in several ways. One -third octave, ±14 dB
filters reduce or amplify aural voice or music frequencies
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The filters can also be used in
conjunction with the Comrex low frequency extenders
when sending to or receiving from a Comrex- equipped
VOA bureau. A Vue Scan Real Time Spectrum Analyzer
is also available to give the operator instant analysis of the
energy content displayed visually on the unit's CRT.
Eventually, VOA correspondents will be equipped to
generate "pink noise" in order to help get full use out of
the spectrum analyzer.
An announce booth is also at hand. From this noise -free
environment two -way conversations for interviews and
question- and-answer programs can be conducted. Program material can be recorded, or the booth can be the
anchor position for pool reporting in live -on -air situations. A six - second digital delay amplifier is utilized as a
precaution against undesirable language.
The booth is further used for re- voicing below - standard
and non- processable program material and rapid recording of in -house correspondent reports. It can be switched
directly to virtually any place in the world where there is a
telephone. The whole complex has four main outgoing
program lines.
The center has provisions for future electronic communications not yet possible for VOA, such as direct UHF
radio feeds from mobile remote locations and microwave
and infra -red transmission systems from on- the -scene
news events. In addition, it can listen to competing international broadcasters.
The center's three Sony Trinitron color video monitors
give VOA reporters an accurate -as-possible image of
a televised news event. When the newsroom installs
alphanumeric keyboards and word language processing
the graphic output of these systems will be superimposed
on the video screens for ultimate broadcast use by ancontinued on page 78
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Only Cinema Products
can satisfy all your
TV-news
gathering
equipment
needs.
CP -16 RIA

Film as well as video!

Ideally suited for American
television industry needs, the
MNC -71CP incorporates many
design features based on CP
inputs gathered from our extensive
experience in the TV- news /documentary field. The MNC -71CP is so
rugged and reliable, it is covered by
the standard Cinema Products full
one -year warranty (unprecedented
in the broadcast industry!).

Nobody knows TV -news gathering
equipment requirements like we do.
Our extraordinary responsiveness to the needs of the working
TV- newscameraman in the field has
made "CP -16" practically a generic
term for newsfilm /documentary
cameras... and the standard of
the industry!
And we have a track record
for reliability and service that is
unmatched by any other camera
manufacturer /distributor in the
TV-news gathering industry.

Film and video
"under one roof"

MNC-71CP

On a recent visit to the U.S., Sadayuki Ikeda (right),
Supervisor of NEC's Video Development Dept.,

Broadcast Equipment Division, and Cinema
Products' Chief Engineer Robert Auguste
exchange views on ENG/EFP practices and
equipment requirements.

What's more, we are the only ones who have
available for you, under one roof, the finest film and
video newsgathering equipment and accessories: our
own CP -16 line of newsfilm /documentary cameras...
as well as the most advanced ENG /EFP camera
the all -new MNC -71CP, manufactured
of its class
exclusively for us by NEC (Japan's largest manufacturer
of broadcast equipment).

-

At the recent NAB Conference,
Ed DiGiulio (right), President of
Cinema Products Corp., and
R. Dennis Fraser, Vice President
and General Manager, Broadcast
Equipment Division, NEC America,
Inc., display the Oscar and Emmy
awards won by their companies
for their respective "state of the art"
contributions to the motion picture
and television industries.

We also offer accessory
equipment such as lenses, VTR's,
portable video set -up units, including
a unique portable 16mm film -to -tape
transfer system (the new KM -16).

Complete package deals
Be sure to call on us as you analyze your equipment
needs. We can help you upgrade your news gathering
operation with a complete video and /or newsfilm package
including special lease /purchase plans and a
deal
trade -in allowance for your obsolescent 16mm cameras
package deal specifically tailored to meet your
particular requirements and give you the competitive
edge you need in your market.

-
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For further information, please contact:

Technology In The Service Of Creativity

2037 Granville Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025
Telephone: (213) 478 -0711

Telex: 69 -1339

Cable: Cinedevco

Voice of America

new
multi -phase meter/
VI RS inserter

ENGINEERS....
BEFORE YOU BUY ANOTHER SCOPE
TO MEASURE PHASE... (BURST, VIRS,
H) REMEMBER WHO WILL BE USING

IT!)

If it's you, great! Because you know professional scopes are expensive, not very
portable, and take lot's of skill to obtain
the correct measurements.
NEW MULTI -PHASE METER: If it's not you,
consider buying VACC's new Model 4000 Multiphase Meter to measure BURST /VIRS /H- Phase.
You get five times more resolution and your personnel will find the dual lighted analog meters
easier to read, easier to use and an ideal aid for insuring consistent, high quality color video.
VIRS INSERTER: With the Model 4000 you can
insert VIRS downstream manually or automatically, and if you like, you can insert external line
19 video, such as color bars to equalize video tape
playbacks.
LOW COST: You will like the low price of the
Model 4000 at only $1295, which is a lot lower in
price than th'ose professional scopes, more accurate
and easier to use.

OTHER MODELS: If you do not need VIRS, consider VACC's BPM -1. Ideal for use at the output
of a switcher, your director can tell you that Burst
is off phase in keys or special effects. Or, if you
need Burst and H -Phase simultaneously, VACC's
BPM -1 Option:03 is a great choice.
NEW TECHNICAL CATALOG: Free for the asking, VACC's new 1979 catalog is loaded with technical articles and products.

VIDEO AIDS corporation

of colorado

VAL:

phone USA (3031- 667.3301
Canada (800)- 261 -4088

325 East 7th Street, Loveland, Colorado 80537
Circle
78

121 on Reader
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nouncers.
A main patch bay gives access to all equipment. It is
designed for flexibility in special news situations and for
possible equipment failures. The patch bay makes isolation of components for routine maintenance and testing
simple. There is also some built -in test equipment. The
bay can also be used under operating conditions, so shutdowns for servicing are not always needed. During a
failure, there is complete input and output patching so
operations can continue. Spare noise suppressors and
limiters are built -in and are also available through the
patch bay.
VU meters are switchable to adjust Pre and Post
equalization levels. There are two main five- source buses
which are capable of being mixed.
Power supplies for the complex are dual. There is an
on -line spare for each, with microsecond automatic
switch -overs and alert- lighting to signal a problem.
Should the whole power supply system fail, a batterypowered backup holds the logic on the matrix switch panel
in memory for up to an hour, or until normal power is
restored. VOA uses public utility power, but also has an
emergency auxiliary diesel generator.
The operating engineer also has two 20- selection
switch panels for designated sources. These come from
the White House, domestic broadcast networks, Congress, the Pentagon, the State Department, VOA's New
York operations center, the United Nations, and other
news centers. One "special" button among the 20 is for
other-than- regular sources. This sub- system utilizes three
pre -programmed mini- computers for selection of sources.
Six outside telephone lines terminate on the communicator's console, where the communicator receives
and controls all incoming calls from reporters. All six
lines can be handled and recorded simultaneously, or they
can be routed to other destinations in the VOA news
operation. The communicator and the operating engineer
can select incoming programs from a total of more than
100 regular sources.
For high -speed tape duplication, the Scully machines
can be set at 30 ips. There is a 16 -times high -speed
cassette duplicator available.
The communicator has individual telephone speakerphones, an all -call intercom and paging facility for public
address into the newsroom, and a standard business telephone. He is also tied to the newsroom desks, so writers
and editors can speak directly with correspondents when
necessary.
Creation of this one -of -kind complex cost a surprisingly low $120,000 for equipment and fabrication. The
costs were kept down by designing the system to use
readily available standard components. Printed circuit
boards are used extensively, along with plug -in connectors. The thousands of connections in the system result in
an 80,000 -foot wiring network, including special VOA
internal monitoring networks tied to the system and the
newsroom. Computer room -type access flooring greatly
reduces the difficulty of working with such an extensive
network.
The Bubble has made VOA's Broadcast Recording
Room a leading candidate for the title of "Best Connection in Washington." Through it, day in and day out,
flows information to keep the world informed. BM/E
JANUARY, 1979-BM/E

see the CVS EPIC
EPIC is a computer -aided editing system designed by
turn
professional video editors for just one purpose
editing decisions into action. Fast. Without a lot of steps
in between. And without tying up a lot of capital.
The key to EPIC's speed and cost effectiveness is a
fully developed software package. It has just about
every function needed for on -line or off -line editing with
multiple format video and audio recorders. Full switcher

-to

control is also available.
This software approach not only holds down system
costs by reducing hardware requirements, but also
makes the editing process a lot easier and faster.
For example, the only thing the editor interacts with
is a free standing keyboard. It features pushbuttons that
are delegated to specific functions and labeled in
editing terms. As a result, there's less to learn and
remember.

Flexible list management is another benefit. Change
edits. Move them. Delete them. It's all done immediately
and easily with EPIC. Lists are stored on floppy discs,
and can be printed out or punched on industry compatible paper tape.
Editors can also do more than one thing at a time with
EPIC. For example, they can be editing with some VTRs
while writing time code on others. This feature, alone,
can substantially reduce total production costs.
Furthermore, adding VTRs to EPIC requires minimal
VTR modification, and no loss of VTR features. EPIC's
base price also includes a full year
of software updates.
In short, the CVS EPIC is the best editing
decision you can make. For complete details
and user references,
call or write today!

Photo courtesy of Television Associates, Mountain View, California.

CVS

Consolidated
Video
Systems, inc.

1255 E. Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086 (408) 737 -2100 Telex: 35 -2028
Circle 146 on Reader Service Card

With

DYNAIR'S

Series 5900.

Add the adapter, plug in the SY -5990A Color
Sync module and your Series 5900 system will
provide a complete complement of NTSC pulses
meeting the RS -170 and FCC requirements.
When the SY -5995A Genlock module is installed, the generator can be timed with external
video sources, even those outside FCC tolerances.

It's a trouble -free, stable system built for
the professional. Ask for a data sheet and get
the details
in detail. Not only that, we
will send you information on the entire Series
5900 lineup. So if you don't own a frame for
the new sync generator, we want you to know
how to order!
.

.

.

DYNAIR

ELECTRONICS, INC.

5275 Market Street, San Diego, CA. 92114
Tel.: (714) 263 -7711 TWX: (910) 335 -2040
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A Local Emergency NetGive Your EBS Equipment A Vital

Start

Community Job
Nearly 900 "activations" in less than two years prove the need for and the worth
of the Operational Area Emergency Plans, the local broadcast nets that warn
and direct the public during emergencies, using EBS equipment to alert other
stations and the listener. Here is how the local nets work, with examples of their
valuable services and a guide to starting one if your community is not already
covered.
26 at 11:30 a.m. the duty staff at WFIR,
Roanoke, Virginia, got an urgent call from the U.S.
after 61/2 inches of rain
Weather Service in Washington
in 24 hours, the Roanoke River was starting to flood.
Thousands of people in low areas near the river had to be
warned quickly to get ready for the move to higher
LAST MARCH

-

A Receiver For Automatic

Connection to NOAA Weather Alerts
A new special receiver makes it easier than ever for a
broadcast station to maintain an instant alert for, and reception of, all NOAA weather announcements in the 160 MHz

service. Transmitters are now being installed for this in
many areas. The receiver is the Model CRW of Gorman Redlich, and it is designed to use the two alerting tones sent
out by NOAA, 1050 Hz and 1650 Hz, to make sure the
broadcaster gets the reports.
The 1050 Hz tone is sent out for special weather warnings; the 1650 Hz tone for routine updating of the weather
report. With no report coming through, the Model CRW is on
standby. When the 1050 Hz tone comes in from NOAA, the
receiver is demuted so that the report can be heard on the
receiver's own speaker. At the same time a relay closes,
with contacts brought out to terminals on the rear of the
receiver. Thus, the relay can be used to activate any kind of
alarm, as well as to start a tape machine to record the
special message.
The receiver does not demute with reception of the 1650
Hz tone, but the relay closes so that the message can be
recorded. This system warns the broadcaster of weather
emergencies; he may need to convert the warning into an
EBS alert. He also can get a complete recording of the
ongoing NOAA forecasts. Any part of these can be aired
FCC authorization is automatic if this is done
directly
within an hour of getting the report.
The Model CRW has a switch for tuning to any of the
three NOAA frequencies. It is supplied with a whip antenna
and has connections for 300 ohm TV lead and for 50 ohm
coaxial input. The back panel has terminals for continuous
audio, for alarm audio (activated on receipt of the 1050 Hz
tone), and for mute -demute, so that any other device can be
started. Sensitivity of the receiver is .25 microvolts/meter,
and audio output is one watt into eight ohms. Spurious
responses are down by 60 dB.

-
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ground.
The Weather Service called WFIR because the station is
the Common Program Control Station (CPCS) for the
Roanoke Operational Area Emergency Plan. Roanoke is
one of about 550 such areas marked off in the U.S. by
agreement among the FCC, the U.S. civil defense organization, the U.S. Weather Bureau, and local broadcasters,
to act as emergency warning nets. WFIR's first responsibility was to push the button on the EBS encoder, alerting
the ten or so area stations assigned to monitor it that an
emergency announcement was coming. Then the Weather
Bureau's warning went on the air from WFIR and, by
repeat or rebroadcast, from the other stations. Any station
on an EBS net has automatic FCC authority to rebroadcast
EBS material.
Only around one-half of the 550 Operational Areas now
have fully worked out plans, although new ones are arriving almost daily But they have produced nearly 900 alerts
in the last 18 months, and the broadcast managements
involved, the FCC, the local civil defense and governmental authorities, and the U.S. Weather Bureau, are all
gratified with the success of the operation.
The growth of the EBS into the fastest, most effective
nation -wide emergency alerting network ever created
began with two changes. One was the two -tone alerting
system, which gave EBS engineering respectability. The
old interrupted one -tone method suffered from so many
false alarms and failures that many engineering staffs
simply turned the equipment off, removing the station
from any part in the operation. But the two -tone system,
which all stations had to adopt on April 15, 1976, has
worked well. Engineers' attitudes have changed from
disgust to acceptance.
The other big change was the decision at high levels to
push for the establishment of local and state nets. The idea
had been around for some time. But the realization came
about two and a half years ago that local nets could meet
an enormous need without interfering with the national
to allow the President or other
function of the EBS
federal official to reach the entire country quickly in a
national emergency.
There has been no national alert so far, but the EBS will
.

-
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continue to be ready for it. EBS has already proved its
tremendous value to the whole country through the local
and state operations.
EBS operates with high value in areas even more restricted than Operational Emergency Areas. This brings
the station in a small community to center stage. For
example
last May 27, at 3:04 p.m., station KTUE in
Tulia, Texas, the only station in town, got word on their
direct line to the Tulia police department that a tornado
was on the ground a few miles southeast, and moving
toward the town. The duty operator immediately pushed
the EBS button, then went on the air with the tornado
warning. Luckily, the tornado dissipated before it hit the
town, but the area had received a timely warning of a very
real potential danger.
Small- community stations have, of course, issued hundreds of such warnings in the past without the help of the
EBS encoder. But the EBS tones have two important
values. One results from the spread of small, inexpensive
monitoring receivers designed to alert schools, hospitals,
factories, businesses, and homes, whether listening to the
station or not (see "Valuable Emergency Alert Net,"
BM /E, March, 1978). These receivers stand by in a muted
condition, just as the decoder in a broadcast station does,
until the two -tone signal comes in. That signal automatically turns the receiver on to bring in the emergency
broadcast. In addition, a large industrial plant or other

-

Existing Communications Capabilities: Parkersburg, West Virginia

NATIONAL WEATHER
SERVICE FORECAST
OFFICE

WOOD
COUNTY
EOC
-RPU- 161.73 Mhz
TEL. #485 -3828 (IN ROTARY)
3 LINES

PARKERSBURG
CITY
POLICE
NAWAS -W. VA.

NAWAS-CHARLESTON,W VA.
OHIO, WEATHER WIRE
RAWARC
FTS 422-2345
TEL. #422-3661

CABLE TV

WNOW
20.000
SUBSCRIBERS.
PRI CPCS -1
WKVG -AM /FM
-RPU-UPITEL # 485-4565
485-4566

EMERGENCY CHANNEL
MUZAK 12 CKTS
50-60 SUBSCRIBER
TEL. # 485-7433
485-7434
485-7435
485-6265
422-6488
422-6469

4854567
428-7766
(UNLISTED)
1- ABC NETWORK LINE

PRIMARY
WADC
WIBZ(FM)

TEL # 485-7354
485-7355
485-6158
485-4208
-ABC NETWORK LINE
I-MUTUAL NETWORK LINE
1

PRIMARY
WMOA
WMOA -FM
-CBS NETWORK LINE

PRIMARY
WTAP -TV
-APTEL a 485-4588

PRI CPCS-2

WPAR
UPI
TEL. # 485 -4491
485 -4492

4954589

485 -4493
1 -ABC NETWORK
LINE

PRIMARY
WMRT(FM)

1

485 -4580
373 -6808
-NBC NETWORK LINE

i

PRIMARY
WBRJ

PRIMARY
WXIL)FM)

1

PRIMARY

WCMB/FMI

The Parkersburg EBS Operational Plan, used as a model for
many of area plans, shows the CPCS stations, sources of alerts,
and other stations in net, including cable TV and Muzak services

Homes, businesses, schools, etc. can be brought into an EBS net
inexpensively with "alert" receivers like this one, turned on by the
two -tone EBS signal

_

_

Ita&-

Another inexpensive alert receiver which stands by in mute mode
until the EBS signal comes in. The one in top photo is by Fix Tune,
this one by Gauthier Industries

commercial or governmental unit may want to buy a
broadcast -quality receiver and EBS decoder of the kind
approved by the FCC for station use.
But even without special monitoring receivers, if a
great many people in the area listen to the one station,
simply having the two tones come on the air will warn
most of the community that an emergency broadcast is
imminent. The radio stops being a background to other
activities; the listener pays attention. The station can obviously train the community to recognize the signal, with
demonstration broadcasts and on- the -air explanations. An
educational program of this type could enhance the community's respect for the station. The FCC, Civil Defense,
and the Weather Service all encourage this kind of single station origination for purely local emergencies.
The EBS equipment at KTUE naturally looks beyond
the community, too. It monitors KGNC, Amarillo, Texas,
the CPCS for the Amarillo Operational Area. When
KGNC pushes the EBS button, KTUE and about a dozen
other stations are lined up to carry a message that concerns
the whole area.
The net can be state -wide, too. In this case, one station,
ordinarily in the state capitol, will be the originating
station. Others will function in their assigned Operational
Area roles as relay stations, picking up the message and
getting it out to other stations in their respective areas.
Again, pushing the EBS button at the originating station
starts the train of events that lines up the whole state for the
emergency broadcast.
A large proportion of local alerts so far have been for
continued on page 84
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you NEVER HAD IT
IO EASY.
The things you're asked to do! Now that people have discovered how valuable and flexible
video can be, there's no limit to the things they want you to do with it. Which creates some terrific opportunities... and more than a few production problems as well. At Cine 60, we're
specialists in designing new products to help you get more of the former. With less of the latter.
Take power, for instance. Our rechargeable Power belts mean you can take it with you. More ampere hours than ever before. Evenly distributed
around your waist to give you the same
kind of mobility TV film cameramen have
relied on for years. Our fast -charge
versions are at full capacity in just one hour,
For more light on the go, compact Cine
to give you more shooting and less waiting.
60 Sun Guns fill the bill. Color- balanced for video, they give you lots of fresnel -soft lumens
And if you prefer your Sun in the smallest spaces. Plus wide angle and focusing, too.
Gun power packaged differently, we can give you
Cine 60 NiCad reliability in a Powerpak /Sun
Gun combination. Our rechargeable Powerpaks
are also available separately. In a variety of
sizes, voltages and capacities
to power just about anything you have in mind. Video. Audio. You -name-it. Just slip
it on your belt or into a pocket ...and go! While our
rugged, reliable power systems take a load off your mind we
can take a load off your shoulders, as well. With a complete line of comfortable shoulder
pods and body braces that let you concentrate on what
you're shooting ... instead of your aching sacroiliac.
Whatever the configuration of your camera, we've got a
pod to match. El Cine 60 has a lot of other valuable
tools to make life easier for video people. Like our
Snaplok, to let you snap -on, snap -off cameras and other equipment
from tripods, stands, pods, etc. -in less time
than this sentence took to read. Plus suction mounts, compact quartz lighting ..
and that's just the beginning. With all
the things you're asked to do these days, it pays to have all the
help you can get. Why not call
or write for our catalog today?
N
.

H

N C O R P O R A T E D
Film Center Building /630 Ninth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10036/Tel: (212) 586 -8782
I
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weather emergencies, including tornados, severe
snowstorms, hurricanes, floods, icing conditions, etc.
Other alerts have concerned widespread power failures,
industrial explosives, derailed or damaged transport vehi-

The State Committee Chairmen
Following are the State Emergency Communications
Committee Chairmen for each state. Each knows the status
of EBS nets within his or her state.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona

Arkansas
California

James A. Hudson, WHMA, 1330
Noble St., Anniston 36201
Alvin O. Bramstedt, Sr., KENI, P.O.
Box 1160, Anchorage 99501
Kenneth Heady, Arizona
Broadcasters Assoc., P.O. Box
654, Scottsdale 85252
Dan L. Winn, KARN /KARN -FM,
1001 Spring St., Little Rock 72003
James Gabbert, KIOI -FM, 700
Montgomery St., San Francisco
94111

Colorado

Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts
Michigan

Minnesota
Mississippi

84

Harry W. Hoth, KRDO, P.O. Box
1457, Colorado Springs 80901
Michael Rice, WILT, P.O. Box 496,
Willimantic 06226
Sally V. Hawkins, WILM, 1215
French St., Wilmington 19801
Granville Klink, Jr., WTOP,
Broadcast House, Washington
20016
William J. Ryan, Radio Television
Centre, 333 8 St. S., Naples 33940
William G. Sanders, Georgia Assn.
of Broadcasters, 6065 Roswell Rd.
NE, Suite 604, Atlanta 30348
Lawrence S. Berger, KHVH, 1060
Bishop St., Honolulu 96813
James A. Johntz, Jr., KBCI -TV,
P.O. Box 2, Boise 83701
Vernon A. Notle,
WROK -AM/WZOK -FM, 1100
Tamarack Ln., Rockford 61125
Donald Morgan, WTTV, 3490 Bluff
Rd., Indianapolis 46217
Keith K. Ketcham,
WOI- AM/FM /TV, Iowa State
University, Ames 50010
Paul A. Winders, WIBW, P.O. Box
119, Topeka 66601
J.T. Whitlock, WLBN, P.O. Box
680, Lebanon 40033
Raymond L. Boyd, KNOE, Knoe
Rd., Monroe 71201
Carlton D. Brown,
WTVL/WRVL -FM, 36 Silver St.,
Waterville 04901
Morris H. Blum, WANN, Box 631,
Annapolis 21404
Roger Allan, WRKO, Government
Center, Boston 02114
Leonard Eden, WWJ, 622
Lafayette Blvd., Detroit 48231
Norman P. Gill, KBJR -TV, 230 E.
Superior St., Duluth 51802
Charles B. Cooper, WKOR, 201
Lampkin St., Starkville 39759

Iles with dangerous cargoes, and civil disorders. A
state -wide EBS alert in Virginia in March, 1977, for
example, was credited by the governor and other high
state officials with helping the state come through a severe
power shortage with minimum damage and loss.
continued on page 86

Missouri

G. Pearson Ward, KOLR -TV, P.O.

Box 1716, S.S.S., Springfield

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennesse
Texas
Utah

Vermont
Virgin Islands

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

68505
Richard S. Kober, KGHL, P.O. Box
1657, Billings 59101
Roger T. Larson, KFOR, Box
80209, Lincoln 68501
Lee D. Hirshland, KTVN -TV, P.O.
Box 7220, Reno 89510
Frank G. Estes, WKXL, Box 875,
Concord 03301
Arthur A. Silver, 300 Millbridge
Apts., Clementon 08201
Mike Langner, KRKE, P.O. Box
737, Albuquerque 87103
Charles B. King, GE Broadcasting
Co., 1400 Balltown Rd.,
Schenectady 12309
Carl V. Venters, Jr., WPTF, P.O.
Box 1511, Raleigh 27602
Robert W. MacLead, Meyer
Broadcasting Co., Box 1738,
Bismark 58501
Tifford Carpenter, WCOL- AM /FM,
195 E. Broad St., Columbus 43215
J.R. Bellatti, KSRO, P.O. Box 231,
Stillwater 74074
Larry Gordon, KWIL, P.O. Box
278, Albany 97321
Cary H. Simpson, WTRN, P.O.
Box 247, Tyrone 16686
Ray Owen, WAPA, P.O. Box 4563,
San Juan 00905
Lincoln W.N. Pratt, WEAN, 10
Dorrence St., Suite 940,
Providence 02903
Mel Black, WORD, Box 3257,
Spartanburg 29304
Dean Sorenson, KCCR, P.O. Box
309, Pierre 75701
Len Hensel, WSM, P.O. Box 100,
Nashville 37202
William Bradford, KSST, P.O. Box
284, Sulphur Springs 75482
Henry Hilton, KSOP, P.O. Box
25548, Salt Lake City 84125
E. Dean Finney, WTWN, P.O. Box
249, St. Johnsbury 05819
Herbert Schoenbohn,
WSTX/WIVI -FM, P.O. Box 2570,
Christiansted, St. Croix 00820
John B. Tansey, WRVA-FM, P.O.
Box 1516, Richmond 23212
Dave Crockett, KOMO -TV, 100
4 Ave., Seattle 98109
Robert B. Harvit, WBTH, P.O. Box
261, Williamson 25661
Hugh W. Dickie, WTMB, P.O. Box
588, Tomah 54660
Robert D. Price, KTWO, P.O. Box
2720, Cooper 82602
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TFT MODEL 7600 PIONEERS...

Ttig 4VEW 1E,IFtniN
IN FULLY EXPANDABLE DIGITAL REMOTE CONTROL
Now TFT builds on a generation of remote control
technology to provide a system that lets you build
remote capability as your requirements grow. The
fully modular, field -expandable design of TFT Model
7600 makes expansion plug -in- simple.
START WITH MODEL 7610 stand-alone, 10-channel
TELEMETRY and RAISE /LOWER System. Price competitive with less versatile analog or digital systems, the Model 7610 Control and Remote modules
provide instant command and telemetry feedback.
ADD THE MODEL 7620/30 at the remote point, and
you can expand the system to 20 or 30 control and
telemetry functions. As many as three Model 7630s
and one Model 7620 can be added at the remote
point to give you a total of 80 RAISE /LOWER and
TELEMETRY functions.
EXPAND TO ON /OFF CONTROL WITH MODEL
7615 and add direct, instantaneous fingertip command and status verification of up to fifteen addi-

I
J

LLl

tional direct ON /OFF functions. For even more control, two Model 76155 can be used with one Model
7610 to give you 30 ON /OFF control channels and
30 status monitoring channels.
MOVE UP TO THE 7640 TELESCAN® SYSTEM,
complete with Model 400E CRT Data Terminal,
Model 7640C Central Processor Unit, Model 7640R
Remote Scanner, Model 43 Printer and custom software for the ultimate in total capability digital remote control.
For full facts on this new concept in fully modular,
easily expandable remote control, call or write:

TIME AND FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY INC.

L 3090 OAKMEAD

VILLAGE DR-, SANTA CLARA, CA. 95051 (408)246 -6365 TWX
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Flow Chart Of Basic Detailed Local EBS Operational Plan

The primary initiative for setting up an Operational
Area Plan or state -wide plan falls on the area involved,
where it obviously belongs. But the FCC and other federal
agencies concerned have developed a model Area Plan,
easily modified to meet differences in local conditions.
Over the last year representatives of the FCC, the U.S.
Weather Service and the civil defense organization have
met with relevant persons in every one of the states,
describing the value of a local -state EBS plan and offering
help in starting one. The hope is that the present 50 percent
coverage will increase steadily into the coming year.
Although plans vary, there are some principles that are
clearly necessary for success. There must be a definite
assignment of responsibilities; the persons authorized to
call for an alert should be clearly designated; and the
methods for authenticating a call for an alert must be
clearly specified.
The accompanying flow chart shows the basics of an
Operational Area plan. The Common Program Control
Station receives a request for an alert from an authorized
public official, from designated officials of Civil Defense,
or from the National Weather Service, again by a previously authorized channel. The request can come by a
variety of routes: telephone, teletypewriter, VHF radio
(the new NOAA system), etc. The person in the station
authorized to order the alert will know in advance how to
authenticate it. In many cases the identity of the requester
is all that is needed; or the authenticator word, a periodically renewed code word, may be required.

PUBLIC
SAFETY
OFFICIALS

CIVIL DEFENSE
(EMERGENCY
OPERATING CENTER)

NATIONAL
WEATHER
SERVICE

PHONE. TELETYPEWRITER,
VHF RADIO. ETC.
KEY EBS BROADCAST
STATION
CPCS-1

OFF THE AIR RECEPTION

OTHER
BROADCAST
STATION

OTHER
BROADCAST
STATION

OTHER
BROADCAST
STATION

REBROADCAST

PUBLIC

Simplified flow chart can be used as aid in setting up a local EBS
net. State Committee Chairman, FCC, Civil Defense, and local
broadcasters agree on stations

After the two -tone signal lines up the stations on the
net, the CPCS broadcasts the emergency message, for
rebroadcast or repeat by the other stations. Each station in
continued on page 88

Optimod delivers!
OPTI MOD-FM is an FM signal processing system

that delivers a brighter, cleaner, louder sound. And
that can deliver lots of things to you dollars from
quality or coverage- conscious advertisers...
greater effective coverage because of your louder
signal ... increases in quarter -hour maintenance
because OPTIMOD -FM's clean sound virtually
eliminates listener fatigue ... and state -of- the -art
audio that stands up to the quality of major group
and network stations, enough of whom have
already bought OPTI MOD -FM to establish it as the
new industry standard.

Orban Associates Inc.

OPTIMOD -FM breaks through the performance
limitations of conventional equipment by ccmbining compressor, limiter, and stereo generator in a
single package. Its fully FCC -approved, and works
ideally with almost any FM exciter or STL. Delivery
is fast ... and your engineering staff will love the
quick, easy installation.
At $3195, OPTIMOD -FM is the most cost effective way we know to improve your air sound.
Available through selected dealers. Call us toll free (800) 227-4498 *...we'll help you arrEnge a
very special delivery.

otban

645 Bryant St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

L:
L-

*In California (415) 957 -1067

OPTIMOD-FM

TIa10D (1\f
m

oirban / blroadcait

Call us for the name of the Orban dealer nearest you.
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NOW HEAR THIS! IT'S NEW! IT'S FABULOUS!

Listen to what's missing
from TerraComs
new

program
channels.

The noise is missing. Now, with TerraCom's
THP -2T20 you can send high fidelity digital program
channels without the noise and crosstalk of analog
systems. And none of the "sizzling" sound caused by
digital companding (because the THP -2T20 uses
analog companding).
Send stereo or up to four highest quality channels
or four channels duplex. They can go on
simplex
either a T1 line or can be multiplexed above video
such as our TCM -6
baseband in a microwave link
series all -bands tunable microwave radio.
These four channels are provided in a 1.544 Mbps
digital data stream. They have a signal -to -noise ratio of
better than 75dB at full output. Interface options are
available to meet individual requirements. And for
portable or restoration uses we offer a weatherproof
enclosure.
Another version, the THP-2T25 provides six
simplex channels, or four duplex channels, at a 2.048
Mbps data rate ... with the same high quality
performance.
So hear what you've been missing with your own
ears. Call us at TerraCom (714) 278 -4100, or write
9020 Balboa Avenue, San Diego, CA 92123
áüiat. 1/1.W.\\ -
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EBS Equipment
an EBS net has an EBS checklist, supplied by the FCC,
which tells exactly how to proceed when a two -tone alert
comes in. The net stations must follow closely the instructions of the CPCS until the alert has been officially terminated.
The one-station, one -community alert, like the one at
KTUE, can be initiated by the station management. The
within- the - station lines of authority for this purpose must
be clearly laid out, and the operating procedure fully

developed.
Raymond Seddon, chief of the FCC's Emergency
Communications Division, emphasized to BM/E the
necessity for regular tests of EBS functions at every level
ooiaware Slaie Relay Ne,wo.k

_-.
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Typical state -wide net is
exemplified by this one for
Delaware. Stations are

o

of activation. Throwing an alert to an EBS local net that
has had no practice is like putting a play on the stage with
no rehearsals.
A broadcaster in an area without a plan might well get in
touch with his State Emergency Communications Committee Chairman (SECCC); all are listed in the accompanying box. Because of the missionary activities of the
FCC and the other agencies, it is almost certain that some
preliminary conversations, at the least, have occurred in
his state. The SECCC's office can tell him how things
stand. The local broadcaster's interest is one of the most
effective forces toward developing a plan, if none exists.
Like the national EBS plan, the state -local plan is
purely voluntary. Moreover, a station does not have to be
part of the national plan to join in a state -local plan, or vice
versa. The management can decide which to join.
As with all organizations of individuals, the quality of
performance varies from area to area. BM /E has learned
that in at least two states (there are probably a number of
others), relevant state officials and broadcast managements meet annually to discuss the year's experiences
with the EBS nets, to review performance and consider
how it might be improved. Excellent! A broadcaster in
another state complained to BM/E that there had been no
local rehearsals for a long time; he rightly feared the
results.
For the broadcaster, the bottom line on EBS is the
rewarding sense of community service it creates. The
dozen or so participants thatBM /E interviewed were uniformly proud of their EBS work, and there is every reason
to believe that several thousand other U.S. broadcasters
have the same pride.
BM/E
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Frezzi J B eles therm all !

assigned job of relaying
warning to various parts of

OPERATIONAL
lRA.`
AREA

QY-vr

state

G

Freni Belt F -12-77 for Ikegami

77137

(*))

Frezzi Belt F- 14 -10P6 Dual Voltage

Other Frezzi Battery Packs and Belts, single and dual Chargers, Sequencer
Chargers, and Complete Systems available. In addition, we manufacture for OEM
For information: (New Jersey 201] 427-1160 or (NewYork 212] 594 -2294.
Made in U.S.A.

Frezzoliñi 16mm ciné cameras & E.N.G. support equipment.
Export Agents:
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Caesar Place, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074 USA

(201) 939 -0875
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Frezzolini Electronics Inc.
7 Valley St.

Hawthorne, N.J. 07506 USA

Cables: Cinecraft Moonachie

Telex: Cinecraft Moon TLX 13-8875
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The HITACHI

90

Unsurpassed Picture
Quality in a FreeRanging Portable.
High technology in camera design is Hitachi's
business. And the phenomenal SK -90 shines
among Hitachi's previous successes.
With the comfortably balanced, self- contained
SK -90, you can go on location and shoot action

features, documentaries, commercials, training
and sales tapes without worrying about complex
equipment, tripping over bulky cords, or staggering under heavy loads and always producing an
image truly worthy of broadcast transmission. The
SK -90's sophistication makes it easy for you. Anyplace, anywhere from sub -zero to over 100° F.
operating temperatures.
Technological advances? The SK -90 is brimming
with them.
A Hitachi-developed Automatic Beam Optimizer
(ABO) circuit cuts out the comet -tailing effect cornmon to lesser cameras when shooting highly reflective objects.

-

-

Three 2/3" Saticon tubes combine with

a

smaller -size high index beam splitting prism to deliver better than 500 -line horizontal resolution and
better than 51dB signal -to -noise ratio.
And, of course, there are all the additional features that assure sharp, crisp pictures
and true colors: built -in 2H contour enancer with comb filter... standard I & Q
encoder... switchable color bar gener-

ator...automatic white balance...

automatic iris... and a built -in Genlock
circuit using black burst to lock your
SK -90 to other cameras.
Options include a built -in linear matrix masking amplifier for high fidelity
color rendition and a complete remote
operating unit which lets the camera
range up to 1000 feet away on standard camera cable. For an even
greater working range of over 3000
feet, a Digital Command Unit /'Iriaxial Cable System is also available.
Remarkably, the Hitachi SK -90
may be the first affordable, self-

contained portable that doesn't

compromise. Contact your Hitachi
dealer for more details.

HITACHI
Ltd.
Hitachi Denshi America,
'OF AMERICA
JHMEHLY

JTAL HI

ExecutiveOffice: 58 -25 Brooklyn-Queens Expressway, Woodside. N.Y. 11377 (212) 898 -1261. Offices in: Chicago (312)
344 -4020; Los Angeles (213) 328 -2110: Dallas (214) 233 -7823:
Atlanta (404) 451 -9453; Denver (303) 344 -3156; Seattle (206)
298 -1680.
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when cost
is more important than price
Value ooasc_ous broadcasters specify the Sider B67 because it outperforms its
competitors or the really significant broadcaste- ctite ia:
Studer sta-e of- the-art quality
Loig service lip with low failure rate
Speed anc Ease cf user main:enance
If you're more concerned with `otal cost if an just r itial price, wrte -c us for complete
information on the superiority of the Studer B67 flroadcest Recorder /Reproducer. We'll
s-low you why i's your best tape recorder 'lives -men
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Studer Revox America, lic., 1E19 Broadway, Nashville, Tenn. 37203/ (615) 329 -9576

In Canada:

Studer Revox Canada, Ltd.

Audio Is More Alive Than Ever At
AES New York Convention
New digital techniques and devices gave the AES New York show its main
excitement, but there were other advances on a broad front that will help push
up the quality of audio in broadcasting. More than 6700 persons came to the
show, an all -time record.
THE AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY'S

biggest convention to date, running
November 3 to 6 in New York, showed
digital audio growing very swiftly with
a number of manufacturers bringing
prototypes of new digital machines. In
addition, there were advances in tape

recorders, consoles, microphones,
processors, special effects systems, and
especially in automated multi -test systems, that every broadcaster ought to
know about in planning for better audio.
The 6700 attendees (including the
press), the 77 technical papers, and the
136 exhibitors all expressed the rising
level of activity in audio, both as a
technology and as an industry.
New: three -inch videotape

MCI introduced a new tape format:
three -inch tape, running at 20 ips (with
15 ips and 30 ips also available on the
same machine). MCI claimed, with
32 -track recording, a better relation of
signal/noise to tape economy at 20 ips
than at 15 ips or 30 ips. The three -inch
tape is already marketed by 3M.
MCI also brought new auto -location
systems and sync systems, and there
were similar new systems from BTX,
Neve, Automated Processes, and
others. These advanced tape machine
control systems further raise the efficiency and accuracy of tape recording,
with easier synchronizing of audio/
audio or audio /video pairs, triplets, etc.
Especially attractive for general control
and synchronization was the new
Model 4600 from BTX, which uses
SMPTE code and includes memory for
programmed production sequences.
Another new tape system, this one
focused on new electronics, was shown
by Tandberg. A major virtue claimed
by Tandberg is adaptability to the new
metal particle ( "Metafine ") tape announced by 3M and available so far
JANUARY, 1979-BM/E

only in samples. The characteristics of
this tape, as demonstrated by Tandberg
with its new recording system, appear
to be dramatically above current tapes
in signal/noise at both low and high
frequencies, and in total signal capacity.
On the digital front, there were prototypes of new reel -to -reel machines
from Sony and Panasonic, of new laser
disc machines from Sony, JVC, and
Philips, and of a new PCM adaptor for
VTRs from Panasonic. Several firms
now have prototypes or developed
models for all three main forms of digital machines currently in the making:
reel -to -reel, adaptors for putting PCM
audio onto videotape machines, and
PCM laser disc machines. All three

forms have immense potential for
broadcasters.
Digital audio standards needed

Actually on the market now are the
VTR adaptors of Sony and the reel -toreel machines of 3M and Soundstream
(the latter two on lease arrangements,
as described in earlier issues). The main
roadblock to the marketing of
additional machines and to the general
realization of digital potential now appears to be the total lack of standardization in the field. No two of the dozen or
so machines so far announced are compatible with each other. Several firms
with prototypes at the show told BM /E
that they were holding up final development until there was enough
standardization to make marketing attractive. A digital standards committee
of the Audio Engineering Society,
under the chairmanship of J. G.
McKnight, new president of the AES,
is now earnestly seeking ways to clear
the road for industry moves toward
standardization.
The more than 20 technical papers on
digital audio showed great develop-

ment activity in big -industry laboratories around the world; the technology
is being pushed ahead intensely and on
a wide scale. The general acceptance of
the importance of digital techniques
could be seen also in a tutorial seminar
on the topic conducted by Dr. Thomas
Stockham of Soundstream at the convention. The three -hour session drew
an over- capacity crowd, with frequent
interruptions for knowledgeable questions and contributions from the audience. BM /E hopes to present a summary of this session in a later issue.
Special effects are booming

Prominent on the exhibit floor was a
new generation of special effects and
processing systems of higher sophistication than earlier models, from Marshall, Lexicon, Orange County, Au-

dioarts, Klark -Teknik, dbx, MXR,
Ashley, Urban, and others. In magnetic
tape, in addition to the new three -inch
tape, there was an evident trend toward
professionalization of audio cassettes,
by Ampex, 3M, TDK, BASF, and
Agfa; and the loading and duplication
of cassettes was very strong from Infonics, Audico, Pentagon, and others.
Consoles, as usual, were more common on the floor than any other audio
component. Automation for consoles
got new boosts from MCI, Neve, Allison, Automated Processes, and Harrison. Irving Joel Associates, a newcomer in console manufacture, introduced a 12- channel model aimed specifically at broadcasters, with controls
well thought out for broadcast operations. There was a spate of smaller consoles and mixers from a dozen or more
firms; and very large models (mainly
for recording studios) from firms long
established in this area: Ward-Beck,
McCurdy, Auditronics, and others, in
addition to those already mentioned.
continued on page 92
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There are few things in life
designed like a Scully
Take our Scully 280B

for instance...
most broadcasters have.
If there is a standard recorder in the broadcast world, the 280B is it. You'll find it
wherever professional performance and
reliability are a must.
Scully's 280B series offers extraordinary
versatility with all the other proven Scully
professional features.
The 280B... another classic performance

by Scully.
For complete details, write or call Scully

Recording Instruments, Division of Dictaphone Corp., 475 Ellis Street, Mountain
View, California 94043, (415) 968 -8389
TLX 34 -5524.

AES

Convention

A most important trend for broadcast
audio quality, continuing developments of the last several years, was
toward ever more efficient, accurate,
and resourceful automated test and

analysis equipment. The family of advanced spectrum analyzers is now
huge; new or recent ones were displayed by Crown, Kenwood, Acoustilog, Shure, White, Amber, and Ivie
(the latter two in combination with distortion analyzers using microprocessor
control). Barclay Analytical showed
early models of their Badap, an analysis
system also with microprocessor control, allowing for an extremely long list
of software- established functions. In
addition to the usual spectrum, distortion and frequency analyses, software
will be available for displaying information as the "fatigue factor" in a
radio signal, or peak versus average
factors for mixdown control.
Consumer goods makers go pro

Recording Instruments
For classic performance.

Another marked trend was the
movement of firms from consumer hi -fi
manufacture into professional lines.
Panasonic has been an outstanding
example over recent years, and new
recruits included Kenwood and SAE.
These and other firms showed many
super -grade audio amplifiers, for
example.
The technical program included dozens of papers of interest to the broadcaster alert to audio progress. A session
on audio in broadcasting brought,
among others, a paper by Ed Greene,
audio consultant, and Richard Burden,
of Burden Associates, on the need for
standardizing television audio practices. Also in the session was an excellent discussion of microphone tech niques for broadcasting symphonic
music live, by Carson Taylor, longtime recording and broadcast producer
for NBC and other firms, and a theoretical description of an FM multiplex
broadcasting system for 2121/2/3 channel surround sound, by Michael Gerzon
of the National Research Development
Corporation in England.
The technical program as a whole
was extraordinarily rich in stimulating
and important papers. Broadcasters are
urged to get the AES's list of "preprints," papers available ahead of publication in the AES Journal. The 52
preprints on the list constitute a comprehensive account of the present forward edge of audio technology. Write
the Audio Engineering Society, 60 E.
42 St., New York, N.Y. 10017. BM/E
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Don't Limit Yourself.

Dolby Laboratories Model 334 FM Broadcast Unit
equipment needed for Dolby FM.

is

the only additional station

Conventional methods of limiting and compression
limit the sound quality of FM signals. Non -symmetrical signal
processing, by definition, means that the signal at the
listener's receiver can not be the same as the signal which
left the studio. Yet, with today's increasing audience
sensitivity to good sound, and with AM stereo waiting in the
wings, limited FM signal quality could very well put a
limit on FM audiences. That's where Dolby FM comes in.
Dolby FM lets you fully exploit the potential for highest quality
sound that is unique to FM. As a result of the reduction in
pre- emphasis incorporated in the Dolby FM process, there is
an improvement in headroom of about 8 dB at 10 kHz.
That means you can maintain the full dynamic and frequency
range of today's high- frequency -rich program sources
and maintain a healthy modulation level without a heavy
dose of conventional, single -ended signal processing.

-

-

Listeners with receivers equipped for Dolby FM reception*
can, for the first time, recover the signal in virtually the
same form it leaves the studio. Your FM signal can sound as
good as the quality record and tapes which are the standard
of excellence for sound -sensitive listeners. At the same time,
Dolby FM is subjectively compatible with conventional
receivers, as is affirmed every day by consistently successful
Dolby FM broadcasting in the U.S., Canada, and Europe.
Dolby FM can remove the limit on FM signal quality. It can
more sharply differentiate FM from AM, and your station
from the run of the mill. If you would like to find out more
about it, please contact us at the address below.
*There are now more than 80 consumer product models equipped for Dolby FM,
including several new car stereo systems.

ODI

DOLBY FM

'Dolby' and the double -D symbol
are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories

Dolby Laboratories Inc
731 Sansome Street

San Francisco CA 94111
Telephone (415) 392 -0300

Telex 34409

346 Clapham Road
London SW9
Telephone 01 -720 1111
Telex 919109
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INTERPRETING THE
&

REGULATIONS

Commission Reduces Application Requirements
For Transmission Equipment Modifications
By Frederick W. Ford and Lee G. Lovett; Pittman, Lovett, Ford and Hennessey, Washington, D.C.

in its continuing campaign to reduce
the paperwork for broadcasters as part of its on -going
re- regulation of radio and TV broadcasting, has amended
its rules to reduce or eliminate application requirements
THE COMMISSION,

for modification of existing broadcast transmission
equipment.
In taking this action, the Commission noted that the
newly revised rules will decrease application burdens on
licensees as well as reduce the workload of FCC staff
members in processing applications.
The Commission's order' , together with an appendix of
rule changes, is quite detailed. Broadcasters should review the rules carefully for particulars. The scope of this
article is limited to an overview for the purpose of acquainting broadcasters with the specific areas in which the
rules have been changed.
The rule changes affect ten specific areas of regulation:
New Transmitter Installation. Previously, a licensee,
upon installation of a replacement transmitter, was required to submit a written notice to the FCC. This was
necessary because the FCC then issued a modified
license.
The notification is no longer required. A licensee is free
to install an identical replacement transmitter or install a
different transmitter that is FCC type accepted. If a licensee wishes to use a transmitter of its own design and
construction, it must submit an application requesting
permission to do so from the Commission.
Despite elimination of the notification requirements,
the licensee must still make equipment performance measurements to verify that the transmitter is functioning
correctly. These measurements must be maintained in the
station files.
Multiple Transmitters. Previously, a station's main,
alternate main, and auxiliary transmitters were each covered by a separate license. Each licensee made technical
tests and submitted the results to the FCC before being
granted authorization for use of the transmitter.
From now on, all co- located transmitters using the
same antenna system will be covered by one license.
Multiple licenses are no longer necessary since very few
licensees construct their own transmitters.
Auxiliary Antennas. The Commission did not eliminate
licensing requirements for auxiliary antennas. While it is
true that an auxiliary antenna is utilized when a station's
main antenna is inoperational due to repairs or maintenance, the differing location, radiation characteristics, or
coverage area of the auxiliary antenna mandates that it be
'FCC 78 -788, released: November 14, 1975.
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subject to Commission approval via licensing.
As part of its re- regulation, the Commission added
Section 73.1675 to clarify the licensing procedures for
auxiliary antennas. This rule applies to AM, FM, and TV.
Emergency Antennas. Previously, the rules only specifically permitted use of an emergency antenna (for use
when the station's main antenna is damaged) for commercial FMs on a temporary basis. In practice, emergency
antennas were authorized for AM, FM, and TV stations
on the same temporary basis.
Now, the Commission has specified procedures in respect to emergency antennas in one provision, Section
73.1680, for all broadcast services.
FM Stereo Conversion. In the past, an FM station had
to notify the Commission in writing when converting from
mono to stereo.
The Commission no longer keeps statistics on the
number of FM stations that broadcast in stereo. Accordingly, a broadcaster converting to stereo does not have to
submit written notification to the Commission. Nonetheless, equipment performance measurements are still required in order to assure that conversion has taken place
satisfactorily.
Remote Control Authorizations. Until now, a broadcaster was required to receive prior authorization from the
Commission to operate a transmitter by remote control.
FMs and non -directional AMs submitted an application
containing the address of the control point. Directional
AMs and TVs were required to submit more detailed
technical exhibits.
Non -directional AMs and all FMs no longer must apply
for remote control authorization. Instead, the licensee
must notify the Commission in Washington, D.C. of the
remote control location. In addition, the licensee must
notify the engineer in charge of the radio district in the
station's area of remote control points if located at a place
other than the authorized transmitter or the studio.
Directional AMs must request remote control authorization on FCC Form 301 (Form 341 for non -commercial
educational). TV's must submit an application on FCC
Form 301 -A.
FM Subcarriers Used for Remote Control. In the past,
an FM station wanting to use its FM subcarrier to broadcast transmitter data to an automatic transmission system
(ATS) monitoring point or to a remote control point was
required to obtain a Subsidiary Communications Authorization (SCA). In addition, the FM station had to maintain
a log just as it would if the subcarrier frequency was used
continued on page 96
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ADDA does it again!
VW -1 SYNCHRONIZER

HIGH
REMOTE

GEN LOCK

NORM
CHROMA

LEVEL

SET UP

A frame synchronizer with TBC and freeze frame
for under X20,000.
We asked you what you wanted in a low cost
synchronizer, and you told us. Now ADDA
Corporation delivers just what you need. A digital

frame synchronizer that locks remote, network,
ENG, and satellite feeds to your station reference.
With fourth, not third, harmonic sampling. With
time base correction for heterodyne color U -Matic
recorders. With freeze frame and a separate field
freeze mode that eliminates interfield jitter.
But here's the clincher. The ADDA VW-1
synchronizer protects the vertical blanking interval
at the lowest price in the industry. We give you the
latest in digital technology, not extraneous bells

and whistles. So you get more of what you reed

for less money.
Let us show you our solution to your blanking
problems. Use the reader service card write or call
ADDA Corporation, 1671 Dell Avenue,
Campbell, California 95008.
Telephone: (408) 379 -1500.
Southeast District Office: 2693 Twigg Circle,
Marietta, Georgia 30067. Telephone: (404) 953 -1500.
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ADDA CORPORATIUN

FCC

WITH

PRE-OWNED
EQUIPMENT
ALL PARTS GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

# TRANSMITTER:

RCA BTF

20E BTE.30C FM Exciter and New FM

Optimod $25,000 20 KW FM Transmitter, tuned to your frequency on the
air at WSDO, Miami

#

TRANSMITTER:

Gates FM

20H3 20 Kilowatt transmitter presently
on the air at WLQY, Ft. Pierce, Florida.

Best Bid over $25,000 including TE -3

exciter and new FM Optimod

#

TRANSMITTER:

Schafer

800 Automatic System, new capstan

motor, pinch roller, new heads for all
reel to reel and cartridge equipment,

solid state brain, complete package
deal, installed, $16,500.00

-

in stock

ready for immediate shipment

#

TRANSMITTER:

Presently

on the air at WKQS, FM, Boca Raton at

p

25Kw AEL Transmitter, $25,000 including new FM Optimod
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Rules & Regulations

for specialized programming information.
The Commission felt that prior authorization and logging should not apply to remote control telemetry transmissions that are not intended for use by the general
public. Accordingly, no application must be filed for use
of an FM subcarrier and no logging is required for subcarrier telemetry operations. A station need only transmit on
the subcarrier when its initial automatic transmission system is in operation or when utilizing a remote control point.
FM Subcarriers and AM Subaudable Tones For ATS.
An FM station may now use an FM subcarrier and an AM
station may use AM subaudible tones for an automatic
transmission system monitoring point without filing an
application and receiving authorization.
Replacement of TV and FM Antennas and Transmission Lines. Until now, a broadcaster desiring to replace an
existing antenna or transmission line which connects the
station's transmitter to an antenna has been required to file
an application for a construction permit. This was required even if the replacement equipment was identical to
that currently in use. Similarly, the application had to be
filed even if installation of the new equipment would not
affect the station's effective radiated power. Finally, until
now, a construction permit application was necessary
when a broadcaster wanted to use circular polarization.
Henceforth, an FM station or a television station may
make an antenna and transmission line replacement or
substitution without filing an amendment if the change
does not affect the station's effective radiated power or
antenna height. Furthermore, in cases in which effective
radiated power or antenna height are affected, the station
does not file an application with the Commission until
after the transmission system modifications have been
completed. The application is also required if the new
transmission system is different from that previously identified in the station's license.
These rule changes do not apply to FM directional
antenna systems, to TV directional antennas systems, or
in situations in which the change may affect the operation
of a co- located or nearby AM station.
A station licensee may make an informal request to the
Commission for authority to operate with a temporary
antenna arrangement while modifications are being made.
FM and TV Transmitter Upgrading. In the past, broadcasters had to file an application with the Commission for
authorization to replace components of FM and TV aural
transmitters, such as stereo generators, intermediate
power amplifiers, final power amplifiers, and FM exciters.
The Commission revised this requirement. FM and TV
stations may replace modulation exciter units without
prior Commission authorization if the new equipment has
been type accepted by the Commission or has been demonstrated to be compatible with the transmitter in use.
Similarly, FM stations may replace stereo generators
without prior Commission approval on the same basis.
A station continues to remain responsible for compliance with normally required transmission standards via
measurements mandated by the Commission's rules.
These new rule revisions lift a substantial burden from
broadcasters by decreasing unnecessary paperwork. Careful review of the rules is necessary, however, to preclude
inadvertent violations of the filing and notification reBM/E
quirements that remain.
JANUARY, 1979-BM /E

Lenco's VNM428 Video Noise Meter
...Only if You Really Care About Noise.
Some people think that video noise is a bore. They
just couldn't care less about it. They figure that if they
ignore it, it'll go away.
On the other hand, there are some forward -thinking,
dedicated video engineers who are vitally concerned
about their signal quality.
If you belong to the former group, you can stop
reading this ad.
However, if you're interested in making fast, accurate signal -to -noise measurements of any composite
video signal
no matter what the source
check out
our VNM -428 Video Noise Meter.
The VNM -428 is specifically designed for the video
S/N measurement requirements of TV studios, CAN,

-

-

satellite or microwave systems. It utilizes a tangential
noise measurement technique which overcomes the
problems associated with oscilloscope measurement
of Gaussian noise in video waveforms.
It's a small, rugged and stable unit, with a ouilt -in
calibrator that ensures an accuracy of ±0.5 dB
throughout the range of 20 -55 dB. Three precision
filters, conforming to EIA /CCIR standards, are built in.
The large, easy -to -read LED display can be seen from
across the room. And it's priced at a comfortable
$1,495.
So if you're really concerned about video noise, call
your nearest Lenco sales office today. We'll be happy
to give you a no-obligation demonstration.
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0:44141;i
LENCO, INC., ELECTRONICS DIVISION
300 N. Maryland St., Jackson, MO
13620 Littlecrest Dr., Da las, TX
Post Office Box 301, Atchison, KS
1 Elmwood Lane, Westport, CT
2390 Tiffany Circle, Decatur, GA

63755,
75234,
66002,
06880,
30035,

(314)
(214)
(913)
(203)
(404)

243.3147
241 -0976

367 -1146
226 -4482
288 -2080

Want to know more
about noise measurement? Write on your
letterhead for a FREE
copy of "Television
Signal -To -Noise
Measurement
NEW APPROACH ".
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SPEAK OUT
"7 GHz ENG Systems Really Work"
By Vincent E. Rocco and Leslie K. Lear
With the proliferation of microwave in ENG
operations, broadcasters have been forced
to find alternatives to the severe overcrowding on the 2 GHz band, particularly in large,
multi- station markets. This is true not only for
stations first entering the microwave field but
also for stations which have had microwave
operations for some time. The solution proposed by the authors of this Speak Out is for
some stations to move to the 7 GHz fre-

quency, using today's more efficient
amplifier and antenna systems. Considerable controversy still surrounds this practice,
however, in spite of the apparent successes
of stations such as KRON and WNBC.

GHz microwave
television systems are now in operation
in the United States. Because many
metropolitan areas have two, three,
four, or more stations using 2 GHz for
their ENG operations, and because of
the very nature of such operations in
which competing stations often cover
the selfsame news events, signal interference has become a severe problem.
In order to alleviate that problem,
certain expediencies have been tried,
singly or in combination, with varying
degrees of success. These include the
use of single -channel filters for the purpose of eliminating adjacent -channel
interference. Such filters are costly and
are not foolproof. Another approach
lies in the use of "split- channel" receivers to increase separation from adjacent operating channels. As with
single -channel filters, split -channel receivers, while helpful, do not provide a
complete answer.
In certain metropolitan areas, comSOME TWO HUNDRED 2
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Leslie K. Lear (left) is director of marketing for Nurad, Inc., Baltimore, Md. Vincent E.
Rocco (right) is director of Microwave television systems for Nurad

peting television stations have established working arrangements whereby,
for example, each station covering an
event where interference is likely to
occur agrees to operate on a single assigned channel separated as far as permitted from the other station or stations. Also, in those cases where the
competing stations utilize circularly
polarized ENG systems, signal separation can be greatly enhanced by their
transmitting signals of opposite polarizations. Of course, this solution is effective only if no more than two stations
are involved.
Going to another of the designated
auxiliary broadcast bands (7 GHz and
13 GHz) would obviate the 2 GHz problem entirely. The state of the art is such
that the 13 GHz band is not at present a
feasible alternative for long -range ENG
operations. Such is not the case at 7
GHz. 7 GHz systems really work!

-

Until very recently
and with certain noteworthy exceptions (WNBCTV in New York, WMAQ -TV in
Chicago, and KRON -TV in San Francisco)
there has been a reluctance on
the part of the television industry to use
the 7 GHz band. This reluctance stemmed partly from the fact that reliable,
effective, high -performance 7 GHz
ENG equipment was not generally
available from manufacturers' standard
product catalogs, and partly it was due
to widespread uncertainty and misconception about the use of higher frequencies for such operations. As the successful results being achieved by the
"pioneer" stations cited above become
more generally appreciated, much of
the apprehension over the prospect of

-

using 7 GHz is being dissipated;
moreover, significant advances in
equipment design and availability have
continued on page 100
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Audi Pro
Model 231

convenient and precise For
precise control over frequency

II Multiband
Audio Processor combines
the latest advances in audio

The new MAP

technology for optimum
modulation of your AM/
AM- Stereo program. Yet
it costs much less than
similar systems.

Discriminate Compression
and Equalization
II offers you 8-band
compression. Input level is held
constant by a slow, gain-riding
A.G.C. Each band has its own
compression and equalization
controls, so you can tailor
your sound while maintaining
a high program density. Sound
remains smooth, even with
considerable compression,
because each compressor

Only MAP

range, selectable low- and high pass filters let you choose

changes gain in response to
inputs to both its own and
adjacent bands.

Inaudible Phase
Optimization
Program phase

instantaneously

is

silently

"rotated " rather than
switched

to maintain maximum

-

positive modulation.

Absolute Peak Control
unique integrated peak
controller combines a hard
clipper with a low- distortion
peak limiter. An adjustable
MAP

IL's

control loop gives you control
over clipping depth which then
remains constant regardless
of program content. For
stations with remote transmitters, the integrated
peak controller can be
unplugged and installed at
the transmitter site.

Convenient Operation
& Maintenance
MAP

II

has several

Inovonics Inc.
503-6 Vandell Way
Campbell, CA 95008

features

to make your audio processing

Telephone
1408) 374-8300
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between three cut-off frequencies at each end. Front-panel
meters monitor compression,
A.G.C. gain, clipping depth and
peak limiting. A "proof" mode
defeats all processing at the
touch of a button, leaving the
signal path intact. There's even
a built -in pink noise source for
convenient system set-up and
maintenance. Circuit bcards
unplug from the front and
contain no "black boxes" or
selected components.
Write or call today for technical and cost informat :on on
the MAP II. Your program -and
your budget -will thank you.
MAP Il

- $1670.

IF YOUR OPERATION
REQUIRES
AUTOMATION
WITH ABILITY

Speak Out
ANTENNA GAIN FOR DUALROD'")

ANTENNA GAIN (FOR QUAD)
13 dB

22 dB

THEN WE'VE GOT
ESP FOR YOU.

I
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ANTENNA GAIN (FOR SUPEROUAD

Figure 1. Signal level
for TV microwave
systems at 2
GHz and 7 GHz

Introducing the new ESP -1
programmer system from
SMC, the innovators in
broadcast audio control.
The ESP

offers

a

modern

microprocessor controller
with a deep 4,000 event
memory, including subroutines and fully programmable clock. The only
simple thing about ESP is the
ease of service and the lack
of knobs, buttons and
complex video terminals.
And whats even better, the
ESP just happens to be the
lowest priced programmer
of its ability on the market.

Investigate before you buy.
Call or write SMC for
complete information and a
proposal on how ESP can
work for you and your
station.

SONO -MAG CORPORATION
1005 W. Washington Street
Bloomington, Illinois 61701
309 -829 -6373
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B- 7 GHz SYSTEM

prompted broadcasters to take a closer
look at extending their ENG operations
into that range of the spectrum.
At least part of the hesitancy regarding operation at 7 GHz came from a
notion concerning the space attenuation
of microwave signals. Conventional
wisdom states that space attenuation increases with increasing frequency. This
is not strictly true. What is being referred to as attenuation is in reality the

thinning out of the radiated electromagnetic field intensity of an antenna as the radiated beam spreads with
increasing distance. It follows then that
a decrease in the angle of the antenna
radiated beam, which occurs with increasing antenna aperture, has the effect of increasing the radiated field intensity at a given distance. The end result is that the so- called space attenuation is overcome. For some classes of
microwave antennas (e.g., parabolic

reflector types), the decrease of
radiated -field intensity at a given point
within the beam as frequency increases
is exactly offset by the increase in
focusing power or gain occurring at the
increased frequency.
With the foregoing in mind, consider
what is needed to make a 7 GHz ENG
microwave system equivalent in operational range to a conventional 2 GHz
system of the type currently in wide
use. The system depicted in Figure 1 -A
shows a transmitter at 2 GHz and a
power output of +40 dBm (10 watts).
The gain of the most widely used ENG
receive antenna, the Nurad 20 QP1
QUAD, is 13 dBi. When used in conjunction with the 22 dBi -gain Nurad

Model 20 HE2 DUALROD° and a 40
dBm (10 -watt) transmitter, it can be
shown that the nominal range for the
system is 35 miles. The "space attenuation" for 35 miles at 2 GHz is -134
dB. A simple arithmetic process of adding and subtracting the decibels of Figure yields a received signal level of
-59 dBm. This level of signal is well
above (approximately 20 dB) the 33 dB
S/N (weighted) threshold of -80 dBm
associated with a modern receiver.
Repeating the process for the 7 GHz
case (Figure 1 -B) and postulating the 23
dBi 70 HE1 QUADROD°, the 34 dBi
70 SQ1 SUPERQUAD°, and a 30
dBm (1 -watt) transmitter results in a
signal level of -58 dBm. Again, this
level is well above the threshold values
of standard receivers. It will be noted
that the signal level obtained in the latter case is dB greater than that of the 2
GHz system. This is so even though the
computed "attenuation" at 7 GHz for
35 miles is greater by 11 dB ( -145
dBm) than in the 2 GHz case. The reason is that the higher gain of the newly
designed Nurad 7 GHz QUADROD°
and SUPERQUAD° antennas more
than offsets the lesser gain of the 7 GHz
transmitter.
The foregoing analysis has made no
direct mention of other factors that may
affect the range of a television microwave system. Obviously, the receiver noise figure and bandwidth have
a great bearing on system performance.
Another consideration affecting perceived performance is the television
viewer's subjective judgment of what is
1

1

continued on page 102
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HI -BAND U-format VTR

"Quad" Quality in a

3/"

Format

The model HBU -2860 (Hi -Band U- format video cassette recorder) is a modified
SONY VO-2860 with Recortec electronics mounted on top of the unit. The modification provides direct hi -band video recording made possible by tripling the scanner
speed and the linear tape speed.

Quality -At the 1200 ips head -to-tape speed the HBU video quality is as good as
the "quad" or the new one -inch format. Professional audio quality is also obtained
with this modification.
Convenience -Standard and widely available 3/4-inch video cassettes for the HBU
allow for simple loading, handling and storage.

Dependability The HBU does not alter the U -type recording format and thus takes
advantage of the proven interchangeability of the U-type recorders.

Economy- Lowest cost in equipment, media and operations for any

Hi -Band VTR.

Availability -Ready for delivery at the introductory price of $14,500 direct from
Recortec.

RECORTEC, INC.

777 PALOMAR AVE. SUNNYVALE, CALIF. 94086 TEL: (408) 735 -8821
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Speak Out
considered an acceptable picture. Unfortunately, there is no way of rigorously quantifying such subjective factors even though they can lead to a wide
variation in interpretation of what a system's range really is. The noise bandwidth factors, on the other hand,
can readily be measured and their effect
on range closely predicted. Since they
are closely related to the signal
threshold obtainable from a receiver,
they have not been totally ignored in

this discussion. Rather, in discussing
basic receiver signal threshold, their
contribution to a given system's range
has been taken into account.
It is significant that present -day designs for 7 GHz preamplifiers incorporate noise figures (e.g., 4.5 dB) that are
somewhat lower than those of 2 GHz
preamplifiers of just a few years ago (6
dB). The benefit of the lower noise figure is that, assuming proper care is
taken in the selection of components, 7
GHz systems can now be made to operate more efficiently than many of the 2
GHz systems presently in use. Thus, a

Built for Professionals

._.0

-

Nurad SUPERQUAD`? 2 GHz receiving
antenna

11

ITC's 750 Series Reproducer
1/2 Track Stereo $1315

Check with any leading automation
company for more information
or call ITC collect (309- 828 -1381).
If1TERf1ATIOf1Al TAPETROf1ICS CORPORATIOfI
2425 SOUTH MAIN STREET BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS 61701
Toronto
Marketed in Canada exclusively by McCurdy Radio Industries Ltd
by ITC

Form No.. 112 -0005

feasible, practical means now exists for
extending or expanding any station's
ENG capability.
At this writing, at least two major
manufacturers of microwave transmission equipment have developed lightweight one -watt 7 GHz transmitters
suitable for mounting on an extension
mast close to their 7 GHz compact antenna for low -loss operation. These
manufacturers are Farinon Video with
its FV6MP and Microwave Associates
with its MA -7EP1. The FV6MP and
MA-7EP1 , together with mini -antennas
such as the QUADROD©, are well
suited to the new, compact, fast vehicles that are expected to become prevalent in the ENG mobile systems of the
future.
With 7 GHz preamplifier noise figures fast approaching the 3 dB level and
lower, it appears that further shrinking
of the size of microwave system components is in the cards. Of the available
choices (e.g., longer range or smaller
components) made possible by the advent of the super- sensitive receiving
systems, it seems likely that the trend
will almost surely be toward the
smaller, more agile systems.
The question of interference from
other 7 GHz sources inevitably arises.
In responding, one should take into account the fact that the vast majority of 7
GHz television systems are fixed intercity links, STLs, and TSLs. As such,
they of necessity involve narrow beamwidth confined transmissions of
known location that are unlikely to
interfere with mobile operations. Obviously, as 7 GHz ENG systems become
prevalent, the probability of interference will inevitably increase. By that
time, new technology may have devised other solutions; further, the FCC
may at long last have decided in favor
of additional frequency allocations for
auxiliary broadcast operations. BM/E
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Naji:on location with
IVC's 1Ú00P Portable
studio caniera:

.

Peter adjusts

level shot!
Tight ground
Naji handled
our 7000
Likewise

Look Aia,

7P

lapalier mike.
no hands!

As the sun slowly sinks...
the final close -up.

It's for real.
We, and Naji, had a ball.
IVC's 7000P field production camera has the
performance and flexibility you need when the going
gets tough. Studio quality pictures from a package
that really lets a cameraperson perform
yes, it fits the ladies too!
Accepted as the world's best EFP camera, the 7000P is

-

lvc
making it possible
...and affordable.

standard equipment with many of the
most prestigious broadcasters and production houses
in more than 24 countries. We don't have the space
to even begin to tell you what the 7000P is capable
of achieving. But we would like to. Drop us a line or
give us a call. We'll even send you an autographed,
color photo of Naji. Naji would like that.

International
Video Corporation

C(T) i VC
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453 W. Maude
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Telephone (408) 738 -3900
TX: 34 -6404
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The Great Idea Contest continues to be
a "great idea" as more of you send in
original solutions to everyday
engineering problems. BM /E is
delighted to continue this feature to
convey to the industry the ingenuity of
individual broadcast engineers. We
hope you will participate again this year.
Rules for entry are on page 106.
Remember to vote on all published
ideas. It's your contest. 1978 winners
will be announced in the March issue.
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Kelly's circuit for "time to switch" alarm

1.

"It's Time

To

Switch"

Alarm
Chuck Kelly, Chief Eng., KIUP /KRSJ,
Durango, Colo.

Problem: To alert operators when it
is time to switch to low power/
directional at dusk and to high power/
non -directional at dawn.
Solution: Because the time at which
this occurs varies with the time of year,
it is difficult for operators to remember
to make this change regardless of how
many signs are posted. An alarm clock
module (available from Radio Shack)
was found to be readily adaptable to our
needs. Using two of them as alarms,
one transformer, a light duty relay, and
a handful of assorted switches and
components, a clock can be built that
will light a light or buzz a buzzer twice a
day. It will easily re- program, and costs
less than $45.00.
The following is a list of parts and
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their schematic designations: two
MA1012 -L clock modules, M1, M2;
one transformer, T1; one 6 Vdc SPDT
relay, K1; two NO pushbuttons, S2, S3
(fast and slow set); one DPDT center
SW, SI (clock set select); one SPST
s (alarm display); one big red NO
S4 (alarm reset); and one
fuse, F1. All parts are
Shack.
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Kesti's VTR auto roll circuit: Figure

1

(left) and Figure 2 (right)

JANUARY, 1979 -BM/E

Editor's Note: The FCC has recently
expressed concern over Great Idea
entries that provide for the automation
of EBS tests. The purpose of such
tests, says the FCC, is to train the station staff in the procedures to activate
the EBS in the event of an actual
emergency, and as the automation of
the tests defeats that purpose, a rule
making proceeding has begun to
amend the EBS rules to clearly state
that all tests must be manually initiated.

2.

Auto VTR Roller

Michael Kesti, Staff Eng., WNMU -TV,
Marquette, Mich.

Problem: To automatically roll
VTRs at a preset time to record network
feeds.
Solution: The circuits of Figures 1
and 2 were constructed. Figure 1 is a
time coincidence detector. The 7442s
convert the BCD output of our TFT
Model 725 clock to one of 10 lines,
which are connected to thumbwheel
switches used to select the desired time.
The gates form a six -input NOR gate
whose output goes high for one second
at that time.
Figure 2 is the interface to machine
control we used, which could be altered
to suit other station's needs. When the
selected time occurs, the 2N4401 is
turned on, pulling in two relays. The
first is a 4PDT and is used to provide
contact closure for the VTRs through
four SPDT center off switches. These
closures are then wired in parallel to
existing machine controls, paying particular attention to polarities, due to the
record and play contacts using a cornmon line. The safety switch guards
against accidental tripping, and the

lamp provides visual indication of
being "armed."
The second relay is a DPDT and is
used to control a Mallory Sonalert. The
on switch selects alarm operation and
the latch switch allows continuous
alarm until reset. A diode prevents
latch -up of the machine control relay.
This allows the operator to use the
alarm as an indication that an automatic
event has occurred or as an "alarm
clock."
The system was constructed on a
blank rack panel with provision made
for mounting the relays and input/
output connectors. The ICs, transistor,
and steering diode were mounted on
two "wiz- boards" with flat ribbon
cable used to connect to the
thumbwheel switches and the 50 -pin
continued on page 106
JANUARY, 1979-BM /E

COMPLIMITER
MODEL 610
Used in recording studios; disc mastering studios; sound
reinforcement systems; TV, AM, FM broadcast stations tc
maintain a sustained average signal at a level significantly
higher than that possible in conventional limiters, and with
performance that is seldom attained by most linear ampiifiers
Rack mounted, solid state, new functional styling, the
Model 610 is in stock for immediate shipment.

Specifications are available from:

P[CTHU
770

BONICS

WALL AVENUE, OGDEN, UTAH

84434

(801) 392 -7531
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Talk to the pros about the NEW
2800 APM AUTOMATION SYSTEM.
Can there be any higher praise from a
G.M ? Automated Broadcast Controls

new 2800 APM Automation System

"If it were
human,
I'd give

it

a

Raise."

earns it too. When you install one, you
get a system designed for your exact
requirements. There are no "must buy"
components, no need to replace your
existing peripheral equipment. You get
a system that you control, not one that
controls you. And the 2800 APM Automation System can grow with your
needs. Without putting a dent iin your
P &L statement.
Arrange a conference with Terry Tamp
and Tom Kitaguchi, the execs at Automated Broadcast Controls. Who knows?
Installing a new 2800 APM Automation
System might even earn you a raise.

NOW AVAILABLE:

The G. M.

automated
broadcast
controls

Microprocessor
controlled
computer
interface!

1110 Taft Street

Rockville, MD 20850
(301) 762 -0558
or (301) 762 -1944
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Great Ideas
BCD input connector. Three eight -pin
blue ribbon connectors were used for
record and play outputs and the 12 Vdc
which was taken from an external
power supply. Five Vdc for the logic
was available on the BCD input connector from the TFT clock.

TO TURNT98.1E
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3. Turntable Remote

O1,01-Di001

Control
Tom Lewis, Chief Eng., WNFL -AM,
Green Bay, Wisc.

Problem: To remote start and stop
turntables with console delegation
switch.

Solution: We recently purchased
two Technics SP- 10MKII turntables for
our control room. Our old turntables
were remote started with the delegation
switch on the console. This switch is an
on or off 24 volts which controls a relay
to turn the turntable on or off.
I installed the new turntables using
the remote start switches supplied. No
one was happy with this installation so,
using parts I had on hand, I built this
circuit to solve the problem.
When K1 is energized, 24 volts is
applied to K2 in series with Cl. As Cl
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Lewis's circuit for turntable remote control

charges, K2 is momentarily energized,
starting the turntable. When the 24
volts is removed from K1 one side of
K2 is grounded, discharging Cl and
momentarily energizing K2, which
stops the turntable.
D1 stops the discharge of Cl from
holding K in. D2 stops the voltage
from the collapse of the field around K1
from getting to the delegation switch.
Parts used in this circuit are: DI,D2:
Diode Mallory M2.5a; Cl: Electrolytic
250 µf @- 50 V; Kl: Relay P & B
KHP17d11, 24 V; K2: Relay P & B
KHP17d11, 6 V.
1

The Complete
FM Stereo
Processing System
i_____

/vIALLORY M?.Só1

C/ -E1 EC TRÖL YT/6 2.5-0141 ,fc WIT

Rules For
BM/E's Great Idea

Contest
1. Eligibility: All station personnel are
eligible. Consultants to the industry may
enter if the entry indicates the specific
station or stations using the idea or
concept. Manufacturers of equipment or
their representatives are not eligible.

The Orange County CLX -S -FM belongs in your FM
chain to assure you of transparent, non-fatiguing
sound. And the versatile controls allow you to optimize
performance to your specific format whether it be
beautiful music or Top 40.
Ultra -fast peak limiter with 250:1 slope for absolute
overmodulation protection
Optimum modulation through the use of "noovershoot" low pass filter
Compressor with adjustable ratio, threshold, attack
and release times, for loudness enhancement
Highly effective expander /noise-gate for noise
reduction
High frequency limiter with selectable pre -emphasis
characteristics which include standard 75us, or 25us
Dolby® FM
Overall performance specs and construction to the
highest industry standard
Also investigate the VS -3 Stereo Processor which
offers internally pre-set functions for the budget conscious station looking for great sound.

IlU

ORANGE COUNTY ELECTRONICS

INTERNATIONAL INC.
Exclusive Sales & Marketing:

Dealer Inquiries Invited

680 Beach Street, San Francisco, Ca. 94109 (415) 673 -4544
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2. How to Enter: Use the Official Entry
Form on this page or simply send BM /E a
description of your work. State the
objective or problem and your solution.
Include diagrams, drawings, or glossy
photos, as appropriate. Artwork must be
legible but need not be directly
reproducible and not exceeding three in

Name_-

_

Title

_

FM

-- _-

AM

Video _- _ Control
RF
Category: Audio
Objective or Problem: (in few words; use separate sheet for details

Solution: (Use separate sheet -500 words max)
assert that, to the best of my knowledge, the idea submitted is original with This
station; and I hereby give BM /E permission to publish the material.

I

4.

Winners: Top rated entries in the yearlong tally will become winners in each of the
three major categories (AM, FM, TV). Final
winners will be picked in February 1980 and
announced in the March 1980 issue of
BM /E.

_

Zip
State
_
Telephone No.
Licensee
Class of Station at which idea is used (check one) TV

3. Material Accepted for Publication:
BM 1E editors will make all decisions
regarding acceptability for publication. If
duplicative or similar ideas are received,
BM /E editors will judge which entry or
entries to accept. A $10 honorarium will be
paid for each item published.

5.

-

Entry Form

Station Call Letters
City

number. Camera reproducible material is
preferred. Length can vary, but should not
exceed 500 words. BM /E reserves the
right to edit material. Entry should include:
Name, title, station affiliation, and the
class of station -TV, FM, AM. Indicate if
idea is completely original with you.

Voting: Every reader of BM /E is
entitled to rank the ideas published. This
can be done on the Reader Service Card
in the magazine or by letters or cards sent
to the BM /E office. To vote, readers
should select the three ideas they like best
and rank them 1, 2, or 3.

1979

Mail to: Editors, BM /E
295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Date

Signed

L
6. Prizes and

Awards: Three top prizes

will be awarded: a programmable electronic
calculator will be awarded for the highest
rated entry in the respective categories of
AM. FM, and TV. Ten engineering slide rule
calculators will be awarded as secondary
prizes for the highest rated entries in the
following additional categories (top three

winners are not eligible for these prizes):
audio (three prizes. one each in the AM. FM
and TV categories): RF (three prizes. one
each in the categories of AM. FM. TV):
Control (three prizes, one each in the AM.
FM and TV categories): Video (one prize in
TV).

Best Performance
Whether you're looking at published specs or
as- installed performance, you'll see us beat our
competitors -all of them -hands down.
Our Diff 0, Diff Gain, Video Noise, Audio

Distortion, Audio Output Level and Audio
Hum and Noise specs are the industry's best
and any of you that saw our demonstrations at the Las Vegas NAB show know that
we can beat our own specs by wide margins.
.

.

.

Broadest Product Line
With 15 separate matrix designs and 21 different control panels, we can offer the most
efficient package to fit your needs for any
size switching system.

(1..7.j4S- UTi4H SC/E/'7T/F/C
2276 SOUTH 2700 WEST

Lowest Prices
Ask us for

a

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84119

quote and

see

if you don't agree.

PHONE (801) 973 -6840

Circle 168 on Reader Service Card for literature only
Circle 169 on Reader Service Card for salesman call
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Dropout Monitors

that's how you'll discover
the quality in every 5
channel Audio Console

250

The DOM VA, for use with the Ampex
ACR 25, and the DOM VR, for use
with the RCA TCR100, are designed to
monitor every key cycle in the automatic selection and airing of tapes by those
units. As well as the quality of the video
from the tapes monitored, the units'
built -in microprocessors check the timing and sequence of the loading, threading, unloading, and unthreading

against performance standards.

terns to one watt, and 100 milliwatt
microwave systems to one watt. INTERNATIONAL MICROWAVE CORP.

Stereo Power Amp

253

The SA -400MC is a direct coupled
stereo amplifier offering 200 watts per
channel RMS into eight ohms with
THD and IM of .05 ,percent or less, a

A

printout for every record or play is genFor more Information

circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.
erated to indicate whether the play was
normal. In the event of any deviation
from the norm, the printout indicates
where the error occured and the degree
of its seriousness. As the printout identifies even those errors which are not
serious enough to cause the loss of a
spot, the unit functions as an early
With LPB's

S -12 Stereo and S -14A Mono
SIGNATURE II SERIES Audio Consoles,
the "small" console comes of age. Flexible, immune to RFI, quiet and reliable,
these boards have been built to match the
most critical studio application. Features
include: step attenuators, LED peak indicators, transformer inputs and outputs,
internal power supply and more.

When you need an audio console that's
small in stature and has quality written
all over it, listen carefully to what we
have to say. Call or write today for
details.

LPB

LPB Inc.
520 Lincoln Highway
Frazer, PA 19355
(215) 644 -1123

warning maintenance tool.

Audio Op -Amp

251

Model 1000 is designed as a replacement for API, Melcor, and similar opamps. The unit features low noise and
distortion, high output capability and
fast slewing characteristics. Reverse
polarity is a built -in feature, and provision is made for external offset voltage
trim. Specs include: less than 0.5µV
RMS input noise, a slew rate of 13
volts /microsecond, and distortion of
0.1 percent THD at +20 dBm. The unit
is designed to operate off ±12 to ±20 V
dc bipolar power supply (15 V dc nominal) drawing only 4 mA quiescent current. PROTECH AUDIO CO.
Microwave Power Amp

252

The PCR -11 Impatt power amplifier is
an externally mounted unit that may be
used on all microwave communications
systems. It may be mounted on the
tower or at the equipment mounting
rack, and operates on its own self contained 117 V ac power supply. The
criteria for use in any microwave communications system are that the system
must be FM and operate in the frequency range of 10,700 to 13,250 GHz.
The PCR -I will convert half -watt sys1

108

STUDIO

TAPE EXCHANGE.

100 dB SNR, 40 V/microsecond slew
rate, and frequency response of ±0.1
dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The unit
features an internal cooling fan, optional dc "crow bar" protection, and

current limiting which is activated
when terminated into loads of two ohms
or less. The rack -mountable unit is totally modular and weighs 37 pounds. It
can be purchased with or without metering. $775 to $908. SOUND SOLUTIONS.
NOAA Weather Receiver

254

Model CRW weather receiver with tone
decoding has switch selectable reception on all three NWS weather frequencies, 162.400, 162.475, and 162.550
MHz. The unit features 0.3 µV sensitivity, 70 dB adjacent channel rejection, and -60 dB maximum spurious
response achieved with a six -pole crystal filter at first IF, a four-pole ceramic
filter at second IF, and a dual -gate
MOSFET RF amplifier. An alert tone at
1050 Hz demutes the receiver, gates the
audio to a rear terminal for remote
alarm, energizes a flashing LED, and
closes a relay. Also featured is a special
signaling tone at 1650 Hz which closes
a relay for automated recording of an
updated forecast. The unit may be rack
mounted, and has terminals for an external antenna and additional terminals
for remote mute/demute and remote
relay reset. GORMAN -REDLICH.
Turntable Preamp

255

The ESP -38 utilizes a new low noise
solid state device, and reportedly excontinued on page 110
JANUARY, 1979 -BM/E

1 fact:
11

this condenser microphone
sets a new standard of
technical excellence.
& it sounds superb!
The Shure SM81 cardioid condenser is
a new breed of microphone. It is a truly
high -performance studio instrument
exceptionally well- suited to the critical
requirements of professional recording,

broadcast, motion picture recording,
and highest quality sound
and, in addition, is
reinforcement
highly reliable for field use.

-

-

-

and found
Shure engineers sought
ingenious new solutions to common

problems which, up to now, have
restricted the use of condenser
microphones. Years of operational tests
were conducted in an exceptionally
broad range of studio applications and
under a wide variety of field conditions.
As the following specifications indicate,
the new SM81 offers unprecedented

-

making it a
performance capability
new standard in high quality
professional condenser microphones.

SM81 puts it all together!
WIDE RANGE, 20 Hz to 20 kHz FLAT
FREQUENCY RESPONSE.
PRECISE CARDIOID polar pattern, uniform
with frequency and symmetrical about axis,
to provide maximum rejection and
minimum coloration of off -axis sounds.
EXCEPTIONALLY LOW (16 dBA) NOISE
LEVEL.
120 dB DYNAMIC RANGE.
ULTRA -LOW DISTORTION (right up to the
clipping point!) over the entire audio
spectrum for a wide range of load
impedances. MAXIMUM SPL BEFORE
CLIPPING: 135 dB; 145 dB with attenuator.

WIDE RANGE SIMPLEX POWERING
includes DIN 45 596 voltages of 12 and 48
Vdc.
EXTREMELY LOW RF SUSCEPTIBILITY.
SELECTABLE LOW FREQUENCY
RESPONSE: Flat, 6 or 18 dB/octave rolloff.
10 dB CAPACITIVE ATTENUATOR
accessible without disassembly and
lockable.

Outstanding Ruggedness
Conventional condenser microphones have
gained the reputation of being high quality,
but often at the expense of mechanical and
environmental ruggedness. This no longer
need be the case. The SM81 transducer and
electronics housing is of heavy -wall steel
construction, and all internal components are
rigidly supported. (Production line SM81's
must be capable of withstanding at least six
random drops from six feet onto a hardwood
floor without significant performance
degradation or structural damage.) It is
reliable over a temperature range of -20° F
to 165° F at relative humidities of 0 to 95 %!
Send for a complete brochure on this
remarkable new condenser microphone!
(AL577)

SM81 Cardioid Condenser Microphone
Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204, In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
Circle 170 on Reader Service Card

color camera on the market. Two special features are an output for color
black and a switchable color bar/color
black output. SHINTRON.

Broadcast Equipment
hibits about 10 dB less noise than pre-

viously possible. Features include
pushbutton activated scratch, bril-

liance, and rumble filters, and a mono
output pushbutton. The pushbutton
switches are on a front -panel plate that
may be removed and mounted remotely
from the unit. Front panel controls also
allow for the adjustment of levels and
high and low equalization. Also featured are a remote turntable start/stop
relay and input component sockets for
exact cartridge impedance loading.
Specs include -90 dB SNR, typical
distortion of 0.015 percent, gain adjustable to 60 dB, and RIAA tracking of
±0.5 dB. $325. RAMKO RESEARCH.
Color Bar Generator

256

The Model PCB -320, specifically engineered to conform to EIA -RS -189 -A
and NTSC specifications, is reportedly
the only American -manufactured encoded CBG to include the new SMPTE
alignment color bar test signal with
chroma and black set signals. The
generator provides a full -field bar signal which includes a white bar and a
black bar along with the standard split
field signal. The PCB -320 also offers

Video Processor

an exclusive composite video delay circuit which allows system timing of test
signals up to 1.5 µs. Other features

include: luminance -to- chrominance
timing, black level between the I,
white, and Q signals for sharp clear
viewing, and a fixed relationship of
burst phase and amplitude to chroma.
$750. LENCO, INC.
IPU Switcher

257

Model 373 -NU production system includes a switcher, sync generator, and
DAs. It is specially designed for ENG
and EFP applications. The system is
entirely equipped with BNC connecors, enabling it to interface with any

258

The C VS -310 Image Enhancer/Noise
Reducer is designed for standalone use
with any analog or digital TBC, or other
video sources, in broadcast, CATV,
and CCTV applications. Reducer and
enhancer modes can be used simultaneously or independently. In the reducer
mode, the unit reduces luminance and
chrominance noise by 6 dB and
chroma -to- luminance crosstalk by 20
dB. It also corrects chroma/luma delay
errors up to ±350 ns, and minimizes
fine grain noise, streaking, and moire.
In the enhancer mode, the unit provides
both horizontal and vertical enhancement. Vertical detail range is adjustable
from zero to 100 percent, and the horizontal detail range is zero to 50 percent
overshoot on a stairstep having a 230 ns
rise time. The CVS -310 features "automatic enhancement limiting," in
which "intelligent" circuitry automatically adjusts the amount of detail generated to match the amount preselected
by the front panel. CONSOLIDATED
VIDEO SYSTEMS.

NEW ZOOM LENSES JOIN

COSMICAR®
`ES` SERIES
With AUTOMATIC IRIS, Focal Length
of 12.5 -75mm and Relative Aperture
of F 1.8, in two types:
Motorized Focusing and Zooming
Ideal for surveillance in security system.

Manual Focusing and Zooming
Suitable for portable cameras, but can
be used also at any fixed focusing within
the range of 12.5 -75mm.

Smallest in sizes, Economically priced
and provide Very Wide Applications.

Perfect Your CCTV System
with COSMICAR Lenses

COSMICAR

For more information, please write:

ES SERIES LENSES

12.5-,75mm f /1.8 -ES for 2/3" cameras
8.5mm
f /1.5 -ES for 2/3" cameras
12.5mm
f /1.4 -ES for 2/3" & 1" cameras
16mm
f /1.6 -ES for 2/3" cameras
25mm
f /1.4 -ES for 2/3" & 1" cameras
50mm
110

f /1.8 -ES

for 2/3"

&

1" cameras
Circle

sh

COSMICAR LENS DIVISION,

ASAHI PRECISION CO., LTD.

424, Higashi -Oizumi, Nerima -ku, Tokyo, Japan

Cable Address: "MOVIEKINO TOKYO"
In the USA, please call or write:
PENTAX CORPORATION
Atrium Building, 98 Cutter Mill Road, Great Neck, New York 11021
(516) 487 -9800

171 on Reader

Service Card
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Edit Controller Modification

259

The VM 95UA is a modification package for Panasonic's NV -A950 3/4 -inch
Editing Controller. It is designed to
allow interface with Panasonic NV
9200 and NV 9500 and Sony VO 2860
VTRs without the need for mechanical
alterations and without affecting VTR

factory warranties. The unit reportedly
cuts editing time by as much as 40 percent by providing bi- directional joystick control of all key editing
functions, simplified activation of all
modes including pause, single control
for all VTR search modes, and logic
reset buttons which enable the operator
to cancel logic on either side of the
machine. Other features of the VM

95UA include programmable previewable timed inserts, start and
end; automatic return to edit point; and

2x forward search and cue speeds. Options include an add -on dual tape timer
with random search control, dual LED
readouts, and reset, preset, and hold
and search functions for each VTR.
$1750. VIDEOMEDIA.

planning, file building, vote collection
and display, hardware installation, and
program operation. CHYRON TELESYS-

Election Reporting

The MAP -II is designed to assure optimum transmitter modulation in AM
and AM stereo broadcast service. The
unit features: a gated, gain-riding AGC
amp to erase long -term program level
variations, and provide subsequent
processing stages with a constant pro-

260

E.R.S. is a comprehensive election reporting system which accumulates race
results and produces rapid, accurate
election returns through use of the station's Chyron graphics and titling system (or similar CGs). The package includes station hardware, local and remote data communications links, and
software programming which utilizes a
national network of time share computers. The system, which is totally instation controlled, will accomodate an
unlimited number of races and candidates per race, and an unlimited number
of stringer data entry terminals. A self contained microcomputer (TTC -400)
For more Information

circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.
provides the controls interface with the
time share computers. The E.R.S.
package also provides a complete guide
with detailed instructions on election

TEMS.

Multiband Processor

261

gram level; an eight -band "open- loop"
compressor section equipped with individual, calibrated input/output controls
for full program equalization flexibility; and selectable high and low pass
filters for user control over bandwidth
restriction. An integrated peak controller contains a true peak limiter and a
hard clipper circuit. An optional accessory chassis permits removal and recontinued on page 112

Digital
Engineers

BROADCAST QUALITY
WEATHER RECEIVER

Computerized
Tape Editing

Mod. CRW; 162.40, 162.475, 162.55 mhz.

Due to rapid growth and development of prototype products, we seek
several engineers interested in
career opportunities in design and
development of digital systems
utilizing micro's and mini's to
to control a variety of interfaces.
Responsibilities will include design
and development of digital hardware
for our EPIC system -a unique and

exciting product in television
production. Candidates must have
a BSEE plus 2 -4 years' practical
experience in design of digital
control interfaces for computer
based systems.
C.V.S. is a leader in the

Take advantage of the expanding network of National
This sensitive,
Weather Service VHF weather stations.
selective (and reasonably priced) receiver can bring you
accurate local weather, national weather, weather radar
data, emergency alert messages, plus farming and marine
information where applicable. Its capability for unattended
recording of emergency alert messages and updated foreRebroadcast is FCC
casts can save time and money.
authorized.

development of video broadcast
equipment with outstanding
opportunities for growth and
advancement in a professional
environment. Applicants should
call or send their resume and
salary history to Employee
Relations Manager.

Receiver is rack mountable, remoteable, with an attractive
black anodized panel. Demuting and remote alarm are
A relay closure is
initiated by 1050 "Alert" tone.
initiated by either the 1050 tone or a 1650 hz. forecast
update signal tone. These are the only tone signals NWS

Consolidated
Video Systems, Inc.

Crystal and ceramic IF Filters, plus double tuned dual gate
MOSFET RF stage, give excellent interference rejection
and high sensitivity (.28 microvolts for 12 db. (S +N) /N.).
Whip antenna, jack and terminals for external antennas.
One year Warranty.

1255 East Arques Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 737.2100
an equal opportunity employer m/f
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uses.

6 Curtis St. Athens, OH
Phone (614) 593 -3150
Circle 172 on Reader Service Card

GORMAN- REDLICH

45701
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level controls for studio, solo, and control room. Each module also features

Broadcast Equipment

quad panning using left -right and
front -back pots (monitor and remix).
$12,000- $22,500. AUDIOMARKETING,

mote operation of the peak controller
card for split studio /transmitter installations. $1670. INOVONICS.
Audio Console

LTD.

262

Control Panel

The Syncon is modular in design and
can be updated from eight to 24 tracks
in a matter of minutes. The unit can
drive quad, stereo, and monaural tape

machines

simultaneously.

The CP-1010 category/number control
panel can switch any one of 100 inputs
to a single output bus, and is designed
for use with the TeleMation TVS/

Tape

monitoring is switchable from 24 or 16
tracks to quad, stereo, or mono. All
multi -track studio requirements are
present, including four-band equalization and dual parametric controls which
overlap in the critical mid -range region.
Standard features include: +26 dBm

r7,77

TAS -1000 video /audio distribution
switcher. To select an input, the
operator first presses one of the category buttons (cam., VTR, film, etc.).
The button will blink until one of the
number keys is pressed, completing the
switch command. When the selected
crosspoint is closed, the lamps in both
buttons light continuously. Model CP1011 includes a "take" key that blinks
when category and number of the desired input are selected. When the
"take" key is pressed, the crosspoint is
closed. With the addition of a CP-1012
A/ V breakaway panel, both models can
be used for video -only, audio -only, or

MMIN.11111 OM

maximum output level; equivalent

input noise of -127 dBm; and interchangeable piggyback line amplifier
modules. Built -ins include talk-back
circuit routing with a 20 Hz oscillator in
the Slate mode, and separate monitor

r
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NO SPRINGS ATTACHED!
VINTEN The Smoothest in Lightweight Heads

DUNLIN 51 L.F.

DUNLIN PETREL
51 76
L. F. L.F.

50 lb. capacity

PETREL 76 L.F.

..

100 Ib. capacity

perfectly adjustable balance
without springs
LF dampening- smoother
than "fluid" heads

LISTEC
TELEVISION
EQUIPMENT CORP.

(

+

LISTEC
39 CAIN

DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803

(516) 694-8963

TELEX 640470

(WEST COAST)
4527 SAN FERNANDO ROAD, UNIT 1, GLENDALE,
CALIFORNIA 91204
(213) 244-0838

When accuracy Counts ...Count on Belar

9

t

Time Code Reader

1ONITOR5

264

Model TCR -80 features include: reading and display of time and user data at
search speeds from hand -turn reel
speeds to more than 40 times play
speed; drop frame indicator; detection
and bypass of code errors; automatic
selection of record bias filter; and
seven-segment LED displays with contrast enhancing filter. Options can be
installed on a plug -in basis, and include
a data output module for external jam
sync operation and a video character
generator with an integral insert keyer
that can simultaneously insert and position time and user data into the video of

monitor. The unit
may be remotely operated. $2,100a work print or on a

$2,985. SKOTEL.

Flanger

265

The Dynaflanger features control voltage (CV) tracking reversal which allows an increase in CV to cause either a
higher or lower fundamental flanging
frequency in the output. This feature
can be operated in all modes, and extends the unit's capabilities when it is
controlled by a synthesizer, operated in
the modulator mode, or slaved to the
CV of a second Dynaflanger. A front
panel switch allows the unit to be operated in either the normal flange mode,
the direct (bypass) mode, or the delay
mode only. The delay mode feature enables dynamic time base modification
and thus allows for the application of

dynamic frequency or amplitude controlled pitch bending and doubling.

pair of these units can provide

`dynamic cross flanging" where there
is a zero delay at the fundamental flanging frequency, which permits high
dramatic effects. $895. MiCMIX.
Semi -Auto Cart Playback

'
11144,144

TELEMATION.

A

Circle 173 on Reader Service Card

ro.nm/Fmiru

for audio -follow -video switching.

1.9.9,

t114111414.4

.

Oil MIN

®1101=il

BELAR

CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687 -5550
BELAR
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA. 19333

BOX 826

(215) 687 -5550

266

Playmate is a self- contained, logic controlled, semi -automatic system for
the playback of pre- recorded audio tape
cartridges with commercial, promotional, or program material. It is designed to minimize the actual handling
of carts by allowing for the pre-loading
of up to 24 pre- recorded messages in
the sequence in which they will be
played. The system also allows simultaneous random access to the carts from

Circle 174 on Reader Service Card
112
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five remote control console/
panels which are plugged into the main
equipment rack (which contains all of
the system's logic circuitry, switching
electronics, and Beaucart cartridge
playback decks). UMC ELECTRONICS.
up to

Time Announce Controller

267

The TAX 161 is designed for auto-
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mated broadcast control situations
where it is desired to announce the correct time of day. The unit interfaces

r

with a great number of automation program systems and features one or two
cart machine operation, stereo audio,
built-in cue amplifier and speaker, and
relay isolated balanced audio switching. The unit is self- contained with its
own power supply and time base and is
enclosed in a 13/4 -inch high rack -mount
chassis. Its audio switching permits the
time announcements to share one of the

automation's inputs with another
source. Internal jumper connections
permit the user to tailor the TAX 161 to
meet the particular interfacing requirements of his automation and cart machines. $375. HALLIKAINEN & FRIENDS.
16 mm Reflex Camera

The GSMO is an extremely compact
camera outfit with battery pack, 12x
viewfinder, loaded 400 -foot magazine,
and zoom lens weighing in under 12
pounds. The optical system features a
single -blade full -speed rotating mirror

shutter set at a 45 degree angle. The
drive system employs a miniaturized
crystal- controlled motor and gear train
embedded in a solid aluminum block to
achieve maximum noise attenuation.
Sync -sound speeds of 24 and 25 fps are
featured, as well as crystal -controlled
step-variable speeds ranging from 12 to
64 fps. Circuit board electronics provide auto slating and pilotone outputs,
as well as an electronic digital footage

counter. Magazines feature loop -

forming devices for easy loading and
are available in 100, 200, and 400 -foot
sizes. Available options include CP
semi- automatic exposure control system and J -5 zoom control. The cornplete camera package includes camera
body, viewfinder, 400 -foot magazine,
two battery packs and chargers, shoulder pod with adjustable handgrip and
on /off switch, fitted Halliburton carrying case, and Angenieux 17.5 to 70 mm
T2.5 zoom lens with 12.5 to 50 mm
retrozoom attachment. $8,275. CINEMA
PRODUCTS CORP., 2037 GRANVILLE
AVE., LOS ANGELES, CA 90025.
JANUARY, 1979 -BM/E
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To order,
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Type and
ifY Motor

5272.00

$288.00

sin9e speed

Outside Connecticut,
(80O) 243-6178,

Prices
5295,00

Dual speed

Multi -peck'

.

Go anywhere SMPTE
Edit Code Generator
and
Companion Reader
that will give you an

instant shot list.
The only portable SMPTE Code Generator. Shintron Model 640 SMPTE Edit
Code Generator.
Goes anywhere with your ENG crew.
Light and rugged. It attaches to your VTR and produces accurate edit code as you
shoot important scenes.
You cannot enjoy full advantages of ENG unless you have the 640 SMPTE Edit
Code Generator.
EBU European Standard version available.

0

5

2

9

2

2

4

Model 644 Edit Code Reader
When Shintron builds a new product, we think of our customers' convenience first.
Good Edit Code Readers are a dime a dozen today, but which one can generate an
instant shot list? The only one is Model 644 Edit Code Reader / Raster Display and
Shot List printer.

SHINTRONworldwide

Cambridge. MA 0214: USA
(617) 491 -8700 / telex. 921497

Circle 175 on Reader Service Card
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NICKEL CADMIUM
ENG. BATTERIES
AND ONE HOUR AUTOMATIC

CHARGERS

Business Briefs
It has been announced that ABC -TV
will purchase Ikegami HK -312 studio

color cameras. The order for the

computer-controlled cameras is valued
at over $4 million. ABC -TV already
has 32 HK-312s in operation in its
O &Os in New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, and San Francisco
Coastcom has received a letter of intent
from the Collins Division of Rockwell
International to purchase nearly $1
million worth of Coastcom's model412
single channel per carrier (SCPC) receivers (demodulators) during 1979.
RCA announced an average 8.1 percent price increase for its broadcast
equipment effective August 15, 1978
RCA also announced sales of
$1.2 million worth of studio and transmitting gear to Nationwide Communications, Inc., which will use the
equipment to upgrade its television stations in Richmond -Petersburg, Ga. ,
Knoxville, Tenn., and Green Bay,
Wisc.
Springfield TV Corp., Springfield,
Mass. , has ordered more than three million dollars worth of broadcast equipment from RCA for installation in two
new TV stations. One of the new stations is in Jacksonville, Fla., and is
licensed to Crown Broadcasting Corp.
The other station, in Salt Lake City,
Utah, is scheduled to begin broadcasting this fall on channel 20
A new
RCA Tetra Coil circularly polarized
highband broadcast antenna was purchased by WTVD, Durham, N.C. The
TCL -16 antenna has a CP power gain of
16 and, in conjunction with the station's 50 kW transmitter, will enable
WTVD to broadcast at maximum authorized ERP.
Forward Communications, Warsau,
Wisc., has ordered one -inch VTRs
from RCA valued at $900,000. The
order includes 10 TH -100 helical scan
recorders and five TH -50 portable
models, as well as associated equipment
Bob Liftin's Regent Sound
Studios, N.Y., has ordered an Ampex
VPR -2 type C recorder.
Miami radio station WKAT has been
sold for one million dollars to Nevada
State Senator William H. Hernstadt and
Mrs. Judith F. Hernstadt, pending approval by the FCC. The Hernstadts currently own a Las Vegas TV station
which will soon transfer ownership to a
group of investors headed by NBC -TV

...

.

For ALEXANDER Nickel Cadmium REPLACEMENT

BATTERIES For...
SONY (BP20)
AKAI (PACK)

-- JVC
(PBP -1)
etc.

CHARGERS WILL AUTOMATICALLY
CHARGE IN 1 TO 4 HRS. DEPENDING ON
CAPACITY ... (SWITCHES TO TRICKLE)
Write Wire or Phone

ALEXANDER manufacturing co.
I>

Box 1645 Mason City, Iowa 50401
Phone (515) 423 -8955
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Where did you find the resistor values
for the last pad that you built? In the
back of a dog -earred equipment catalog? Did you fight with formulas and
"k factors" from a textbook?
Here at last is a single data source for
building all sorts of RESISTIVE PADS.
Easy -to-use charts give precise resistance values for "T ", "H ", "Pi ", and
"O" pads in 1 db steps up to 60 db.
Includes charts for 600 and 150 ohm
pads plus 600 -to -150 ohm matching
pads.

RESISTIVE PADS also contains detailed explanations of VU meter pads,
bridging pads, lattice splitting 'pads,
and more!

....

personality Johnny Carson
WRET -TV, Channel 36, Charlotte,
N.C., has abandoned its independent
.

Order your copy of RESISTIVE PADS
for only $6.95, postpaid.

ELECTRIC SOUND OF MINN.
P.O. Box 634
Anoka, Minn. 55303
Money back guarantee
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status to become an NBC affiliate. The
station will also launch its first full fledged news operation this September,
and has appointed veteran newsman
Hal Suit to be news director.
Oak Industries has separated its tra-

ditional manufacturing operations from
over -the -air subscription television and
other communications activities, in a
major restructuring of its corporate organization
Time and Frequency
Technology has moved into new
facilities in the Oakmead Village Industrial Park at 3090 Oakmead Village
Drive, Santa Clara, Calif. 95051.
CFI (Consolidated Film Industries)
has signed a million dollar -plus,
multi -year videotape agreement for the
purchase of "Scotch" brand video
products for 3M Corp.
Rupert
Neve, Inc. announced the sale of several of its Neve recording consoles.
Electric Lady Studios of New York

....

...

City purchased a Neve equipment
package, including the NECAM
computer- assisted mixing system, for
$400,000. The Village Recorder of
Los Angeles purchased a Neve Model
8078 with NECAM for $200,000 and
the Caribou Ranch, a Rocky
Mountain recording studio, purchased
another 8078 with VCA sub -grouping
for a reported $140,000.
IVC has been awarded a contract by
the Ministry of Information, Government of Malaysia, to supply six IVC
7000 color studio cameras, and two
portable IVC 7000P color television
cameras
Ampex Corp. announced that it has received an order
from KOLO -TV, Reno, Nevada, for a
variety of videotape production equipment worth almost $500,000. The
order calls for the delivery of three
.

.

.

.

VPR -1 helical scan videotape recorders, two AVR -2 quadruplex VTRs,
and an ACR -25 -B automatic video

...

cassette recorder /reproducer
Ampex also announced that Leroy C.
Cochran has been named general manager of audio products for Ampex's
.

audio -video systems division. Cochran
was also named president of DucaRichardson, a recently acquired subsidiary of Ampex.
ADDA Corp. has installed its second ESP (Electronic Still Processor) at
NBC, New York. The new NBC installation is the fifth ESP system to be put
into operation
Didier/Denver of
Evergreen, Colo., has been named to
represent ADDA Corp. in the midwest-

....

ern states of Colorado, Kansas,
Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota, and Wyoming.
The Outlet Company has selected

Rosner Television Systems, Inc.,
N.Y., to provide the engineering design and implementation for the TV
production facilities of its Broadcast
Division's new broadcast house in Pro-

Radio station
vidence, R.I.
KTER, Terrel, Texas, has been purchased by Gale Broadcasting Co.,
.

.

.

Inc. The $300,000 sale is subject to
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TRANSLATOR
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J-316
J-317

1w.
10w

Superb Design- Fabrication
Local Modulation Provision

FCC Type Accepted
CALL OR WRITE FOR SPECIFICATIONS,
PRICES, AND A BROCHURE ABOUT THE
FM TRANSLATOR SERVICE

TEPCO CORP.
BOX 680
AC 605 -343 -7200
RAPID CITY, SD 57709
Over Two Decades of Bcst. Equip. Mfg.
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The Log 2

Automation System
A GREAT WAY TO START!

FOR UNDER

S10,000
A complete,

flexible system
featuring the
100B Programmer
for full or
semiautomatic
operation.
Controls five
additional sources.
Lets you utilize
present equipment.

Expandable to
larger system
in the future.

a

IN A CLASS
BY ITSELF!

m El

MICROPROBE
ELECTRONICS INC
JOHN HANCOCK CENTER
875 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611
Dave Collins. (312) 440 -3111
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Seaway Communications,
Inc., has signed a contract with Northland Television, Inc., for the purchase

FM

i

QUALITY TALKS
FOR

FCC approval
WTOP-AM, 50
kW news radio in Washington, D.C.,
will become a Mutual Broadcasting
System affiliate on January 1, 1979

Solid State
Workhorse

of WAEO -TV, NBC affifiate in Rhinelander, Wis. Upon FCC approval,
Seaway will become the first 100 percent minority business group to own a
network- affiliated VHF TV station in
the U.S.
A new $1.5 million "turnkey"
CATV system is being built by Mag-

novox CATV -Systems, Inc. for
American Television and Communications Corp., Denver, Colo. The new
system will include a two -way capability that will allow signals to be transmitted back to the cable system head -end
or distribution point on the same cable
from any point in the system. This will
open the way to a hardwired ENG service and other applications
Harris Corp., Broadcast Products Division
has moved its Houston office to 7000
Regency Square Blvd., Suite 200
Auditronics Corp. has announced that
William S. Sadler has been elected
president and chief operating officer of
its subsidiary, SC Electronics, Inc.,

Continental's new 5/10 kW AM
transmitter is setting records for
acceptance. It has performance
and efficiency, with the cleanest
sound around. Listen to Continental: quality talks.

manufacturers of Setchell Carlson

(`rV

.

.

.

.

video monitors and CRT displays.
Microwave Associates has announced sales of $179,000 in microwave equipment to Northern Cable
Services, Ltd., Ontario, and $250,000
in microwave equipment to North
Dakota Cable Services, Minot, N.D.
National Cable Corp. has signed
with C -COR Electronics, Inc., for
system design and electronic equipment for about 60 miles of cable TV
plant in Dayton, Penn.... Southern
Illinois Cable TV has purchased an
estimated 191 miles of plant serving
9400 subscribers in southern Illinois.
Videotek, Inc. has opened a new
branch office and distribution center at
2115 West Mountain View Road,
Motion Picture
Phoenix, Ariz.
Laboratories' professional motion picture equipment sales /rental operation
has been purchased by its former manager, William M. "Bill" O'Rork, who
will operate it at the former location
under the name of Media Equipment
.

.

.

Center.
Cetec Audio, a division of Cetec
Corp., has been renamed the Cetec
Gauss Division
Conrac has
opened a sales office for TV products in
Dallas
Chyron Corp. has moved
to new and larger quarters at 265
Bethpage -Spagnoli Rd., Melville,
Victor
Long Island, N.Y. 11746
Duncan, Inc., midwest film equipment rental and sales house, has formed
a video division. Offices are located in
Chicago, Dallas, and Detroit. BM/E
.

.

.

.
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Write for brochure. Continental Elecrron,cs
Mfg Co Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
(214) 381 -7161

<-->>
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VTR VIDEO PROBLEMS?
WHAT'S THE TAPE TENSIO^J?

Shown measuring the critical supply
tension on a Sony U -matic 2850.

TAPE EATING?
FLAGGING - HOOKING?
INTERCHANGEABILITY?
The TENTELOMETER tape tension
gage can help isolate and correct these
problems on your open reel and cassette video recorders by measuring
dynamic tape tension. Priced from
$195 complete.

Send

for your free

8

page

TENTELOMETER instruction and application manual or call today.

....

50

Curtner Avenue. Campbell. CA 95008
(408) 377 -6588
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BROADCAST CARTS
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FOR THE ULTIMATE IN FORMAT FLEXIBILITY
Easily interfaced to your existing automation system -ours or "theirs"
WA 98225

12061 733 -4567
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FIELD TESTED VANS AND FOUR
WHEEL DRIVE DESIGNS TO MEET
YOUR ENG/EFP REQUIREMENTS.

E -N -G
1009C

Video Aids Corp. of Colorado
Vital Industries Inc
Ward-Beck Systems Ltd

78
9

Cover
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SALES OFFICES
BM

/E- Broadcast Management/Engineering
295 Madison Ave.
New York, New York 10017
Telex: 64 -4001

MANAGER, U.S. SALES
Kenneth F. Luker, Jr.
EASTERN & MIDWESTERN STATES
295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
212- 685-5320
Kevin J. Condon
Kenneth F. Luker, Jr.
WESTERN STATES
353 Sacramento Street
Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94111
415- 421 -7330
William J. Healey

1434 Westwood Blvd., Suite 9
Los Angeles, CA 90024
Neal Wilder

JAPAN
Intercommunications (Japan) Inc.
Kakyo Bldg. (No. 416)
15 -13 Tsukiji 2 -chome
Chuo -Ku, Tokyo 104 Japan
03 (543) 0398
S. Yasui

LENCO, INC.,
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
The fastest growing video broadcast
product company in the United
States, offers the following challenging positions to a few outstanding

RELIABILITY

ECONOMY

CORPORATION

SHARY CIRCLE

Minimum five years professional experience. Must be able to plan and
develop state -of- the -art video systems for
broadcast applications.

VIDEO DESIGN ENGINEER
ANALOG /DIGITAL
BSEE or five years professional experience in broadcast product design.

VIDEO ENGINEERING
TECHNICIANS

MOBILE ELECTRONIC JOURNALISM

QUALITY

16

individuals.
VIDEO SYSTEMS
PRODUCT MANAGER

TO ANY OF ITS 48

BELLINGHAM,
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51 -52
3

INSTACART GIVES YOU

4041 HOME ROAD,

113

Utah Scientific, Inc
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Listec Television Equip. Co
Lowell-Light Manufacturing Co
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46-47
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Ikegami Electronics Inc
Inovonics Inc
International Tapetronics Corp
International Video Corp

CONCORD,

(415) 798-4060

At least three years experience with state of- the -art broadcast equipment.
For a bright future with a company that is
in the forefront of video technology, send
your resume to Personnel Director

LENCO, INC.,
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
300 N. Maryland Street
Jackson, Missouri 63755
(314) 234 -3147

CA. 94518

\yam%
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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ON AIR CONTROL - CHUM, TORONTO
ONE OF FOUR NEW CHUM STUDIOS INSTALLED THIS YEAR
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF GEORGE JONES,
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING FOR CHUM GROUP RADIO
In 1958 CHUM insta led the first of the McCurdy SS4000
Package Conso.e Facilities. After twenty years of
continuous operation the original package was
replaced by th s customized SS8600 System.

McCURDY RADIO INDUSTRIES

TORONTO
[416] 751 -6262

CHICAGO
[312]640-70177

NEW YORK
[201]327 -0750
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Around the globe honors graduates compete for admission to the Radjp and Teleon Arts course at
Ryerson P&ytechriical Institute.
It is Ryerson's insistence upon the very highest standards in all aspects of
1,44,,,has led to

itoper4ps

such coveted internalitar&oinftjo
Students now receive advancecListIsttiktfon on two
Ward-Beck custOrailOiraProSitOUVICAusales. A logIcal choice for the best possible start to an exciting
career!
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Ward-Beck SyKems Limited, 841 Progress Aven je, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1H 2X4.
Teil: (416) 43846550.

Ward-Beck Systems Inc.. 6900 East Camelback Road, Suite 1010, Scottsdale, Arizona 85251.

